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Abstract 
Chaos has been intensively investigated, over the past few decades, within the 
nonlinear science, information science, and engineering communities. In recent years, 
interest has therefore been focused on chaos generator circuit design as new vistas 
open up for real-world applications of chaotic signals. 
Thus, the design and realization of chaos generators, the core engine of which 
is always an oscillator, has become a key issue in chaos-based technologies. This fact 
has provided the impetus for the design and realization of chaos generators in this 
thesis. Moreover, the topic of sinusoidal oscillator design is also one of the 
continuously active areas of research in analogue electronics due to the enormous 
number of applications where they are needed such as communication, 
instrumentation, signal processing and control systems. The design methodology of 
the chaos generators presented in this thesis is based on the idea that at the heart of a 
chaos generator lays a core sinusoidal oscillator engine. 
Furthermore, current conveyor as is well known is the most popular and 
universally used active device as the basic building block for an enormous variety of 
analog signal processing circuits. The current conveyor was first proposed by Sedra 
and Smith in 1968 and subsequently its several generations and variations have 
emerged over the last few decades, such as, the first generation current conveyor 
(CCI), the second generation current conveyor (CCII), the third generation current 
conveyor (CCIII) and the current-controlled conveyor (CCCII). However, among the 
various generations the CCII and CCCII have been proven as the most important and 
versatile active elements due to their better high frequency performance, wide 
bandwidth and wide dynamic range along with their compatibility for realization of 
voltage mode as well as current mode analog systems. The CCCII enjoys the added 
feature of electronic control of circuit parameters. This has led to its wide applications 
in implementation of high performance filters, oscillators, and chaos generators, 
operating either in voltage or current mode. U 
The rich variety of the potential applications of chaos g^erators and 
numerous advantages of the current conveyors provided the motivation to this 
research work of realizing chaos generators by using the versatile current conveyors 
as the basic building block. Hence, this work starts with a historical overview of 
current conveyors and chaos generators. 
This thesis first presents a number of sinusoidal oscillator realizations 
employing the second generation current conveyors (CCIIs) as the active building 
block. A total of six novel sinusoidal oscillators are presented and are classified 
according to the number of CCIIs employed for their realization. These oscillators use 
four, three or two CCIIs along with passive components. Studies were carried out to 
assess the effect of the non-idealities of the CCIIs on the performance of the 
oscillators. The sensifivity studies done led to the observation that the CCII based 
sinusoidal oscillator circuits enjoy attractive passive and active sensitivity 
performance. The CCII based oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE 
simulations. They were found to exhibit quadrature outputs with equal magnitudes. 
These oscillators also posses single resistance independent frequency control over a 
sufficiently wide range and are compatible for monolithic implementation in 
contemporary IC technologies. The CCII based sinusoidal oscillators were later 
employed as the core engine in the realization of the CCII based chaos generators. 
As the CCCII has the added advantage of electronic adjustability, there is a 
growing interest in the design of filters and oscillators using CCCIIs. Moreover, 
circuits using CCCIIs or translinear conveyors and grounded capacitors only have 
emerged as an important class of circuits which provide electronic control to circuit 
parameters, broad frequency range of operation without any external resistor and are 
suitable for IC implementation in MOS form. Such, class of circuits are referred to as 
translinear-C circuits. Many translinear-C current mode filters and oscillators are 
reported in technical literature. 
Thus to avail the advantages of the CCCII, in this thesis five novel sinusoidal 
oscillators, using current controlled conveyors (CCCIIs) and passive components are 
realized and presented. Four of these oscillators belong to the translinear-C class of 
circuits. The realized oscillators are classified according to the number of CCCIIs 
used for their realization. These sinusoidal oscillators employ four, three, or two 
CCCIIs and grounded capacitors for their realization. The studies of the effect of the 
non-idealities, of the CCCII on the frequency performance of these oscillators were 
carried out. It was also found through these studies that the CCCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators enjoy attractive active and passive sensitivity figures. The realized CCCII 
based sinusoidal oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE simulations. 
The sinusoidal oscillators were found to exhibit quadrature outputs of equal 
magnitudes, independent electronic frequency control, and are compatible for micro-
III 
miniaturization in contemporary IC technologies. These oscillators are utilized in the 
realization of CCCII based chaos generators at a later stage. 
The chaos generator realization methodology requires that some sort of 
nonlinearity be introduced into the sinusoidal oscillator to modify it into a chaos 
generator hence, in the thesis, five CCII based nonlinear circuit composites and four 
CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites are presented. The transfer characteristics 
of these nonlinear circuit composites were obtained through PSPICE simulations. The 
behaviors of these composites were studied in detail. These CCII based and CCCII 
based composites provide a variety of nonlinear functions which have been employed 
for the realization of the CCII based chaos generators and CCCII based chaos 
generators respectively. 
Thus a total of six CCII based chaos generators are presented by modifying the 
e c u based sinusoidal oscillators through the insertion of CCII based nonlinear circuit 
composites. PSPICE simulations were carried out to verify the chaotic behavior of the 
chaos generators presented. These CCII based chaos generators were found to exhibit 
a variety of chaotic dynamics, single resistance tuning and wide band frequency 
spectrums which makes them suitable for high frequency applications. 
Next, CCCII based chaos generators using the CCCII based oscillators and the 
CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites were realized. In this category also six 
chaos generators with different dynamical behaviors are presented. These chaos 
generators use CCCIIs along with passive components, which can be 
microminiaturized in contemporary IC technologies. The CCCII based chaos 
generators were designed and verified using PSPICE simulation for their chaotic 
behavior. These chaos generators possess characteristics which generate a variety of 
chaotic signals and provide broad band frequency spectrums in the MHz and Giga Hz 
range illustrating their suitability for high frequency applications such as in secure 
communication. They also enjoy electronic tuning of their generated chaotic signals. 
A comparative study of the realized chaos generators using CCIIs and CCCIIs 
is carried out depending on the number of active devices utilized, nature of the chaotic 
pattern obtained, their tuning capability and the range of frequency spectrum 
generated. 
Thus, the proposed work is expected to contribute addition to the knowledge 
in the field of chaos generator design. 
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Chaos has been intensively investigated, over the past few decades, within the 
nonUnear science, information science, and engineering communities. In recent years, 
interest has therefore been focused on chaos generator circuit design as new vistas 
open up for real-world applications of chaotic signals. 
Thus, the design and realization of chaos generators, the core engine of which 
is always an oscillator, has become a key issue in chaos-based technologies. This fact 
has provided the impetus for the design and realization of chaos generators in this 
thesis. Moreover, the topic of sinusoidal oscillator design is also one of the 
continuously active areas of research in analogue electronics due to the enormous 
number of applications where they are needed such as communication, 
instrumentation, signal processing and control systems. The design methodology of 
the chaos generators presented in this thesis is based on the idea that at the heart of a 
chaos generator lays a core sinusoidal oscillator engine. 
Furthermore, current conveyor as is well known is the most popular and 
universally used active device as the basic building block for an enormous variety of 
analog signal processing circuits. The current conveyor was first proposed by Sedra 
and Smith in 1968 and subsequently its several generations and variations have 
emerged over the last few decades, such as, the first generation current conveyor 
(CCI), the second generation current conveyor (CCII), the third generation current 
conveyor (CCIII) and the current-controlled conveyor (CCCII). However, among the 
various generations the CCII and CCCII have been proven as the most important and 
versatile active elements due to their better high frequency performance, wide 
bandwidth and wide dynamic range along with their compatibility for realization of 
voltage mode as well as current mode analog systems. The CCCII enjoys the added 
feature of electronic control of circuit parameters. This has led to its wide applications 
in implementation of high performance filters, oscillators, and chaos generators, 
operating either in voltage or current mode. 
The rich variety of the potential applications of chaos generators and 
numerous advantages of the current conveyors provided the motivation to this 
research work of realizing chaos generators by using the versatile current conveyors 
as the basic building block. Hence, this work starts with a historical overview of 
current conveyors and chaos generators. 
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This thesis first presents a number of sinusoidal oscillator realizations 
employing the second generation current conveyors (CCIIs) as the active building 
block. A total of six novel sinusoidal oscillators are presented and are classified 
according to the number of CCIIs employed for their realization. These oscillators use 
four, three or two CCIIs along with passive components. Studies were carried out to 
assess the effect of the non-idealities of the CCIIs on the performance of the 
oscillators. The sensitivity studies done led to the observation that the CCII based 
sinusoidal oscillator circuits enjoy attractive passive and active sensitivity 
performance. The CCII based oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE 
simulations. They were found to exhibit quadrature outputs with equal magnitudes. 
These oscillators also posses single resistance independent frequency control over a 
sufficiently wide range and are compatible for monolithic implementation in 
contemporary IC technologies. The CCII based sinusoidal oscillators were later 
employed as the core engine in the realization of the CCII based chaos generators. 
As the CCCIl has the added advantage of electronic adjustability, there is a 
growing interest in the design of filters and oscillators using CCCIIs. Moreover, 
circuits using CCCIIs or translinear conveyors and grounded capacitors only have 
emerged as an important class of circuits which provide electronic control to circuit 
parameters, broad frequency range of operation without any external resistor and are 
suitable for IC implementation in MOS form. Such, class of circuits are referred to as 
translinear-C circuits. Many translinear-C current mode filters and oscillators are 
reported in technical literature. 
Thus to avail the advantages of the CCCII, in this thesis five novel sinusoidal 
oscillators, using current controlled conveyors (CCCIIs) and passive components are 
realized and presented. Four of these oscillators belong to the translinear-C class of 
circuits. The realized oscillators are classified according to the number of CCCIIs 
used for their realization. These sinusoidal oscillators employ four, three, or two 
CCCIIs and grounded capacitors for their realization. The studies of the effect of the 
non-idealities, of the CCCII on the frequency performance of these oscillators were 
carried out. It was also found through these studies that the CCCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators enjoy attractive active and passive sensitivity figures. The realized CCCII 
based sinusoidal oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE simulations. 
The sinusoidal oscillators were found to exhibit quadrature outputs of equal 
magnitudes, independent electronic frequency control, and are compatible for micro-
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miniaturization in contemporary IC technologies. These oscillators are utilized in the 
realization of CCCII based chaos generators at a later stage. 
The chaos generator realization methodology requires that some sort of 
nonlinearity be introduced into the sinusoidal oscillator to modify it into a chaos 
generator hence, in the thesis, five CCII based nonlinear circuit composites and four 
CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites are presented. The transfer characteristics 
of these nonlinear circuit composites were obtained through PSPICE simulations. The 
behavior of these composites was studied in detail. These CCII based and CCCII 
based composites provide a variety of nonlinear functions which have been employed 
for the realization of the CCII based chaos generators and CCCII based chaos 
generators respectively. 
Thus a total of six CCII based chaos generators are presented by modifying the 
CCII based sinusoidal oscillators through the insertion of CCII based nonlinear circuit 
composites. PSPICE simulations were carried out to verify the chaotic behavior of the 
chaos generators presented. These CCII based chaos generators were found to exhibit 
a variety of chaotic dynamics, single resistance tuning and wide band frequency 
spectrums which makes them suitable for high frequency applications. 
Next, CCCII based chaos generators using the CCCII based oscillators and the 
CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites were realized. In this category also six 
chaos generators with different dynamical behaviors are presented. These chaos 
generators use CCCIIs along with passive components, which can be 
microminiaturized in contemporary IC technologies. The CCCII based chaos 
generators were designed and verified using PSPICE simulation for their chaotic 
behavior. These chaos generators possess characteristics which generate a variety of 
chaotic signals and provide broad band frequency spectrums in the MHz and Giga Hz 
range illustrating their suitability for high frequency applications such as in secure 
communication. They also enjoy electronic tuning of their generated chaotic signals. 
A comparative study of the realized chaos generators using CCIIs and CCCIIs 
is carried out depending on the number of active devices utilized, nature of the chaotic 
pattern obtained, their tuning capability and the range of frequency spectrum 
generated. 
Thus, the proposed work is expected to contribute addition to the knowledge 
in the field of chaos generator design. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preamble 
The word "chaos", usually conveys to one's mind a very complex scene of 
total disorder, confusion and randomness. The discovery of dynamical chaos has 
changed this traditional view. There has been an explosion of scientific interest in 
chaos and how to control and utilize it during the last four decades. In technical 
literature, the term chaos means something that appears to be random and disordered 
but is actually deterministic in nature, meaning that it is precisely controlled by 
natural laws. Initially, chaos theory was developed almost entirely by mathematicians, 
under the name of ergodic theory |1-3|. Chaos was first discovered in 1898 by 
.facques Hadamard who reported the study of chaotic motion of a free particle. Then, 
Henri Poincare, in the early 1900s, found that there can be planetary orbits which are 
nonperiodic. Later on, experiments also indicated turbulence in fluid motion and the 
nonperiodic oscillation in radio engineering circuits 11-3|. 
An early pioneer of chaos theory was Edward N. Lorenz, who in 1961 
discovered chaos accidentally through his computer work on weather prediction. In 
1963, Edward IN. Lorenz, proposed an autonomous weather system described by a set 
of equations with chaotic behavior developed out of his numerical studies in 
meteorology [4|. Lorenz's discoveries weren't acknowledged until years later, when 
they were rediscovered by others. Chaos was then exclusively studied by a few 
theoretician, mathematicians and physicists who developed the concepts of what is 
known as the "chaos theory". The term chaos as used in mathematics was coined by 
the applied mathematician James A. Yorke |5 | . 
Later, Lorenz-like dynamics were identified in different physical systems as in 
hydrodynamics, magnetohydrodynamics, lasers, etc. The Lorenz system is still chosen 
as a benchmark in many topics of research |6-111. 
It was about twenty years after Lorenz's observations were first made that 
Prof. Leon O. Chua an electronic engineering professor at the University of California 
at Berkeley, while visifing Waseda University, Japan, first suggested an electronic 
circuit that displayed similar as well as richer chaotic behavior than the Lorenz 
system. The Japanese scientist T. Matsumoto subsequently reported in 1984 the 
electronic circuit known as the Chua's circuit and confirmed its rich chaotic behavior 
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|12|. Since then Chua's circuit has become a widely studied paradigm for chaotic 
dynamical systems and their behavior |13-U)|. 
Initially, the noise-like behaviors of chaotic electronic circuits were found to 
be harmful to most of engineering applications, electrical engineers typically avoided 
chaos. Then in 1989 a paper reported by A. W. Hubler, changed their outlook about 
chaos completely. The paper reported that chaos could be controlled |20|. Within the 
next few years, chaologists demonstrated that chaos could be controlled and exploited 
for various applications |21-25|. The use of chaotic signals were investigated in a 
wide variety of applications in various scientific disciplines viz., mathematics, 
physics, biology, music, fluid mixing, economics, field of engineering particularly 
secure communication, computers, biomedical engineering, flow dynamics, power 
systems protection, medical field, domestic appliances, meteorology and even traffic 
control. [261. But these applications required chaotic signal sources. This meant that 
robust electronic circuits, which could generate chaotic signals, were needed. The 
early reported chaotic oscillators were either intuitively discovered |27, 281 or were 
modelled on mathematical equafions [29-33|. Some were based on conventional 
sinusoidal oscillators [34-39| or were modified versions of Chua's oscillator |40-46|. 
Most of these circuits were based on operational amplifiers along with resistors, 
capacitors and inductors. However, the op amp based chaos generators have high 
frequency performance limitation due to its gain bandwidth product constraint, low 
dynamic range and slew rate. Moreover, the presence of an inductor as a circuit 
element is not desirable in electronic circuits. The inductor because of its bulk and 
non-ideality is not suitable for VLSI implementation [43-46]. 
It is to be noted that the chaos generator circuits should be capable of 
producing from low to high frequency chaotic signals for various applications e.g., 
high frequency performance of chaos generators are required for secure 
communication. Moreover, for such applications it is preferable to use chaos 
generators that can be integrated on silicon in order to be compatible with other 
system elements. Hence, chaos generators that are suitable for integration in 
contemporary IC technologies and are capable of high frequency performance are 
needed. This requirement has led to the search of an analog signal processing active 
device which would fulfill the above criteria and be free of the performance 
limitations offered by op amps employed in the previous chaos generator circuits. 
Moreover, it would be advantageous to realize voltage mode as well as current mode 
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chaos generators. For this purpose chaos generator circuit realizations need active 
devices capable of working both in the voltage mode as well as current mode. These 
requirements lead to the most popular analog circuit building block of its times, viz., 
the "Current Conveyor". 
The current conveyor or more precisely the first generation current conveyor 
(CCI), was initially proposed by K. C. Smith and Adel Sedra in 1968 |47|. CCI was 
then reformulated and replaced by a more versatile second-generation device in 1970, 
the e c u 148, 49].Considerable attention has been given to the Current Conveyor as 
an active device because it offers better performance due to advantageous features, 
such as high slew rate, higher speed, wider bandwidth, good linearity and wide 
dynamic range and is not limited by any constant gain-bandwidth product constraint. 
Since current-conveyors operate without any global feedback, a better high frequency 
behavior results compared to operational amplifier circuits. An additional important 
feature of the device is its capability of operating both in current and voltage modes 
which provides flexibility and enables a variety of circuit designs. Moreover, circuits 
employing the current conveyor as the basic building block are suitable for monolithic 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies |5()-5.^|. The current conveyor (CC) 
due to these factors is a reported active component, suitable for a range of analog 
signal processing applications |5,^-5''|. Figurel.l illustrates some of these 
applications. 
Thus, the rich variety of the potential applications of chaotic signals in almost 
all walks of life coupled with the numerous advantages of the current conveyors led to 
the realizations of chaos generators by using the versatile current conveyors as the 
basic building block in this thesis. 
1.2 Chaos Generators 
The first true experimenter in chaos was the meteorologist, Edward Lorenz of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In 1960, he was working on the problem 
of weather prediction. He had a computer set up, with a set of twelve equations to 
model the weather. At two different times he used slightly different variable values on 
his computer and noted that the sequences evolved differently when plotted on a 
graph. Instead of the same pattern as before, the second pattern diverged from the first 
pattern, ending up quite different from the original as shown in Figure 1.2. This effect 
came to be known famously as the "butterfiy effect". The amount of difference in the 
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starting points of the two curves is small enougli to be comparable to a butterfly 
flapping its wings. This phenomenon, common to chaos theory, is also known as 
sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Just a small change in the initial conditions 
can change the long-term behavior of a system. From this idea, Lorenz stated that it is 
impossible to predict the weather accurately. Later, Lorenz found that the equations 
describing a water wheel also seemed to give rise to entirely random behavior. 
However, the graphed output of these equations always stayed on a curve, a double 
spiral. There were only two kinds of order previously known: a steady state, in which 
the variables never change, and periodic behavior, in which the system goes into a 
loop, repeating itself indefinitely. Lorenz's equations were definitely ordered - they 
always followed a spiral. They never settled down to a single point, but since they 
never repeated, they weren't periodic either. He called the image he got when he 
graphed the equations "the Lorenz attractor" shown in Figure L3. In 1963, Lorenz 
published a paper describing what he had discovered. He included the unpredictability 
of the weather, and discussed the types of equations that caused this type of behavior. 
This discovery led Lorenz on to other aspects of what eventually came to be known as 
chaos theory 11-3). 
Definition of chaos: 
Chaos theory although powerful, fascinating and broadly applicable across 
science and engineering, there is still no universally agreed definition of chaos. Some 
working definitions do exist in literature. Thus, chaos can be defined as a "Long-term 
evolution occurring in a deterministic, nonlinear dynamical system because of 
sensitivity to initial condifions." Mathematically, chaos means an aperiodic 
determinisfic behavior which is sensitive to its initial condifions | l -3 | . Chaos 
describes the behavior of a system that appears random, but has an underlying 
mathemafical order to it. The distinguishing feature of a system in chaos is sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions which means that changes in system parameter 
values can dramatically alter the dynamical system's course. 11-3|. 
From the electronics engineering point of view, chaos can be defined in terms 
of the descriptive properties of chaotic nonlinear systems. An electronic circuit can be 
viewed as a dynamical system since its operation is to evolve state variables such as 
currents/voltages continuously with time. 
%K^>^^^ 
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Figure 1.1. Current Conveyor application diagram. 
/ W\r 
Figurel.2. Lorenz's uncorrelated time plots with different initial conditions. 
(a) (b) 
Figurel.3 (a) and (b). Two views of the Lorenz's phase portrait or attractor. 
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Chaos is a form of oscillation, where the oscillation is bounded but aperiodic 
in nature. A chaotic circuit exhibits sensitive dependence on the circuit parameter 
variation which means that the circuit dynamics is dependent on the initial condition 
or initial parameter value |5S-(>2.. 
It is to be noted that a continuous frequency spectrum is a manifestation of true 
aperiodicity. This is an essential condition for an oscillation to be chaotic. Hence for a 
circuit to be a true chaos generator it must generate a noise like bounded oscillation 
with an infinite period and a broadband frequency spectrum where there is no 
broadband source. Chaotic circuits are always nonlinear, which means there is no 
general analytical methods for solving them. If a physical system fulfils these criteria 
of sensitivity to initial parameter value, aperiodic oscillation, complex phase plot as 
well as a broadband noise like frequency spectrum, then the system can be confirmed 
as chaofic |63-67|. 
Investigating chaos: 
Chaotic behavior in electronic circuits can be investigated in four ways: 
1. Examination of the time series or transient responses of circuit voltage and 
current for randomness and aperiodicity. 
2. Examination of the phase portrait or phase space plots i.e., examining the state 
space of variables, such as, evolution of the circuit in a two-dimensional space 
spanned by the electrical current and voltage and its time derivative. 
3. Examining the frequency spectrum for broadband noise like behavior. 
4. Examining the sensitivity dependence on initial parameter value by tuning the 
circuit parameter. 
The most basic tool for checking the chaotic nature of the generated signal is 
viewing its transient response. The time plot of a chaotic signal will exhibit a random 
and aperiodic behaviour. Because chaotic behavior is not always immediately evident 
from a signal trace, other visualizing techniques must be used to observe chaos. 
An important tool for analyzing the chaoticity of a signal is to visualize it in 
phase space. For this, chaotic systems are described using phase-space plots. Phase 
space is an abstract space used to represent the behavior of a system. Its dimensions 
are the variables of the system. A point plotted on this graph reflects the state or phase 
of the system at a particular time. To draw a phase space plot, for a circuit having two 
voltage outputs, for example, one output is plotted versus the other, so that the 
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simplest periodic beliavior in time traces out a closed loop in phase space. By plotting 
one output versus the other, in essence two states of the system are plotted. For a 
system having periodic outputs the system's state moves around the loop once per 
cycle, always retracing the same path. This relationship of the two outputs is a Timit 
cycle". But a chaotic system being dynamic constantly changes its route, so each time 
around it takes a slightly different path, eventually filling in a "band" of possible 
routes. Thus the phase plots of chaotic dynamics display a thick band of activity 
indicating the multiple trajectories through phase space, rather than a thin line that 
would suggest a single stable trajectory as in case of a periodic wave. The chaotic 
phase plot displays a significant complex shape. The plot suggests the aperiodicity of 
the signal because the orbit does not repeat and thereby fills in the space. 
The main powerful tool used in confirming the chaotic behavior of a system is 
the Fourier Spectrum. The power spectrum or frequency spectrum of a chaotic motion 
is easy to distinguish from periodic motion. Chaotic motion has a broad-band power 
spectrum with a rich spectral structure. The broad-band nature of the chaotic power 
spectrum indicates the existence of a continuum of frequencies.The coarsest kind of 
spectral analysis, a basic FFT, will display a broadband noise like spectrum of the 
chaotic signal, as is expected from the definition of chaos. 
One of the most interesting characteristics of chaotic dynamics is the 
sensitivity to initial conditions which can be utilized in further confirming the 
chaoticity of the circuit. As a consequence of this sensifivity, starting off with two 
inifial conditions i.e., parameter values in a chaotic circuit, the two trajectories or 
chaotic orbits obtained will diverge and become uncorrelated |68-74|. 
Thus the four methods that identify the chaotic nature of a dynamical 
nonlinear system or chaos generator are transient response, attractor phase portrait or 
phase space plot, the frequency spectrum and the sensitivity to initial circuit 
parameter values. All these qualitative techniques have been utilized in this thesis for 
confirmation of the chaotic nature of the realized circuits through PSPICE 
simulations. 
Chaos generator design methodology: 
With its presence in almost every field from weather to finance, from 
economics to hydraulics and now nanotechnology, chaos theory has witnessed a lot of 
increased enthusiasm in interdisciplinary sciences. Hence the field of robust electronic 
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chaos generator realization has also progressed although slowly. Most of the reported 
circuits |2"'-4()| either suffer from various draw backs viz., use of large silicon area, 
high frequency performance limitation due to the use of op amps or are copies of the 
circuit architecture available in literature on silicon pS). Although a few CMOS 
discrete and continuous time chaos generators were also reported 176-791, no circuit 
design methodology had been developed which would enable the realization of more 
chaos generator circuits. Hence, studies were conducted towards developing circuit 
design methodologies which would enable to design strong nonlinear circuits capable 
of producing chaos. 
A. S. Elwakil and M. P. Kennedy reported in 1999 that Saito's double-screw 
chaotic oscillator of reference |S0| could be decomposed into a sinusoidal oscillator 
and an active nonlinear element. |S1|. Their above conjecture was confirmed with 
recent studies which led to the finding that the Chua's circuit could be physically 
decomposed into a sinusoidal oscillator coupled to a voltage-controlled nonlinear 
resistor |S2,S3|. The Chua's circuit decomposed into its functional blocks is 
illustrated in Figure 1.4. They also observed that the conventional oscillator based 
chaos generators previously reported had a common feature that all of them employed 
a sinusoidal oscillator engine which suggested a possible method of producing chaos 
starting from an existing sinusoidal oscillator circuit 182,831. It could thus be 
concluded that at the heart of a chaos generator lays a core sinusoidal oscillator. Thus 
a semi-systematic design methodology was proposed centered on the idea that a core 
sinusoidal oscillator is to be designed first and later modified for chaos using either a 
single nonlinear device or a nonlinear circuit composite1841. Chaos generators based 
on this procedure were also reported in 184,851. A general architecture for designing 
autonomous chaotic oscillators was proposed in |85|. The suggested structure consists 
of two functional blocks viz., an oscillator and a nonlinear circuit composite. The two 
blocks interact with each other either through a coupling element or through direct 
coupling as shown in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 respectively. Chaotic oscillators with 
both types of coupling have been reported 186-88). Some times the nonlinear 
composite can be embedded within the oscillator rather than being coupled to it as in 
|36|. 
Necessary condition for chaos generation: 
There are two necessary conditions for chaos generation: 
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1. At least one of the two blocks must be active. 
2. At least three storage elements must exist. 
It is to be noted that these are only necessary conditions, no sufficient 
condition for existence of chaotic behaviour in a system is known. 
Semi-systematic procedure for chaos generation: 
The semi-systematic design procedure in |S4| according to the architecture 
proposed in |S5, is carried out in three steps. The first step is designing an appropriate 
sinusoidal oscillator and its realization. The second step is to design and realize a 
nonlinear circuit composite of appropriate dc input-output characteristics able to 
provide a particular nonlinear function. Various types of nonlinear devices and 
composites employed to introduce the requisite nonlinearity for chaos generation have 
been proposed in literature P5, 7y. SO. Sl|. Piecewise-linear circuits as source of 
nonlinear functions are considered to be powerful tools in studying and generating 
chaos in nonlinear dynamics. Piecewise linear functions are preferred because of easy 
electronic implementation. Piecewise linear functions implemented with diodes, 
operational amplifiers etc., have been proposed (33, 89-91]. In the third step the 
nonlinear circuit composite is inserted into or coupled to the sinusoidal oscillator. 
Adjusting the circuit parameter values may be required for chaos generation. 
The work in this thesis is based on this semi-systematic procedure of 
combining an oscillator with a nonlinear circuh composite for chaos generation. It is 
to be noted that the chaos generators available in literature |S4, 85, *)2, 93] employ 
only CCII-based classical oscillators where as the nonlinear circuit used is a FET-C 
and a diode-inductor (physical) composite. The chaos generator of |94| uses a CFOA 
based oscillator and the diode-inductor (physical) composite. However, in this thesis 
the goal is to realize simple novel chaos generators derived from CC based oscillators 
and CC based nonlinear circuit composite interaction. The CCs used are the CCIls 
and Cecils as the active elements because of the various aforementioned functional 
advantages of CCII and the electronic tuning provision present in the CCCII. 
Types of chaos generators / Types of chaotic phase portraits or phase plots: 
The theoretical design and circuit implementation of various chaos generators 
able to generate complex attractors or phase portraits with specific patterns has 
become a focal subject of intense interest due to their promising applications in 
various real-world chaos-based technologies and information systems. 
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Figure 1.4. Functional block representation of Chua's circuit. 
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Figure 1.5. Functional block representation of chaos generator 
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Figure 1.6. Functional block representation of chaos 
generator using direct coupling. 
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There are various types of chaotic dynamics which are mainly distinguished 
by the different types of chaotic behavior or the phase portrait pattern or attractor 
generated by the chaotic signal in phase space. The various types of chaos generators 
are therefore classified by the type of chaotic pattern i.e., the phase portrait or phase 
space plot generated such as the single scroll double scroll or the multiple or multi-
scroll chaos generators. 
hi 1963. Lorenz had found the first classical chaotic attractor. The general 
multiscroll Lorenz system family is a natural generalization of the classical Lorenz 
system, which has a double-scroll butterfly-like attractor or phase space plot |M5|. 
Historically, Chua first discovered Chua's double-scroll circuit in 1984. Since its 
discovery, many scienfists from different disciplines have been studying its strange 
attractor, which is the double-scroll chaotic attractor 11.^ . 961. 
The first multiscroll chaos generator was derived by Suykens and Vandewalle 
from the original Chua's circuit by introducing a nonlinear resistor with muhiple 
breakpoints |9'' |. It was found that the number of possible scrolls is directly 
proportional to the number of breakpoints. Today, there are several effective 
electronic circuits and approaches available for designing mulfiscroU chaotic 
attractors, using step funcfions, piecewise-linear functions, sine funcfions, switching 
manifolds, hysteresis series, saturated series, jerk circuits, thresholding, and so on |99-
1()''|. The generalized Chua's circuit was also used to generate multi-scrolls |IOS, 
1()M|. Other methods were also introduced for generating multi-scroll chaofic patterns. 
The essence of these methods is to add breakpoints in the piecewise-linear (PWL) 
characteristic of the nonlinear circuit used for chaos generation (110,1111. 
Thus, generating complex multiscroll chaotic attractors by using simple 
electronic circuits has seen a rapid development in recent years due to their potential 
real-world applications in various chaos-based technologies and information systems 
|112|. 
Chaos applications: 
The theoretical and practical importance of chaos and challenging and 
fascinating features of extreme nonlinearity have motivated researchers to exploit the 
chaotic behavior of systems for control, synchronizafion, encoding information, 
communications and physiological applications, etc. For example. Chaos has been 
used to analyze trajectories of planetary systems in celestial mechanics 11L^-115|. 
11 
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Chaos has been used in studies of molecular dynamics |116-11S| and also in studies 
of hydrodynamical flow | l iy| . Ongoing research in nonlinear dynamics and chaos 
addresses useful gain in practical applications some of which are discussed as follows: 
Chaos in biological systems: 
Many publications summarize the broader physiological and biological aspect 
of chaos in nature. Several applications of chaos control in biological systems have 
been reported !12:i), 1211. 
Chaos in medicine: 
One of the important fields to embrace the idea of chaos is medicine. 
Specialists in non-linear dynamics are doing their best to understand the workings of 
the brain, heart aind immune system using chaos theory. It is believed that the theory 
of chaotic dynamics can help scientists to understand, and even treat, some medical 
conditions |122|. 
Studies suggest that phase space analysis of the chaotic brain signals can be 
useful in seizure detection as well as providing a means for localizing the onset of an 
epileptic seizure |123-125|. A new kind of chaos-based physiology concept has been 
developed which indicates that chaos in the heart too is a sign of health, not disease 
|12()-129|. Hence, in the past few years various researches have been carried out in 
the direction of using chaos control to detect and to suppress non-chaotic pathological 
conditions in cardiac diseases which could yield significant clinical benefits |130, 
i.^n. 
Chaos in Communication: 
Active research in the area of exploiting chaotic oscillations for secure 
communications was initiated by Pecora and Carroll who first demonstrated the 
robust synchronization of one chaotic oscillator by another |132|. Synchronization 
being a key feature in the use of a given carrier signal in telecommunication systems 
coupled with the broadband nature of chaotic signals and the sensitivity to initial 
parameter values, chaotic signals can be utilized for secure communication 169-741. 
Several chaos based schemes for the implementation of communication have been 
proposed in the recent years |133-1.>6|. Application of chaos in underwater 
communication systems for increasing of stability and security ofinformation transfer 
has also been reported |13"'.13S|. Chaos has also been employed for optical 
communication |I3*). Udj. 
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Chaos in fluid mixing: 
The phenomenon of chaos has been exploited in various procedures for mixing 
highly viscous fluids, including applications to materials processing, in micro-fluidics, 
and even in large-scale atmospheric, oceanographic, and geological flows as reported 
in literature |141. ^42|. 
Chaos in radar: 
Several reports have appeared in literature indicating the application of chaotic 
signals in radar systems over the last few years 1143, 144|. 
Chaos in speech analysis and music: 
Attempts have been made to explore the link between speech turbulence and 
chaos. Concepts and methods from chaotic systems have been used to model and 
analyze nonlinear dynamics in speech signals. Investigations have been carried out to 
use chaotic-type features for recorded speech steganalysis |145, 146| and for 
modelling and maintenance of musical instruments |147, 148|. 
Chaos in computing: 
It has been described in various works that the most fundamental computing 
functions viz., the logical AND, OR, NOT, XOR, and NAND operations (gates) and 
bit-by-bit arithmetic operations can be implemented by using chaotic elements. Each 
of the logical operations is realized by employing a single chaotic element. Computer 
memory can be constructed by combining logical gates. Thus it may become possible 
to build a simple, fast, cost effective, general-purpose computing device. Chaos 
computing may also lead to dynamic architecture, where the hardware design itself 
may evolve during the course of computation |149-1511. 
Chaos in power electronics: 
Chaos can exist in a wide variety of power electronics circuits. Study of the 
chaotic behaviour, its control and application in various power electronic circuits and 
systems have been reported in literature 1152-1541. 
Chaos in random number generation and cryptography: 
Random bit generators are needed in cryptography for secure communication 
in general and for computer or internet security in particular to thwart hackers to 
protect data and information. Due to the randomness and sensitivity dependence on 
initial parameter chaos is suitable for random number generation. The realizations of 
13 
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true random bit generators by employing chaotic systems and their appHcations have 
been proposed in various reports 1155-159]. 
Applications of multi-scroll chaos generators: 
It has been reported that, compared with the single-scroll or double-scroll 
chaotic attractors. the multi-scroll chaotic attractors have higher complexity and more 
adjustability |I6((. 161 j . Thus multi-scroll chaotic attractors have many specific 
properties and functions which offer better prospect in various chaos-based 
synchronization and information technologies, such as information encryption and 
cryptography based secure communication 161, 162|. 
Recently, it has been reported that the multi scroll chaos generators can 
provide better liquid mixing |1<>2|. Another important application of multi scroll 
chaos generator is in the field of robotics. In this case the mulfiscroll chaotic signals 
are being employed for robotic movement controls 11631. 
1.3 Current Conveyors 
The original design of current conveyor (CC) initially proposed by Smith and 
Sedra in 1968 |47| was known as the first generation CC (CCI) and a subsequent 
more versatile version the second generation current conveyor (CCII) was proposed 
by Sedra and Smith in 1970 14«)|. 
Presently, other generations and variations of current conveyors have emerged 
since the inception of the first and the second generation current conveyors CCI and 
CCII, viz., the third generation current conveyor (CCIII) and the current-controlled 
CC (CCCII). Other current conveyor types have also been introduced in literature 
such as the current differencing buffered amplifier (CDBA) |164|, the inverting 
second generation current conveyor (ICCII) 1165| and the differential voltage current 
conveyor (DVCC) 1166- 16S| for various signal processing applications. 
1.4 Second Generation Current Conveyor(CCIl) 
The second generation current conveyor (CCII) is a modified version of the 
CCI |49|. CCII is more versatile than the CCI as it has one high and one low 
impedance input. A general representation of a CC is shown in Figure 1.7. A CCII can 
be defined as a three-terminal device with an ideally infinite resistance at terminals 
•y' and 'z' and a zero resistance at terminal 'x*. |49, 50, 53|. Depending on the flow 
direction of the current /_-. CCII can be defined as plus or non-inverting type and 
14 
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negative or inverting type. In the plus type CCII. the currents /, and /_- have the same 
direction i.e., either into the conveyor or away from it where as in a negative CCII the 
currents /'., and /- flow in opposite directions |53|. A CCII with both types of output 
ports (positive as well as negative), is known as dualoutput CCII or DOCCII. A CCII 
can also have two or more output ports, which can independently sink or source 
currents. Such a CCII is known as multioutput CCII or MOCCII |169|. The electrical 
symbol of a plus type CCII, DOCCII and MOCCII is shown in Figure 1.7, Figure 1.8 
and Figure 1.9 respectively. 
The port relationships of the second-generation current-conveyor CCII can be 
defmed by the matrix representation 
(I.I) 
In the CCII the terminal 'y' is a high impedance port, i.e. there is no current 
flowing into 'y". While the 'y" terminal of the second generation current conveyor is a 
voltage input and the "z" terminal is a current output, the 'x" terminal can be used 
both, as a voltage output or as a current input port. Therefore, CCII can easily be used 
to process both current and voltage signals unlike the first generation current-
conveyor or the operational amplifier. 
From the matrix equation (1.1) the CCII can be characterized by its current 
voltage relationships as 
0 0 0" 
1 0 0 
0 ±1 0 
""i 
'x 
v_ 
^=v i =0,/- = ±/,. (1.2) 
Bipolar. CMOS and BiCMOS implementations of CCIIs are present in literature 1170-
1 ""ZJ. A bipolar implementation of a current conveyor is shown in Figure 1.10. A plus 
type CMOC CCII. a dualoutput CMOS CCII and a multioutput CMOS CCII circuit 
implementation is given in Figure 1.11(a), Figure 1.11(b) and Figure 1.12 
respectively. 
The various aforementioned advantages of the CCIIs have resulted in its 
application in implementation of a wide variety of analog signal processing circuits 
viz., device simulators, transfer function synthesizers, impedance and immitance 
converters in.^-POI. filters |17''-17y| and oscillators, operating either in voltage or 
current mode |1S(), ISl |. It is to be noted that the sinusoidal quadrature oscillators and 
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also the multiphase sinusoidal oscillators find wide application in instrumentation, 
control and communication systems. As a result several quadrature oscillators and 
muhiphase sinusoidal oscillators using CCIls have also been reported in technical 
literature |1S2-IS5|. CCll based rectifiers |1S6| and gyrators |187| have also been 
reported more recently. 
Another important feature of the CCIIs is that they are suitable for 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies and more specifically are suitable 
for direct VLSI integration using CMOS CCII configurations. 
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Figure 1.7. Electrical symbol of a plus type CCII. 
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1.5 Second Generation Current Controlled Conveyor (CCCII) 
The second generation current controlled conveyor (CCCII) was introduced by 
Fabre and others in 1995 |188|. The CCCII is basically composed of translinear 
elements, mixed loops and complementary current mirrors [189|. Generally, its 
properties are similar to the conventional CCll. except that the CCCII has a finite 
input resistance Rx at the 'x' terminal. This intrinsic or parasitic resistance Rx can be 
controlled by the bias current IB of the conveyor. Thus, the CCCII has the advantage 
of electronic adjustability over the CCII such that the current conveyor applications 
can be extended to the domain of electronically tunable functions [190-192|. A CCCII 
with both types of output ports (positive and negative), is known as dualoutput CCCII 
or DOCCCII. A CCCII can also have multiple output ports, which can independently 
sink or source currents. Such a CCCII is known as multioutput CCCII or MOCCCII. 
The electrical symbol of a DOCCCII and MOCCCII is shown in Figure 1.13 and 
Figure 1.14 respectively. 
The port relations of ideal noninverting and inverting CCCIIs, can be given by 
ly 0 0 0" 
1 R^ 0 
0 ±1 0 
\ ' 
ix 
v_ 
(1.3) 
In equation (1.3) the positive and negative signs define a positive and negative 
current controlled conveyor, respectively. The conveyor 'x' input impedance is 
calculated as 
/?v 
Vv-Vj; 
'T 
21, 
(1.4) 
^x -^B 
where, Rx [= VT / (2 1B)] is the parasitic resistance at the 'x' input terminal of the 
CCCII, VT is the thermal voltage (approximately 26mV at 27°C), and IB is the bias 
current of the CCCII, which is tunable over several decades |192]. As shown in the 
equation (1.4) the x-input impedance can be controlled by the bias current IB. The 
CCCII was initially implemented with BJT [190, 192| and BiCMOS technologies 
[193,1941. A new CCCII implementation in CMOS technology has recently been 
proposed in literature |195|.The input resistance Rx at terminal "x' is proportional to 
I/IB for BJT realizations |189| and proportional to 1/V/g for CMOS realizations |195| 
so that it is possible to control its value by changing the biasing current IB. Bipolar 
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implementation of a DOCCCII and MOCCCII is shown in Figure 1.15, Figure 1.16 
respectively. A CMOS implementation of the dualoutput CCCII and multioutput 
CCCII is given in Figure 1.17 and Figure 1.18 respectively. It is to be noted that in 
circuits employing CCCII the circuit parameters are temperature sensitive, hence 
temperature compensation of translinear current conveyors is essential under varying 
environmental conditions. This can be accomplished using the technique available in 
literature 1196). Thus, the CCCII because of the advantage of electronic adjustability 
has become popular in the design of various analog signal processing circuits viz., 
device simulators, transfer function synthesizers, filters, oscillators and phase shifters, 
as reported in literature |197-2051. 
Thus, due to the various advantages of second generation current conveyors 
(CCIIs) and the added advantage of electronic tunability of the second generation 
current controlled conveyor (CCCII), the work of this thesis is based on the CCII and 
CCCII as the basic building block for the realization of the current conveyor based 
chaos generators. 
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Figure 1.16. Bipolar implementation of multioutput CCCII. 
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Figure 1.17. CMOS implementation of dualoutput CCCII. 
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis has been organized into seven chapters. The first chapter, that is the 
present chapter, deals with the introduction to the relevant background materials. 
Thus, this work starts with a historical overview about nonlinear chaotic dynamics, 
chaos and its role in the real world applications, need for chaos generators and the 
design methodologies of chaos generators. The chapter also introduces the active 
devices, the current conveyors used as the basic building block for the realization of 
the chaos generators, their history, structure, types and advantages which led to the 
motivation for the CC based chaos generator realizations presented in the subsequent 
chapters. 
The design methodology of the chaos generators presented in this thesis is 
based on the idea that at the heart of a chaos generator is a core sinusoidal oscillator 
engine, therefore Chapter-2 presents a number of sinusoidal oscillator realizations 
employing the second generation current conveyors (CCIIs) as the active building 
block. A total of six sinusoidal oscillators are presented and are classified according to 
the number of CCIIs employed for their realization. These oscillators use either four, 
three or two CCIIs along with passive components. Studies are carried out to assess 
the effect of the non-idealities of the CCIIs on the performance of the oscillators. 
Sensitivity studies are carried out to assess the sensitivity performances of the CCIl 
based sinusoidal oscillator circuits. The CCII based oscillators are designed and 
verified using PSPICE simulations. The proposed quadrature oscillators are verified 
and their performances are studied in detail. A detailed comparative study of these 
oscillators based on the number of active and passive devices used, their mode of 
operation viz., current or voltage mode or mixed mode, non-interactive tunability 
aspect and sensitivity figures has also been included to study their performances at the 
end of the chapter. The CCII based sinusoidal oscillators are later employed as the 
core oscillator engine in the realization of the CCII based chaos generators. 
The recently introduced second generation current controlled conveyor 
(CCCII) has the added advantage of electronic adjustability over the second 
generation current conveyor (CCII). Therefore there is a growing interest in the 
design of filters and oscillators using CCCIIs. 
In Chapter-3, to avail the advantages of the CCCII, five novel sinusoidal 
oscillators, using current controlled conveyors (CCCIIs) or translinear conveyors are 
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presented. Four of the five oscillators employ CCCIIs or translinear conveyors and 
capacitors only hence belong to the translinear-C class of circuits. Two of these 
oscillators have also been modified to work as function generators. The CCCll based 
oscillators are classified according to the number of CCClls used for their realization. 
These oscillators employ four, three, or two CCCIIs and passive components for their 
realization. The studies, of the effect of the non-idealities, of the CCCII on the 
frequency performance of these oscillators are carried out. Studies are also carried out 
to check the active and passive sensitivity figures of the CCCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators. The realized CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators are designed and verified 
using PSPICE simulations. The performance of the proposed CCCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators, are studied in detail. A detailed comparative study of these oscillators 
based on the number of active and passive devices used, their mode of operation viz.. 
current mode, voltage mode, or mixed mode, non-interactive tunability aspect and 
sensitivity figures has also been included to study their performances at the end of the 
chapter. These oscillators are utilized in the realization of CCCII based chaos 
generators. 
The chaos generator realization methodology requires that some sort of 
nonlinearity be introduced into the sinusoidal oscillator to modify it into a chaos 
generator. Hence, Chapter-4 is devoted to the realization and study of nonlinear 
circuit composiites. The first part of Chapter-4 presents five CCII based nonlinear 
circuit composites and in the second part four CCCII based nonlinear circuit 
composites are presented. The transfer characteristics of these nonlinear circuit 
composites were obtained through PSPICE simulations. The performance behavior of 
these composites, are studied in detail through these transfer characteristics. 
A detailed comparative study of the nonlinear circuit composites using CCII 
and CCCII are carried out in detail at the end of the chapter to study their 
performances. The comparative studies are based on the number of active and passive 
devices used, the number of segments and break points in the transfer characteristics 
and on the use of any other device besides the CCs such as a diode. These CCII based 
and CCCII based composites are employed for the realization of the CCII based chaos 
generators and CCCII based chaos generators respectively. 
In Chapter-5, a total of six chaos generators are realized and presented by 
modifying the CCII based sinusoidal oscillators of Chapter-2 through the insertion or 
coupling of the CCII based nonlinear circuit composites presented in Chapter-4. 
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PSPICE simulations are carried out to verify the theory presented. The 
performances of the CCII based chaos generators are studied in terms of chaotic 
dynamics viz., transient responses, phase portraits or phase space plots, frequency 
spectrums and single resistance tuning. At the end of the chapter the CCII based chaos 
generators are critically examined with respect to active and passive component 
counts, any other device used, mode of operation, load insensitive currents, non-
interactive tuning and chaotic patterns or phase space plots generated. 
Chapter-6 is devoted to the realization and study of chaos generators by using 
the coupling of the CCCII based oscillators and the CCCII based nonlinear circuit 
composites of Chapter-3 and Chapter-4 respectively. In this category also six chaos 
generators with different dynamical behaviors are realized. In general, these chaos 
generators use CCCIIs and grounded passive components. Three of these chaos 
generators belong to the translinear-C class of circuits because of the utilization of 
CCCIIs and grounded capacitors for their realization which, can be microminiaturized 
in contemporary IC technologies. The CCCII based chaos generators are designed and 
verified using PSPICE simulations. They are studied to assess their performance in 
terms of the transient responses, the type of generated chaotic signals, nature and 
range of frequency spectrums and electronic tuning of their generated chaotic signals. 
An exhaustive comparative study of the realized chaos generators using CCCIIs is 
carried out depending on the number of active and passive devices utilized, any other 
device besides the current conveyor used, output mode, availability of load insensitive 
current, their independent tuning capability and nature of the chaotic pattern 
generated. 
Finally, in Chapter-7, the main results of the work and scope for future work 
are described. 
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REALIZATION AND STUDY OF CCII BASED 
SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATORS 
This chapter ' presents novel sinusoidal oscillators employing the second 
generation current conveyors (CClls), resistors and capacitors. Most of the oscillators 
have all grounded passive elements and all have independent single resistance control 
of the frequency of oscillation. 
Section 2.1 is thus devoted to the realization of a sinusoidal oscillator using 
four CClIs. The subsequent two sections viz., 2.2 and 2.3 present three CCll and two 
ce i l based sinusoidal oscillators respectively. 
The sinusoidal circuits presented in this chapter are designed and verified 
using PSPICE. These sinusoidal oscillators shall be used in Chapter-5 for the 
realization of CCII based chaos generators. 
2.1 Sinusoidal Oscillator using Four CCIIs 
This section is devoted to the realization of a four CClls based sinusoidal 
oscillator using grounded passive components and henceforth it shall be referred to as 
CCSO-1. It is a mixed mode oscillator as it provides four phase quadrature voltages 
and a current output simultaneously at different nodes. 
2.1.1 Sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-1 
The proposed four CClls based sinusoidal oscillator (CCSO-1) using grounded 
passive components is shown in Figure 2.1. The circuit employs four CClls with dual 
outputs (DOCClIs) [PI]. The use of DOCClls is useful in the derivation of signal 
processing circuits using a reduced number of active components. Routine analysis 
yields the state space representation of the oscillator from Figure 2.1 as 
VQ2 
1 
^2^1 ^2^2 ^2Q 
,^c 3^ 2 
V, 01 
V, 02 
(2.1) 
which yields the condition of oscillation as 
Co < C, (2.2) 
A part of this chapter is based on Author's papers [PI], [P2], [P3], [P4] and [P5]. 
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and the frequency of oscillation as 
(^o = 
T 1 / 2 
R-)RT^C |C 2 (2.3) 
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) clearly indicate that R2and R3 can independently control the 
frequency of oscillation without affecting the condition of oscillation. Assuming, Ri = 
R3 = R and Ci = O = C, Equation (2.3) reduces to 
OJQ 
RC 
(2.4; 
From Figure 2.L V02 = -VQI and V03 = -V04 At oscillating frequency it can easily be 
shown that 
which, results in two quadrature voltage outputs. The additional quadrature outputs 
V02 and Vo4 are obtained at z" output terminals of the DOCCIIs as shown in Figure 
2.1(a), such that 
^04 -JVo\ (2.6) 
The four phase quadrature voltage outputs are shown in the phaser diagram of Figure 
2.2. A load insensitive current output can also be obtained from this oscillator from 
the z ' terminal of either CCIIi or CClb. Here the output current lo has been taken 
from CCIIi as seen in the given Figure 2.1. 
2.1.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCll 
Taking the non-idealities of the CClIs into account, the current-voltage 
relationship can be rewritten as , /_-,* = a, 4 , /_-/ = -<^i (Y • A- ^0 and Vy = /?, v,. 
CLj = l - s / and P/ = 1 -Sy ; where a, and /?, are the non-ideal current and voltage gain 
of the i'' e c u (1=1,2,3.4). Also^/. (k/l^*^ )^ '^""^  ^v - (kvl"^^ )^ respectively represent 
the current and voltage tracking errors of the i"^  conveyor. The state space 
representation of the oscillator, from Fig. 2.1 becomes 
The mc 
• 
^01 
L4_ 
)difie dc 
« ! 0^2 A OC] ^ 2 0'3 ^ 4 /?4 
ly ^2Q >/?2C2 J 
a3/?3 
R2C2 
ondition of oscillation obt£ lined 
OT] (22'2^4 A 
^2Q 
0 
is 
'^ 01 
/ 02_ 
(2.7) 
/?,C2 < a^.a^/S^J^C (2.8) 
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Figure 2.1. Four CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-I. 
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Figure 2.2. Phaser diagram of voltage outputs of CCSO-1. 
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and the frequency of oscillation is obtained as 
0)^ = 
, /2 
R2R'iC\C2 
(2.9) 
From equations (2.8) and (2.9), it is observed that the tracking errors slightly 
affect the condition and frequency of oscillation. However, trimming the capacitor's 
value can reset the slight deviation in condition of oscillation. More over the shift in 
the frequency of oscillation due to the non-idealities can be compensated by adjusting 
the value of either resistance R2 or R3. 
2.1.3 Sensitivity studies 
The incremental sensitivity (Appendix, A-1) analysis, on the natural frequency 
of oscillation of CCSO-I with respect to passive and active components yields 
Sy^..^-- where /•=2,3 7 = 1.2 (2.10) 
Rh^j 2 
S''^ „ = - where / = l.2.3&4 / = 3,4 (2.11) 
auPj 2 
It is evident from equation (2.10) and (2.11) that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits low passive and active sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation that is less 
than unity in magnitude which is an attractive circuit property. 
2.1.4 Design and verification 
The proposed CCSO-I of Figure 2.1 was designed for an oscillating frequency 
fo = 188KHz. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) give the designed values as Ri = R2 = R3 = R4 
= R5 = Rf, = R7 = R = 10 KQ and C, = C3 =C4 = C = 90pF and C2 = 80pF. The 
oscillator was verified by simulating the circuit with the PSPICE model of CCIl 
available in literature [173]. The output waveforms obtained through PSPICE 
simulation are given in Figure 2.3, which confirm the theory proposed. 
To verify the frequency tuning capability of CCSO-1, the circuit was tuned by 
varying R2 and the observed variation of frequency is shown in Figure 2.4(a), which 
illustrates the single resistance independent frequency control over a sufficiently wide 
range. The oscillator also enjoys double resistance tuning. The observed variation of 
frequency with R2= R3=R is shown in Figure 2.4(b) which exhibits non-interactive 
frequency control over a much wider range. It was also observed that in this case all 
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the four quadrature outputs were of equal amplitude. 
Thus the realized CCSO-1 exhibits four phase quadrature voltage outputs with 
equal amplitudes. A load insensitive current output can also be obtained from this 
oscillator. The oscillator uses four DOCCIls along with all grounded passive 
components and is thus compatible for monolithic implementation in contemporary 
IC technologies. The circuit also enjoys attractive sensitivity performance and single 
resistance independent frequency control over a sufficiently wide range. 
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Figure 2.3(a).Voltage output waveforms of CCSO-I. 
Figure 2.3(b). Current output waveform of CCSO-I. 
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Figure 2.4(a). Frequency variation of CCSO-I with R2. 
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Figure 2.4(b). Frequency variation of CCSO-I with R2= R3= R. 
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2.2 Sinusoidal Oscillators using Three CCIIs 
Section 2.2 deals with tlie realization of two sinusoidal oscillators using three 
CCIIs. One oscillator is based on three CClfs (CCIIs with two z"" outputs) and 
another is based on three dual output CCIIs (DOCCIIs) and passive components. 
Henceforth the first one is defined as CCSO-II and the later one as CCSO-IIl. The 
oscillator CCSO-II provides two quadrature voltages and two quadrature current 
outputs simultaneously at different output nodes. The CCSO-III based on DOCCIIs 
provides four phase quadrature voltage outputs [P2] 
2.2.1 Sinusoidal osciJJators CCSO-U and CCSO-JIJ 
The three CClTs based proposed sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-II is shown in 
Figure 2.5(a). It generates two quadrature voltages and two quadrature current outputs 
simultaneously at different output nodes. Hence it functions as a mixed mode 
sinusoidal oscillator as shown in Figure 2.5(a). The CCSO-III based on three 
DOCCIIs and passive grounded components as shown in Figure 2.5(b), realizes four 
phase quadrature voltage outputs simultaneously. 
Routine analysis yields the state space representation of CCSO-II as well as of 
CCSO-III as 
V. 01 
F, 02 
I 
V ^ 4 ' ^ ' l f^\(-\j 
RjC- 0 
K, 01 
02 
(2.12 
Thus, from equation (2.12) the condition and frequency of oscillation are obtained as 
R^<R^ (2.13) 
and 
(0, 
R-) A-jC IC 2 
(2.14) 
Thus equations (2.13) and (2.14) clearly indicate respectively that by slightly 
adjusting either R4 or R| oscillations can be established and R2 and/or R3 can 
independently control the frequency of oscillation (FO) without affecting the 
condition of oscillation (CO). Similarly the CO can be maintained independent of FO 
by Ri or R4. Assuming. R2 = R3 = R and Ci = C2 = C, equation (2.14) reduces to 
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From Figure 2.5(a), at oscillating frequency it can easily be shown that 
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(2.15) 
(2.16a) 
and 
/02 = - , / / o i (2.16/7) 
From Figure 2.5(b). VQI = -V04 and V03 = - V02. At oscillating frequency it can 
easily be shown that 
^03 =./>'0l ( 2 . 17 ) 
which results in two quadrature outputs. The additional quadrature outputs V02 and 
V()4 are obtained at the outputs from the second DOCCII as shown in Figure 2.5(b). 
Thus the CCSO-lII provides four phase quadrature voltage outputs. 
The quadrature current and quadrature voltage outputs for CCSO-11 and the 
four phase quadrature voltage outputs of CCSO-llI are depicted in the phaser diagram 
of Figure 2.6. 
2.2.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCII 
The circuit of the CCSO-Il and CCSO-III were analyzed for the CCII non-
idealities viz., /_- = aj /y. /'- = -a, i^ iy =0 and Vy = /?, v,-, where or, = l-e,-, /?, = /-£,.. 
represent the non-ideal current and voltage gain respectively. Also e,, ( IE, / « 1) 
and G,., ( I Sy I« 1) denote the current and the voltage tracking error ofthei"'CC]l 
(i=1.2.3.) respectively to yield the following state space equation 
• 
• 
/02_ 
= 
U^p, 1 ^  
7?4Ci R\C\j 
aoP 2 0 
0^1 
/ 0 2 
(2.18) 
The modified condition of oscillation is 
and the frequency of oscillation is obtained as 
ai«2a3/?2/^3 
COf) = 7—; 
^2 - ' ' ^3^ 1 ^ 2 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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Figure 2.5(a). Three CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-II. 
=F=C 
Figure 2.5(b). Three CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-III. 
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Figure 2.6. Phaser Diagrams of: 
(a) CCSO-II current outputs. 
(b) CCSO-II voltage outputs. 
(c) CCSO-III voltage outputs. 
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Thus the condition and frequency of oscillation will be somewhat affected by 
the e c u non-idealities. The slight deviation in condition of oscillation can be reset by 
trimming either R| or R4. The shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non-
idealities can be compensated by adjusting the value of either resistance R? or R3. 
2.2.3 Sensitivity studies 
The incremental sensitivity analysis of the frequency of oscillation of CCSO-Il 
and of CCSO-111 results as 
where i = 2,3 and / = 1,2 (2.21 
where / = 1.2.3 and / = 2.3 (2.22 ) 
It is evident from equation (2.21) and (2.22) that the proposed oscillator 
CCSO-11 and CCSO-III exhibit passive and active sensitivity figures within 0.5 in 
magnitude, which indicates good sensitivity performance of CCSO-II and CCSO-111. 
2.2.4 Design and verification 
The three CCll based proposed oscillators CCSO-II of Figure 2.5(a) and 
CCSO-III of Figure 2.5(b) were designed for an oscillating frequency fo=l 77KHz and 
were verified by simulating with PSPICE. Equations (2.13) and (2.14) give the 
designed values as R, = R, = R3 = R4 = R5 = Ro =10.0 K D and C| = C2 = 90pF. The 
CCSO-11 was verified using the CCII model available in literature [173]. 
To verify the proposed theory of CCSO-111. the CMOS-CCII implementation 
given in Figure 1.11(b) of Chapter-1 was employed. The MOS transistor aspect ratios 
for the CMOS CCII are given in Table 2.1. The device model parameters for the 
CMOS-CCII used were taken from MIETEC 0.5|im CMOS process [167] at supply 
voltages V,)D - 15V, Vss = -15V and VBB = -1.05V. 
The time domain waveforms of the CCSO-II obtained through PSPICE 
simulafion given in Figure 2.7(a) and Figure 2.7(b), verify the circuit. It is observed 
from Figure 2.7(a) and (b) that the CCSO-II provides currents and voltages of equal 
amplitudes respectively. 
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TabIe-2.1: MOSFET Dimensions of the CCII of Figure 1.11(A) 
Transistor 
M1-M2 
M3-M4 
M5-M6 
M7 
M8-M9 
M10-M11-M12 
M13-M14-M15 
Width (lam) 
0.8 
14.4 
4 
10 
45 
7.2 
45 
Length (|am) 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
Figure 2.7(a).Curreiit output waveforms of CCSO-II. 
Figure 2.7(b). Voltage output waveforms of CCSO-II. 
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The time domain waveforms, of the CCSO-III obtained through PSPICE 
simulation given in Figure 2.8 illustrate that all the four phase voltages obtained from 
the CCSO-III have equal amplitudes. 
Next, to check the tuning capability, CCSO-II and CCSO-III were tuned by 
varying R? and the observed variation of frequency with R2 is shown in Figure 2.9(a), 
for CCSO-II which, illustrates the independent frequency control over a sufficiently 
wide range with a single resistance. Similar results were also obtained for CCSO-III. 
These oscillators also enjoy non-interactive tuning of the frequency of oscillation 
through double resistor control. The effect of frequency variation with R2=R3=R for 
CCSO-II is given in Figure 2.9(b) which clearly illustrates the wider tuning range 
available due to this facility. Similar results were also obtained for CCSO-III. 
Thus the realized oscillator CCSO-II operates in the mixed mode as it exhibits 
two quadrature currents and two quadrature voltages simultaneously at different 
output nodes. The CCSO-III operates in voltage mode as it exhibits four phase 
quadrature voltage outputs with equal amplitudes simultaneously at different output 
nodes. The oscillators use three CCIIs along with all grounded passive components 
and are thus compatible for monolithic implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. The oscillators CCSO-II and CCSO-III also enjoy attractive sensitivity 
performance, single and double resistance independent frequency control over a wide 
range. 
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Figure 2.8.Voltage output waveforms of CCSO-III. 
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Figure 2.9(a). Frequency variation of CCSO-II / CCSO-III with R2. 
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Figure 2.9(b). Frequency variation of CCSO-II / CCSO-III with R2 = R3 = R. 
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2.3 Sinusoidal Oscillators using Two CCIIs 
Section 2.3 is devoted to the realization of three sinusoidal oscillators using 
two CCIIs each along with passive components. The first oscillator referred to as 
CCSO-IV employs off the shelf available plus type CCIIs. CCSO-IV provides a 
voltage and a current output simultaneously and is thus a mixed mode oscillator. The 
second, two CCIl based sinusoidal oscillator referred to as CCSO-V provides two 
quadrature current outputs. Therefore CCSO-V is a current mode oscillator. The third 
and the last of this category of the two CCIIs based sinusoidal oscillator designated as 
CCSO-VI provides four phase quadrature currents and two quadrature voltage outputs 
simultaneously. CCSO-Vl is therefore a mixed mode oscillator. 
2.3.1 Sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-IV 
This section proposes the first of the two CCIl based sinusoidal oscillator 
CCSO-IV. The CCSO-IV uses two plus type second generation current conveyors 
(CCIIs) for its realization. 
2.3.1.1 Circuit description 
The proposed sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-IV employing two plus type CCIIs. 
is shown in Figure 2.10 [P3]. Routine analysis of the circuit gives the system 
characteristic equation as follows 
1 7 
.V" + . V 
RiC 2 RiC I i?|/?2C|C'2 0 (2.23) 
which, results in the condition of oscillation as 
C, < C, (2.24) 
and the frequency of oscillation as 
r nl/2 
1 
R\R2C\C2 
(2.25) 
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) clearly indicate that since the frequency of 
oscillation is absolutely independent of the condition of oscillation hence either R| or 
R2 can independently control the frequency of oscillation without affecting the 
condition of oscillation. The oscillator also enjoys non interactive tuning of the 
frequency of oscillation through double resistor control. 
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Figure 2.10. Two CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-IV. 
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2.3.1.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCII 
To study the effects of the non-idealities of the CCIIs on the sinusoidal 
oscillator CCSO-IV, the current-voltage relationship can be rewritten as /- = a, / , / , 
=0 and V .,. = /?, v ,., where a, ^ 1-e,, ( It:, I« I) and /?, ^ l-Ey,( /Cy / « 1) denote 
the non-ideal current and voltage gains where as E, and £,, are the current and voltage 
tracking error of the i'^  (i=l,2.) CCll. The modified condition of oscillation and 
frequency of oscillation were found to be 
«l/?,C, < Cn (2.26) 
and 
(% = 
1 ^"^ 
R]R2C\C2 
(2.27) 
It is therefore evident from equation (2.26) that the condition of oscillation is 
slightly affected by the non-idealities. However, trimming the capacitor's value can 
reset the slight deviation in condition of oscillation. Equation (2.27) clearly indicates 
that the angular frequency remains unaffected by the non-idealities of the CCIIs. 
which is a desirable feature. 
2.3.1.3 Sensitivity studies 
The passive and active sensitivity analysis of the frequency of oscillation from 
equation (2.27) of the CCSO-IV yields 
S ^ ^ „ = — where / = 1.2. (2.28) 
R.C. 2 
I - I 
^0 S \ =0 M'here i = l2. (2.29) 
a. p. 
From equations (2.28) and (2.29) it is clear that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits low passive sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation i.e.; 0.5 in magnitude. 
Moreover the active sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation for CCSO-IV are zero 
in magnitude which is a very attractive performance feature. 
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2.3.1.4 Design and verification 
The proposed mixed mode sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-IV of Figure 2.10 was 
designed and verified using PSPICE employing the CMOS-CCII circuit 
implementation given in Figure 1.11(a) of Chapter-1 at VDD = 2.5V,Vs.s = -2.5 V and 
VBB = -1.999V. The CMOS transistor aspect ratios for the CMOS-CCII are given in 
Table 2.2. The device model parameters used were taken from MIETEC 0.5|.im 
CMOS process [167]. Initially the proposed oscillator was designed for an oscillating 
frequency, fo = I.6MHz using equations (2.24) and (2.25). The designed values were 
found as Ri == R2 = l.OKQ and C| = C2 = lOOpF. The current and voltage output 
waveforms obtained through PSPICE simulation are given in Figure 2.11(a) and 
Figure 2.11(b). The observed frequency of oscillation is found to be 1.55MHz which 
confirms the designed values. 
The mixed mode oscillator CCSO-IV using two CCIIs was then tuned by 
varying Ri. The observed variation of frequency with R| is shown in Figure 2.12(a), 
which illustrates the single resistance independent frequency control of the circuit 
over a wide range. The oscillator also enjoys non-interactive tuning of the frequency 
of oscillation through double resistor control. The variation of frequency with 
Ri=R2=R for CCSO-IV is given in Figure 2.12(b) which clearly illustrates the wider 
tuning range available due to this facility. 
The realized sinusoidal oscillator exhibits a load insensitive current and a voltage 
output simultaneously at different nodes and is thus a mixed mode oscillator. It also 
enjoys passive low sensitivity and active zero sensitivity performance and independent 
frequency control with a single and double resistor tuning over a wide range. The 
oscillator uses only two off the shelf available active devices and four passive 
components. The sinusoidal oscillator is also compatible for monolithic implementation 
in contemporary IC technologies. 
Table 2.2: IMOSFET Dimensions of the CCIl of Figure l.ll(rt) 
Transistor 
M1-M2 
M3-M4 
M5-M6 
M7 
M8-M9 
Width (|im) 
0.8 
14.4 
4 
10 
45 
Length (|im) 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
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Figure 2.11(a). Current output waveform of CCSO-IV. 
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Figure 2.11(b). Voltage output waveform of CCSO-IV. 
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Figure 2.12(b). Frequency variation of CCSO-IV with Ri= R2= R. 
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2.3.2 Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-V 
In this section another sinusoidal oscillator employing two CCIIs and passive 
components is presented. This oscillator shall henceforth be referred to as CCSO-V. 
2.3.2.1 Circuit description 
The proposed sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-V employs two MOCClIs (CCIIs 
with multiple outputs) and passive components as shown in Figure 2.13(a).The 
CCSO-V provides load insensitive quadrature current outputs of equal magnitude, 
simultaneously at two different nodes [P4]. The state space equation of CCSO-V after 
routine analysis is found to be 
^ 1 1 A 
V, 
V( 02 
R^C 1^ 1 
+ 
y^2 
(2.30) 
R\C2 ^1^2 
From equation (2.30) the condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation are 
respectively found as 
Co < C, (2.31) 
and 
C0() 
R\RjC\C2 
\ii 
(2.32) 
Equations (2.31) and (2.32) clearly indicate that either R| or R2 can independently 
control the frequency of oscillation without affecting the condition of oscillation. 
Assuming, Ri = R2 = R and Ci = C? = C, equation (2.32) reduces to 
«0 RC 
(2.33) 
From Figure 2.13(a), at oscillating frequency it can easily be shown that 
(2.34) 
Thus, the circuit results in two quadrature current outputs as shown in the 
phaser diagram of Figure 2.13(b). 
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Figure 2.13(a). Two CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-V. 
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Figure 2.13(b). Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCSO-V. 
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2.3.2.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCII 
Analysis of the CCSO-V circuit was carried out for assessing the effects of 
CCII non-idealities viz.. a„ the cuiTent transfer gain and /?,. the voltage transfer gain 
of the i"^  CCII (i=1.2.) to yield the following state space equation 
V. 
K 02 
(2«, - 1 ) 
R^C 1^ 1 ; 
(2a, -1)/?, ^ « | / ? , 
a] 
R\C2 
R,C, 
R,C2 
RTC 2 ^ 1 ; 
Fn 
F, 02 
The modified condition and frequency of oscillation is obtained as 
c,<J^^^i^c. 
and 
CO, 
a,/?l 
^1^2/^2 
R\R2C\C2 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
Thus the above equations (2.36) and (2.37) show the affectation of the 
condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation by the CCII non-idealities. 
However, trimming the capacitor's value can reset the slight deviation in condition of 
oscillation. Moreover the shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non-idealities 
can be compensated by adjusting the value of either resistance R| or R2. 
2.3.2.3 Sensitivity studies 
The active and passive sensitivity properties of CCSO-V were analyzed from 
equation (2.37). The frequency of oscillation sensitivities are as 
9 s R.C. 
I - I 
M'here i (2.38) 
CO 0 
a,p. 
where i-\.2. and j-2 (2.39) 
It is thus evident from equations (2.38) and (2.39) that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits passive and active sensitivity figures within 0.5 in magnitude, representing 
low values. Thus the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-V also enjoys good sensitivity 
performance. 
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2.3.2.4 Design and verification 
The proposed current mode quadrature oscillator CCSO-V of Figure 2.13(a) 
was verified by simulating the circuit with the nuilti output CMOS-CCll 
implementation given in Figure 1.12 of Chapter-1. The CMOS transistor aspect ratios 
for the CMOS-CCIl are given in Table 2.3. The device model parameters used were 
taken from MIETEC 0.5|am CMOS process [167]. Initially the proposed oscillator 
was designed for an oscillating frequency, fo = 1.8MHz using equations (2.31) and 
(2.32) at VoD -= 2.5V, Vss = -2.5V and VBB - -1.795V. The designed values were 
found as R, = R2 = l.OKQ and Ci = C2 = 90pF. The two output waveforms obtained 
through PSPICE simulation are given in Figure 2.14. The observed frequency of 
oscillation is found to bel.76MHz with the quadrature cuiTent outputs having equal 
amplitudes, which confirms the designed values. The current mode quadrature 
oscillator CCSO-V was then tuned by varying R| and the frequency control is shown 
in Figure 2.15(a). 
CCSO-V also enjoys non-interactive tuning of the frequency of oscillation 
through double resistor control. The variation of frequency with Ri=R2=R for 
oscillator CCSO-V is given in Figure 2.15(b) which clearly illustrates the wider 
tuning range available due to this facility. From the above results it is observed that 
the realized oscillator CCSO-V exhibits, two quadrature load insensitive current 
outputs, with equal amplitudes. The oscillator uses two CCIIs along with four passive 
elements, is thus compatible for monolithic implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. The oscillator also enjoys attractive sensitivity performance and 
independent frequency control with a single resistor and also with double resistors 
over a sufficiently wide range. 
Table 2.3: MOSFET Dimensions of the CCII of Figure 1.12 
Transistor 
M1-M2 
M3-M4 
M5-M6 
M7 
M8-M9 
M10-M11-M12-M18-M22 
M13-M14-M15-M19-M23 
Width (pm) 
0.8 
14.4 
4 
10 
45 
7.2 
45 
Length (pm) 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
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Figure 2.14. Current output waveforms of CCSO-V. 
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Figure 2.15(a). Frequency variation of CCSO-V with Ri. 
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Figure 2.15(b). Frequency variation of CCSO-V with Ri= R2= R. 
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2.3.3 Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-VI 
In this section tlie third and the final of the sinusoidal oscillators using two 
CCIIs is dealt with. Henceforth this oscillator will be referred to as CCSO-VI. 
2.3.3.1 Circuit description 
The final of the three sinusoidal oscillators using two CCIIs i.e., CCSO-VI 
employs two MOCCIIs (CCIIs with multiple outputs) and grounded passive 
components [P5]. This CCSO-VI shown in Figure 2.16 is a mixed mode oscillator as 
it provides load insenshive four phase quadrature current outputs and two quadrature 
voltage outputs of equal amplitudes simultaneously at different nodes. 
The state space representation of the CCSO~VI obtained from routine analysis 
of the circuit is found to be as 
Fn 
'02 
V-^iQ ^^^1 3^ 1 ; 
^ i G 
R2C1 
0 
Fn 
V, 02 
(2.40) 
which yields the condifion of oscillation as 
and the frequency of oscillation as 
(2.41) 
CO,, = 
R\R2C\C2 
1/2 
(2.42) 
Equafions (2.41) and (2.42) clearly indicate that the frequency of oscillafion can be 
controlled independently by resistance R2 without disturbing the condition of 
oscillation. Thus, the two CCIl based CCSO-VI enjoys, single resistance, independent 
frequency control. Assuming, R| = R? = R and Ci = C? = C equation (2.42) reduces to 
6)0 = 
RC 
(2.43) 
In Figure 2.16,102 = - loi and I04 = - Io3- At oscillating frequency it can be shown that 
/03 = -,/V02 (2.44a) 
which, results in two quadrature load insensitive current outputs. The additional 
current outputs loi and I04 in Figure 2.16 form the four phase quadrature current 
outputs as shown in the phaser diagram of Figure 2.17(a). Also at oscillating 
frequency it can be shown that 
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Vo2 = jVo\ (2-44/)) 
which, resuh in two quadrature voUage outputs as shown in the phaser diagram of 
Figure 2.17(b). 
2,3.3.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCIl 
Analysis of the circuit of CCSO-Vl for studying the effect of CCIl non-
idealities yields the state space equation of the circuit as 
Fr 01 
02 
^ 
« i ^ l_ 
R^C 
0 
1^ 2 
Va 
L%J 
(2.45) 
The modified condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation are 
a i / ? l^3 < R\ (2.46; 
and 
(Or 
1/2 
(2.47) 
It is seen from equations (2.46) and (2.47) that the condition of oscillation and 
the frequency of oscillation of CCSO-VI are affected by the CCIl non-idealities. 
However, trimming the value of resistor R| or R3 can reset the slight deviation in 
condition of o.scillation. Also the shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non-
idealities can be compensated by adjusting the value of resistance R2. 
2.3.3.3 Sensitivity studies 
The passive and active sensitivity analysis of the frequency of oscillation for 
CCSO-Vl from equation (2.47) yields 
R.C. 2 
0) 
S 0 
a.B. 2 
where i 
where / = 1,2. 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
It is evident from Equation (2.48) and (2.49) that the two CCIl based proposed 
oscillator CCSO-VI exhibits low passive and active sensitivities of the frequency of 
oscillation i.e.; 0.5 in magnitude, which indicates an attractive sensitivity performance 
of the circuit. 
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Figure 2.16. Two CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-VI. 
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Figure 2.17(a). Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCSO-VI. 
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Figure 2.17(b). Phaser diagram of voltage outputs of CCSO-VI. 
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2.3.3.4 Design and verification 
The proposed oscillator CCSO-VI was designed for an oscillating frequency. 
fo = 1.6MHz using equations (2.41) and (2.42). The designed parameter values were 
found as R| = R2 = R3 = l-OKQ and C, = C2 = lOOpF. To verify the theory of the 
proposed CCSO-VI of Figure 2.16 the circuit simulation using PSICE was carried out 
with the CMOS-MOCCII structure of Figure 1.12 of Chapter-1. The CMOS transistor 
aspect ratios for the CMOS-CCII are given in Table 2.3. The CCII device model 
parameters were taken from MIETEC 0.5|im CMOS process [167] at VOD = 2.5V. 
Vss = -2.1V and VQB = -1.253V. The current and voltage output waveforms obtained 
through PSPICE simulation are given in Figure 2.18(a) and Figure 2.18(b) 
respectively, which illustrate that the current outputs and voltage outputs respectively 
have equal amplitudes. The observed frequency of oscillation of the CCSO-VI is 
found to be 1.56 MHz. which confirms the designed values. 
The single resistance tuning capability of the two CCll based sinusoidal 
oscillator CCSO-VI was then verified by tuning the resistance R2 and the observed 
variation of frequency with R2 is given in Figure 2.19 which confirms the single 
resistance independent frequency control of CCSO-VI over a sufficiently wide range. 
The realized mixed mode sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-VI exhibits four phase 
quadrature current and two quadrature voltage outputs respectively with equal 
amplitudes. It also enjoys low sensitivity performance and independent frequency 
control with a single resistance over a wide range. The oscillator uses grounded 
capacitors, which is an attractive feature for monolithic implementation in 
contemporary IC technologies. 
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Figure 2.18(a). Current output waveforms of CCSO-VI. 
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Figure 2.18(b). Voltage output waveforms of CCSO-VI. 
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Figure 2.19. Frequency variation of CCSO-VI with R2. 
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lA Comparative Study 
Based on the studies conducted in tliis cliapter a comparative assessment of tiie 
three categories of the sinusoidal oscillators viz., realizations based on four CClIs 
(CCSO-I), three CCIls (CCSO-11 and CCSO-IIl) and two CCIIs (oscillators CCSO-IV 
through CCSO-VI) according to the features listed in Table 2.4 is now presented. 
Table 2.4: 
Oscillator 
circuit 
CCSO-I 
CCSO-11 
CCSO-IIl 
CCSO-IV 
CCSO-V 
CCSO-VI 
The comparison of CCII based oscillators 
Number of 
CCIIs 
4 
' • » 
.5 
2 
2 
2 
Number of 
Resistors 
7 
4 
6 
2 
2 
-> 
Number of 
Capacitors 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Mode of 
Operation 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Voltage 
Mixed 
Current 
Mixed 
Non- interactive 
Tuning 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Active & passive 
Sensitivity Figures 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
The various categories have been critically examined with respect to active 
and passive component counts, mode of operation and non-interactive control of 
frequency of oscillation. The detailed information with respect to the component 
count is given in Table 2.4. 
It is evident from the table that in the first category the sinusoidal oscillator 
CCSO-1 employs four DOCCIls and passive components, which are all grounded. 
The use of DOCCIls is useful in the realization of signal processing circuits using a 
reduced number of active components. 
In the three CCII based category, the oscillators CCSO-11 based on CCIIs with 
two z^  outputs each and CCSO-lII based on DOCCIls. all the passive components are 
grounded, which is an attractive feature from the point of view of 
microminiaturization in contemporary IC technologies. 
In the two CCII based category, oscillators CCSO-IV and CCSO-V each use 
two current conveyors. CCSO-IV uses off the shelf available plus type CCIIs only, 
which is a very attractive feature from the point of view of circuit realization where as 
CCSO-V uses MOCClIs. Each of these oscillators also uses only two resistors and 
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two capacitors. In CCSO-IV one resistor and one capacitor is floating. One of the two 
resistors used by CCSO-IV is floating and the other is grounded whereas both the 
capacitors used by CCSO-V are grounded. The third two CCII based oscillator 
CCSO-Vl uses MOCCIIs along with two capacitors like the other two oscillators, 
along with, three resistors. All the components used by CCSO-VI are grounded 
making it suitable for monolithic implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
Based on the studies conducted in this chapter, the oscillators have also been 
compared on the basis of their modes of operation. The four CCll based oscillator 
operates in mixed mode that is, it provides four phase quadrature voltage outputs 
along with a load insensitive current output at different nodes simultaneously. The 
quadrature oscillators constitute an important unit in many communication and 
instrumentation systems, which are well known in literature. 
In the three CCII based category, CCSO-II is a mixed mode oscillator. It 
provides two quadrature currents and two quadrature voltage outputs simultaneously. 
The second oscillator CCSO-III is a voltage mode oscillator and provides four phase 
quadrature voltage outputs simultaneously at different output nodes, which make the 
circuit behavior versatile. 
The assessment carried out on the two CCII based oscillators show that the 
CCSO-IV is a mixed mode oscillator, which provides a current and a voltage output 
simultaneously. The CCSO-V is a current mode oscillator. The next two CCIIs based 
oscillator viz., CCSO-VI is also a mixed mode oscillator, which simultaneously 
generates four phase quadrature current outputs and two quadrature voltage outputs. 
Thus the oscillator CCSO-VI is able to provide various outputs simultaneously at the 
cost of only one more resistor as compared to CCSO-IV and CCSO-V and its mixed 
mode behavior is useful with respect to application adaptability. 
A comparative assessment based on the tunability aspects of the three 
categories of the oscillators is also examined. In general all the oscillators from each 
category enjoy non-interactive tuning of their frequency of oscillation through a 
single resistance control. Moreover, the oscillators of the three categories, from 
CCSO-I to CCSO-V, also enjoy single as well as double resistance tuning which 
provides non-interactive frequency control. The two resistance control results in a 
wider frequency range. 
The final comparative assessment based on the sensitivity performance of the 
three categories of oscillators, indicates that generally all the oscillators realized and 
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studied in this chapter are characterized by attractive low sensitivity performance. 
Moreover, the circuit of CCSO-JV exhibits zero active sensitivity performance of its 
frequency of oscillation, which is a very desirable feature of the circuit. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
Thus, in Chapter-2, a collection of six sinusoidal oscillators have been 
presented. They have been designed and verified using PSPICE simulations. These 
oscillators have been classified, based on the number of CCIIs employed for their 
realization. The circuits were studied for the effect of the non-idealities of the CCIIs 
and it was found that the non-idealities some what affect the circuit condition of 
oscillation and the frequency of oscillation but the sensitivity studies carried out on 
these factors were found to have active and passive sensitivities of only 0.5 in 
magnitude, which make it clear that the non-idealities of the CCIIs do not degrade the 
circuit performance. The circuits provide, either two or four phase quadrature current 
or voltage outputs, or mixed mode depending upon the circuit configuration. 
Finally, studies were carried out to check the frequency tuning capability, of 
these oscillators. All the circuits were found to possess single resistance independent 
control of their frequency of oscillafion over a wide range. Moreover, all the 
oscillators from each category except CCSO-VI also enjoy double resistor tuning 
facility, which provides a wider tuning frequency range. 
Thus, the realized sinusoidal oscillators employing second generation current 
conveyors possess independent non-interactive frequency control, equal magnitudes, 
low sensifivity figures and are compatible for monolithic implementation in 
contemporary IC technologies. The oscillators presented in this chapter were designed 
and verified using PSPICE and the results thus observed confirm the theory proposed. 
These oscillator circuits shall be used in the realization of chaos generators in 
Chapter-5. 
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REALIZATION AND STUDY OF CCCII BASED 
SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATORS 
This chapter' introduces, five novel sinusoidal oscillators using second 
generation Current Controlled Conveyors (CCCIIs). Four of the five oscillators 
employ CCCIIs and capacitors only. The four oscillator circuits that employ CCCII or 
translinear conveyors with capacitors only, belong to a class of circuits referred to as 
the Translinear-C (TC) class of circuits that enjoy attractive realization features, 
electronic control of circuit parameters and a broad frequency range of operation 
without any external resistor. 
Section 3.1 is devoted to the realization of a sinusoidal oscillator using four 
CCCIIs and capacitors only with quadrature outputs. The subsequent two sections 
viz., 3.2 and 3.3 present three CCCII and two CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators 
respectively. 
The sinusoidal oscillators presented in this chapter are designed and verified 
using PSPICE'. The performance of each oscillator circuit is studied at the end of the 
respective sections. These sinusoidal oscillators are to be used in Chapter-6 for the 
realization of CCCII based chaos generators. 
3.1 Sinusoidal Oscillator using Four CCCIIs 
This section is devoted to the realization of a mixed mode sinusoidal oscillator 
using four CCCIIs and grounded capacitors with quadrature outputs, which has been 
referred to as CCCSO-I. 
3.1.1 Sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-I 
The proposed four CCCIIs based sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-I is shown in 
Figure 3.1 The circuit employs four dual output CCCIIs (DOCCCII) and two 
grounded capacitors. Routine analysis yields the state space representation of the 
oscillator from Figure 3.1 as 
V, 01 
'1)2 
\^.x4^\ ^x\^'\J 
RylCl 
Rx:A 
0 V^2 
(3.1; 
A part of this chapter is based on Author's papers [P6], [P7] and [P8]. 
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which, yields the condition of oscillation as 
and the frequency of oscillation as 
^xl^xj^^l^^l 
1/2 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where. Rx, [= Vi / (2 IBJ). i = 1,2,3.4.] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal 
of the i"' DOCCCII. Vr [=26mV at a room temperature of 27°C] is the thermal voltage 
and lei is the bias current of the i" DOCCCII, which is tunable over several 
decades[192]. Hence, with 1B2 = IB3 = IB- equations (3.2) and (3.3) reduces to 
h\^h4 (3.4) 
and 
21, 
0)r 
Vj C\C^ 
\ll 
(3.5) 
It is clear from equations (3.3) and (3.4) that the frequency of oscillation cOo 
can independently be tuned electronically over a wide range by taking IB2=1B3^IB and 
there by varying both the bias currents simultaneously which can easily be achieved 
by implementing all the CCCIIs on the same chip. 
From Figure 3.1, at oscillating frequency it can easily be shown that 
h2=-ih\ (3-6«) 
which, results in two quadrature outputs loi and 1(,2 as shown in the phaser diagram of 
Fig. 3.2(a). It can also be shown at oscillating frequency that 
|/o2=-,/Toi (3.6^) 
this results in two quadrature voltage outputs Voi and Vo2 as shown in the phaser 
diagram of Figure 3.2(b). Thus the CCCSO-I provides two phase sinusoidal 
quadrature current outputs and two phase sinusoidal quadrature voltage outputs. 
3.1.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCCll 
Considering the non-idealities of the CCCIIs, the terminal equation showing 
the current voltage relationship can be expressed as 
0 0 
R,.; 0 
0 I -
-1 
0 
0 
XI 
+ a 
0 a 0 
0" 
0 
0 
0 
^'.v 
ix 
+ 
V - • 
- 1 
V - •" 
- 1 
3 . 7 ) 
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Figure 3.1. Four CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-I. 
Ini <-
V 
Io2 
Figure 3.2(a). Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCCSO-I. 
Vat<-
Vo2 
Figure 3.2(b). Phaser diagram of voltage outputs of CCCSO-I. 
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Thus, from equation (3.7) the current-vohage relationship can be rewritten as 
v.v = (P, Vy ~ i.xRxi). hi = a, iy;, Lf = -a, i^ and iy =0 , «/ = l - s / and (3/ = 1 - e ^ : 
where a, and y0, are the non-ideal current and voltage gains of the i"^  conveyor 
respectively. Also. £•,• where (|£"/|« 1) and £^, where (|£',,.|« 1) respectively 
represent the current and voltage tracking errors of the i"^  CCCII (i=K 2, 3, 4). Taking 
the non-idealities of the DOCCClIs into account, the state space representation of the 
system of Figure 3.1 becomes 
«3A 
Vr 01 
Vr 02^  
^ «4A o^A ^ 
^x4Q Kx]Q J 
^.r2'^2 
^x3Q 
0 
Vr 01 
Vr 02 
(3.8) 
Due to non-idealities taken into consideration, the modified condition of 
oscillation and frequency of oscillation can be expressed as 
^ 4 PARX\ ^ (^\P\RxA (3.9) 
and 
0),- Q'2Q'3/^ 2A 
1/2 
(3.10) 
From equations (3.9) and (3.10). it is observed that the tracking errors affect 
the condition and frequency of oscillation of the circuit. Adjusting either bias current 
IBI or 1B4 can reset the slight deviation in the condition of oscillation. Moreover the 
shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non-idealities can be overcome by 
adjusting the value of either bias current 1B2 or 1B3. 
3.1.3 Sensitivity studies 
The incremental sensitivity analysis, on the frequency of oscillation of CCSO-l 
results 
S 
(D 0 
R .C . 
Xl^ J 
S ^0 
M'here i - 2,3. and j = 1.2. 
where i = 23. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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It is evident from equation (3.11) and (3.12) that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits low active and passive sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation being less 
than unity in magnitude which is an attractive property of the circuit. 
3.1.4 Design and verification 
The proposed oscillator CCCSO-I circuit of Fig. 3.1 was designed initially for 
an oscillating frequency, fo = 6.12MHz using equation (3.5). The designed parameter 
values were found as Ci = C2 = 20pF. At room temperature of 27 C, equation (3.5) 
yields IBI = IB2 = IB.I = IB4 =10|aA. The CCCSO-J was verified using PSPICE 
simulation employing the circuit available in technical literature [202]. The DOCCCU 
implementation used for the simulation is shown in Figure 1.15 of Chapter-1. The 
output waveforms of CCCSO-1 obtained through PSPICE simulation at dc supply 
voltages of ± 2.5V are given in Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b). which confirm the 
theory proposed. 
To study the frequency tuning capability of CCCSO-I, the circuit was tuned by 
varying the bias current IB2 and the observed variation of frequency with IB2 is shown 
in Figure 3.4(a), which illustrates the single element independent electronic control of 
frequency over a sufficiently wide range. The oscillator also enjoys non-interactive 
frequency control over a much wider range due to the availability of double bias 
current tuning facility with IB2 = IB3 = 1B as it is evident from Figure 3.4(b). 
Thus the realized mixed mode oscillator CCCSO-1 exhibits quadrature current 
and voltage outputs with equal amplitudes. The oscillator uses four DOCCIIs along 
with only two grounded capacitors and is thus compatible for monolithic 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. The circuit also enjoys attractive 
sensitivity performance and independent electronic control of frequency over a 
sufficiently wide range through a single bias current and a wider range through a 
double bias current control. 
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Os O.OSfis O.ljis O.lSjis 0.2jis O.lSjis 0.3(is 
Time 
Figure 3.3(a). Current output wave forms of CCCSO-I. 
-40inV 
Os 0.05ns O.l^is 0.15fis O.ljis 0.25(is 0.3ns 0.35^8 
Time 
Figure 3.3(b). Voltage output wave forms of CCCSO-I. 
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Figure 3.4(a). Frequency variation of CCCSO-I with IB2. 
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Figure 3.4(b). Frequency variation of CCCSO-I with IB2 = IB3 = IB. 
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3.2 Sinusoidal Oscillators using Three CCCIIs 
Section 3.2 deals with the realization of two oscillators viz., CCCSO-II and 
CCCSO-III using three multi output CCCIIs (MOCCCIIs) and grounded capacitors. 
The CCCSO-II circuit also used to realize a function generator provides a number of 
current and voltage outputs [P6]. The second circuit that is CCCSO-III is also based 
on three multi output CCCIIs and provides two qudrature current outputs. 
3.2.1 Sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-II 
The circuit realization and study of CCCSO-II is described in the following 
section. 
3.2.1.1 Circuit description 
The proposed sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-II is shown in Figure 3.5(a) [P6]. 
Routine analysis, yields the state space representation of the CCCSO-II as 
V, 01 
Kr 02 
T .^rlQ ^.Y2^ \J 
-'^ .r2^ 2 
0 
V. 
Vf 02 
(3.13) 
Thus, the condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation are obtained as 
^A-2 = -^.rl (3.14) 
and. 
fy. 
^ X 2 ^ . Y 3 ^ ' I < ^ ' 2 
/2 
(3.15) 
where, R ^, [== Vr / (2 IB,) , i = 1,2,3.] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal 
of the i"^  MOCCCII, Vj is the thermal voltage [=26mV at a room temperature of 
27°C] and IBI is the bias current of the i"^  MOCCCII, which is tunable over several 
decades [192]. Thus equation (3.15) can be rewritten as 
ro,, = V, 
1/2 
(3.16) 
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Figure 3.5(a). Three CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-II. 
Ini <-
Io3 
A 
Io4 
o l 02 
Figure 3.5(b). Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCCSO-II. 
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It is clear from equation (3.16) that the frequency of oscillation ©o can be 
independently tuned electronically over a wide range by varying the bias current IB3 
Hence, with ]B2 = IB3= IB- equation (3.16) reduces to 
1/2 
(3.17) CO,. = 
c,c. 
Thus from equation (3.17) it is evident that the frequency of oscillation can 
also be tuned by varying 1B which can easily be achieved by implementing all the 
MOCCCIls on the same chip without affecting the condition of oscillation which 
indicates a double bias current control and hence a wide tuning range of the oscillator 
circuit. 
It is clearly seen in Figure 3.5(a) that /oi = - /02 and /03 = - /04. Thus, at 
oscillating frequency it can easily be shown that 
Equation (3.18) results in four quadrature current outputs as shown in the 
phaser diagram of Figure 3.5(b). Thus from equation (3.18) it becomes clear that loi 
and I02 are of equal magnitude while the magnitudes of I03 and I04 are equal. 
Also, a square voltage is available at one of the output nodes (F03) of the third 
MOCCCII3 of the CCCSO-Il because of the saturation effect caused by the flow of 
the output current ( i / ) of the node through its own high impedance. This led to the 
conclusion that the oscillator CCCSO-II could be employed to simultaneously provide 
square and triangular voltages along with the sinusoidal outputs. To obtain the 
triangular voltage outputs an MOCCCII based voltage integrator is connected at the z 
node (F03) of the third MOCCCII3, which resuhs in a Translinear-C Function 
Generator (TCFG) as shown in Figure 3.6 [P7]. The output current {\z) at the third 
MOCCCII3 now flows through a high impedance, which is a parallel combination of 
the output impedance of the third MOCCCII3 and input impedance of the K-terminal 
of the fourth MOCCCII4. This maintains the voltage saturation at the node (K03). The 
integration of this square wave voltage then provides the triangular voltage 
waveforms. Thus, the TCFG of Figure 3.6 provides the four phase sinusoidal 
quadrature currents, square and triangular voltages. 
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Figure 3.6. CCCII based TCFG from CCCSO-II. 
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3.2.1.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCCII 
The CCCSO-II is analyzed for the CCCll non-idealities viz., a„ the current 
transfer gain and /^ ,. the voltage transfer gain. The current-voltage relationship can be 
rewritten as v^ . = {P, v,, + ix^x,), hi = OT/ 4/^ hi = -^; h ^nd /,, =0, where a/ = 1 -e / 
and P/ = l - s v ; such that ^,-,(|£-,|« 1) and £y, (|^v|"^^ 0 represent the current and 
voltage tracking errors of the i'^  conveyor (i=l,2.3.) respectively. Thereby taking into 
account the non-idealities of the multi output CCClIs, the state space representation of 
the system of Figure 3.5 can be re-written as 
P\ Pi 
aiPl 
Rx2<^i 
^01 (3.19) 
The modified condition of oscillation is obtained as 
P^R,2<P2R.\ (3.20) 
and frequency of oscillation as 
(1). 
a2a-iPlP-i 
Rx2Rx2C\C2 
-, 1 
(3.21) 
Thus, equation (3.20) and (3.21) respectively shows that the condition and 
frequency of oscillation will be somewhat, affected by the CCCII non-idealities. The 
slight deviation in the condition of oscillation can be reset by adjusting bias current 
1B 1. More over the shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non idealities can be 
compensated by adjusting the value of the bias current 1B3. 
3.2.1.3 Sensitivity studies 
The incremental sensitivity measure on the three CCCIIs based CCCSO-II's 
frequency of oscillation gives 
, ^ 0 
R . C . 
Xl^ J 
where / = 2,3, and j-\2. (3.22) 
COQ 
a.p-1 where 7 = 2,3. (3.23) 
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It is evident from equation (3.22) and (3.23) that the proposed oscillator 
CCCSO-II exhibits, passive and active sensitivity figures within 0.5 in magnitude 
indicating quite low values which thus indicate good sensitivity performance of the 
CCCSO-II. 
3.2.1.4 Design and verification 
The three CCCII based proposed oscillator CCCSO-II of Figure 3.5(a) and 
thus the function generator circuit of Figure 3.5(b) was designed initially for an 
oscillating frequency, fo = 122.5KHz using equation (3.17). The designed values were 
found as C] = Cj = Cj = C4 = lOOpF. At room temperature of 27*^0, equation (3.17) 
yields IB = l|iA. The CCCSO-II was verified using PSPICE simulation. The 
MOCCCII circuh implementation used for the simulation is obtained from the circuit 
available in technical literature [202] at supply voltages of ± 2.5volts. The multi 
output CCCII circuit used is given in Figure 1.16 of Chapter-1. The output waveforms 
obtained through PSPICE simulation are given in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. It is clear 
from Figure 3.7 that loi and I02 are of equal magnitudes while the magnitudes of I03 
and Io4 are equal. 
The circuit of CCCSO-II was then tuned by varying the bias current IB and 
results obtained are shown in Figure 3.9, which illustrates the independent electronic 
tuning of the frequency over a wide range. Thus, the results of Figure 3.7 through 
Figure 3.9, justify the theory. 
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Figure 3.7. Current output waveforms of CCCSO-II. 
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Figure 3.8. Voltage output waveforms of TCFG. 
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Figure 3.9. Frequency variation of CCCSO-II with bias current IB. 
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3.2.2 Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-III 
The other three CCCIIs based sinusoidal oscillator i.e. CCCSO-III realization 
and study is described in the following sections. 
3.2.2.1 Circuit description 
The CCCSO-lIl employs three multi output CCCIIs and two grounded 
capacitors as shown in Figure 3.10. The routine analysis yields the state space 
equation of CCCSO-III as follows. 
V, 01 
Vc 02 
V^A-2Q ^xX^l ) 
R.-jC] 
0 
J 2 ' - I 
Vn 
Vr 02. 
(3.24) 
From equation (3.24) the condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation 
are respectively found as 
/^.vl ^ ^.v2 (3.25) 
and 
Mo = 
- i l / 2 
^x2^x3<^'l'^'2 
(3.26) 
where, R x i [= Vj / (2 Ii^,), i = 1,2,3.] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal 
of the i'^  MOCCCIIs. Vr is the thermal voltage [=26mV at a room temperature of 
27"C] and IBJ is the bias current of the i"^  MOCCCII, which is tunable over several 
decades. Thus equation (3.26) can be rewritten as 
i l / 2 
(0, 
C,C2 
(3.27) 
It is clear from equation (3.27) that the frequency of oscillation ©o can be 
independently tuned electronically over a wide range by varying the bias current IB3. 
Hence, with IB? = IB3 = IB. equation (3.27) reduces to 
(Or 
Vr 
Ml 
C\C 
(3.28) 
1^2 
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Figure 3.10. Three CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-III. 
V 
Io2 
^I 01 
Figure 3.11. Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCCSO-III. 
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Alternatively, it is evident from equation (3.28) that the frequency of 
oscillation can also be tuned by taking IB2=IB3=1B and there by varying both the bias 
currents simultaneously which can easily be achieved by implementing all the 
MOCCCIIs on the same chip. 
Figure 3.10 clearly indicates that at oscillating frequency it can easily be 
shown that 
h2—Jh\ (3.29) 
this results in two quadrature output currents, as shown in the phaser diagram of 
Figure 3.11. 
3.2.2.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCCIl 
Analysis of the CCCSO-III circuit was carried out for the CCCIl non-
idealities viz., a„ the current transfer gain and/?,, the voltage transfer gain to yield the 
following state space equation 
V< 
J^ 2 
Rx2C\ 
aoPi 
^XBQ 
0 
_ 
>0l" 
Vm_ 
(3.30) 
The modified condition and frequency of oscillation is obtained as 
and 
(3.31) 
(O, (3.32) 
Equations (3.31) and (3.32) show the affectation of the condition of oscillation 
and frequency of oscillation by the CCCII non-idealities. However, the slight 
deviation in the condition of oscillation can be reset by adjusting the bias current IBI 
and the shift in frequency of oscillation can be compensated by adjusting the value of 
the bias current 1B3. 
3.2.2.3 Sensitivity studies 
The active and passive sensitivity properties of CCCSO-III were analyzed 
from equation (2.32). The frequency of oscillation sensitivhies are as 
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COr. ] 
S ^y „ =— where i = 2.3. and j = \2. (3.33) R .C 
XI- J 
COQ I 
S ^ = - where i = \2. (3.34) 
«,/?, 2 
It is thus evident from equations (3.31) and (3.34) that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits passive and active sensitivity figures within 0.5 in magnitude. Thus the 
sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-III also enjoys good sensitivity performance. 
3.2.2.4 Design and verification 
The proposed current mode quadrature oscillator CCCSO-llI of Figure 3.10 
was initially designed for an oscillating frequency, fo = 14MHz using equations 
(3.28).The designed values were found as C\ = Ci = 90 pF. At room temperature of 
27V, equation (3.28) yields IRI = 1B2 = IB3 = 100 |iA. The CCCSO-III was verified 
using PSPICE simulation at ± 2.0V. The MOCCCII circuit used is obtained from the 
circuit available in technical literature [202]. The MOCCCII circuit implementation is 
given in Figure 1.16 of Chapter-1. 
The output waveforms obtained through PSPICE simulation are given in 
Figure 3.12. The sinusoidal oscillator was then tuned by varying the bias current IB2 
=IB3= IB and result obtained is shown in Figure 3.13, which illustrates the independent 
electronic tuning of the frequency over a wide range. 
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Figure 3.12. Current output waveforms of CCCSO-III. 
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Figure 3.13. Frequency variation of CCCSO-III with IB2 = IB3= IB-
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3.3 Sinusoidal Oscillators using Two CCCIIs 
This section presents two sinusoidal oscillators employing two second 
generation current controlled conveyors (CCCIIs) each. These oscillators will 
henceforth be referred to as CCCSCO-IV and CCCSO-V. These oscillators are 
studied and verified in detail in the subsequent sections. 
3.3.1 Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-IV 
The realization and study of CCCSO-IV has been described in the following 
sections. 
3.3.1.1 Circuit description 
The CCCSO-IV is shown in Figure 3.14 which uses two MOCCCIIs and two 
grounded capacitors. The routine analysis of the circuit yields the state space equation 
of CCCSO-IV as 
V< 
V, 02 
/?v|C, 
x\^\ 
R.fi 
1 
Rx\^\ R.xl^ 
R.^C x\'-2 
Vn 
V, 02 
(3.35) 
which, yields the condition of oscillation as 
Co < C, (3.36) 
and the frequency of oscillation as 
(0„ = 
^xX^xl^x'^l 
1/2 
(3.37) 
where, R x i [= Vy / (2 IB,)- i = 1, 2.] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal 
of the i"^  MOCCCIIs, Vy is the thermal voltage [=26mV at a room temperature of 
27"C] and IBI is the bias current of the i"' MOCCCII which is tunable over several 
decades. Thus equation (3.37) can be rewritten as 
(Or 
1^ 
Vj 
h\h2 
C,C2 
1/2 
(3.38) 
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Figure 3.14. Two CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-IV. 
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Figure 3.15. Phaser diagram of current outputs of CCCSO-IV. 
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It is clear from equations (3.36) and (3.38) that the frequency of oscillation is 
absolutely independent of the condition of oscillation that is the frequency of 
oscillation can be controlled independently. 
Hence, with IBI = 1B2 = IB, equation (3.38) reduces to 
2L 
0^0 = 
FT C i C 
1/2 
(3.39: 
Thus from equation (3.39) it is evident that the oscillating frequency cOo can 
directly be controlled through the bias current la. In Figure 3.14, at oscillating 
frequency it can be shown that lo? = jloi which results in. two quadrature load 
insensitive outputs as shown in the phaser diagram of Figure 3.15. 
3.3.1.2 Study of the effects of non-idealities of CCCII 
The circuit of CCCSO-IV was analyzed for studying the effects of CCCII non-
idealities. The state space equation of the circuit obtained from the analysis is 
• 
• 
/ 0 2 _ 
= 
(2«i •1)/?,^ a2/?2 ^ 
^x|t'2 
Vol. 
(3.40) 
The modified condition of oscillation and frequency of oscillation are 
and 
0), 
(2a | - l )C2<a | / ? |C | 
a^ajPi 
^xl^xl^l^l 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Thus the condition of oscillation and the frequency of oscillation are affected 
by the CCCII non-idealities as can be seen from equations (3.41) and (3.42). 
However, the slight deviation in the condition of oscillation can be reset by trimming 
either Ci or C;). The shift in the frequency of oscillation due to the non-idealities can 
be overcome by adjusting the value of either bias current lei or IB2. 
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3.3.1.3 Sensitivity studies 
The passive and active sensitivity analysis of the frequency of oscillation, of 
the oscillator CCCSO-IV from equation (3.42) yields 
(On. 1 
5 „ ^ ^ = — where / -1,2. (3.43) /v . L . 2 
XI- I 
^0 1 S ^ = — where i = 1,2. and / = 2 (3.44) 
Equations (3.43) and (3.44) show, that the proposed oscillator CCCSO-IV 
exhibits low passive and active sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation i.e.; 0.5 in 
magnitude, which is an attractive feature. 
3.3.1.4 Design and verification 
The CCCSO-IV was designed and verified by using the PSPICE simulation. 
This sinusoidal oscillator has been designed with IBI= IB2 = IB = 10|iA at a room 
temperature of 27°C, using equation (3.39) with Cj = C2 = lOOpF. The theoretical 
design value of the frequency of oscillation is 1.2MHz. The multi output CCCII 
circuit used is obtained from the circuit available in technical literature [202]. The 
MOCCCII circuit implementation is given in Figure 1.16 of Chapter-1. The circuit 
simulation was carried out at ± 2.25V. 
The results of the circuit simulation illustrating the two quadrature current 
outputs are shown in Figure 3.16. 
Then the CCCSO-IV was tuned by varying the bias current IB. The observed 
variation of frequency is shown in Figure 3.17, which verifies the wide range, 
independent electronic frequency control capability of CCCSO-IV. Thus the above 
results clearly verify the realized oscillator CCCSO-IV. 
Thus the proposed CCCSO-IV exhibits two, quadrature load insensitive 
current outputs with equal amplitudes. The oscillator uses two MOCCCIIs along with 
two grounded capacitors, is thus integrable in contemporary IC technologies. The 
circuit also enjoys attractive sensitivity performance and independent, electronic 
tuning of its frequency of oscillation over a wide range. 
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3.3.2 Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-V 
In this section sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V using two CCCIIs with multi 
outputs, two capacitors and two resistors is presented. This circuit is a mixed mode 
oscillator, which has also been used to realize an electronically tunable muhi function 
generator as described in the following sections [P8]. 
3.3.2.1 Circuit description 
This proposed oscillator CCCSO-V is shown in Figure 3.18(a). Routine 
analysis of the circuit gives the system state space representation as follows 
2 1 
{Vcx-Vci) 
Vc2 
3 
^x2^\ 
R.x\^2 ^xl^l 
{Vn-Vci) 
(3.45) 
which, results in the condition of oscillation as 
2Rx2C2< Rx\Ci 
and the frequency of oscillation as 
1 
\RX\RX2C\C2 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
where, Rxi [= VT / (2 IBI), i = 1, 2.] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal of 
the MOCCCIIs, Vj is the thermal voltage [=26mV at a room temperature of 27"C] 
and IBJ is the bias current of the i* MOCCCII. With Ci = C2 = C. the condition of 
oscillation from equation (3.46) and the frequency of oscillation from equation (3.47) 
can be rewritten as 
2R,2<R,i (3.48) 
or. 
and. 
0), 
hi 2 
j_ 
c 
(3.49) 
1 
^x l ^x2 
1/2 
(3.50) 
Taking, 2IBI= IB2 equation (3.50) can be rewritten as 
/ 
a. 
Bi 
VrC 
^ (3.51) 
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It is clear from equation (3.51) that the frequency of oscillation cOo can be 
tuned electronically by varying the bias current 1B2 by maintaining the two bias current 
ratio, defined by equation (3.49), which can easily be achieved by implementing all 
the MOCCCIIs on the same chip. The oscillator of Figure 3.18(a) provides two output 
voltages Voi = - V02 and two output currents loi = - loi-
It was also observed that a square voltage is available at z* node of the first 
MOCCCIIi due to the saturation effect caused by the flow of the output current (iz^) 
of the node through its own high impedance. Thus the oscillator CCCSO-V could be 
employed to simultaneously provide a number of square and triangular voltages too. 
To obtain the square and triangular output waveforms, a third MOCCCII3 is 
connected at the output (z+) terminal of the first MOCCCIIi as shown in Fig. 3.18(b). 
The current from the output (z+) terminal of MOCCCi flows to the high impedance of 
the y-terminal of the MOCCCII3, maintaining the voltage saturation, which results in 
square currents I03 = - Io4, and square voltages V03 = - V04. The integrator formed with 
MOCCCII3, C3 and C4 then provides the triangular voltages V05 = - V06. 
Thus the CCCSO-V has been modified as a multifunction generator by 
inserting an integrator into the oscillator circuit. The realized electronically tunable 
muhifunction funcfion generator (ETMFG) is shown in Figure 3.18(b) [P8]. It 
employs only three MOCCCIIs, four resistors and four capacitors. The range of 
functions available from the circuit, justifies the use of the component count as the 
realized function generator exhibits, two anti-phase sinusoidal currents, sinusoidal 
voltages, square voltages, square currents and triangular voltages at different output 
nodes simultaneously. 
3.3.2.2 Study of the effect of non-idealities of CCCII 
To study the effects of the non-idealifies of the CCCIIs viz., a„ the current 
transfer gain and y9,. the voltage transfer gain on the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V, 
the current-voltage relationship can be rewritten as v^ = (/?, Vy + i.xRxi), izi = «/ 4/ . 
/-,' = -a, 4 and iy =0, such that a/ = 1 - s / and P/ = 1 -Sy ; where Sj. (|£"/|« 1) and 
^y, ( | f y | « 1) respecfively represent the current and voltage tracking errors of the i'^  
conveyor (i=l,2.). Assuming that the three MOCCCIIs have equal non-idealifies i.e., 
ai = a2=a and Pi = P2 = y^the modified condition of oscillafion and frequency of 
oscillafion with C, = C2. were found to be 
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ftc,<fel±i^fc^i^, ,3.52) 
and 
VTC V a 
Since the voltage tracking error, P is near to unity, the condition of oscillation from 
(3.53)reduces to 
Rx2<-Rxx (3.54) 
and the frequency of oscillation remains 
VjC \ a 
From equations (3.54) and (3.55). it is observed that the condition of 
oscillation and the frequency of oscillation are slightly changed due to the tracking 
error(s). However, the slight deviation in the condition of oscillation can be reset by 
adjusting the bias currents IBI. 
3.3.2.3 Sensitivity studies 
The passive and active sensitivity analysis of the frequency of oscillation from 
equation (3.50) of the CCCSO-V yields 
(Dr. I 
5 0 (3.56) 
S ^ =-- (3.57) 
a 2 
From equations (3.56) and (3.57) it is clear that the proposed oscillator 
exhibits low passive and active sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation that is 0.5 
in magnitude. 
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Figure 3.18(a). Two CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-V. 
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Figure 3.18(b). CCCII based ETMFG from CCCSO -V. 
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3.3.2.4 Design and verification 
To confirm the validity of the above theory the proposed CCCSO-V and thus 
the function generator circuit of Fig. 3.18 was designed initially for an oscillating 
frequency, fo = 122.5KHz using equation (3.50). The designed values were found as 
C| = C2 = lOnF and R| = R2 = 2 KQ. At room temperature of 27V, IBI =100HA and 
IB2 = lOOiaA for biasing the first and second MOCCCII respectively. The MOCCCII 
circuit used is obtained from the circuit available in technical literature [202] given in 
Figure 1.16 of Chapter-1. The verification was carried out using PSPICE simulation at 
supply voltages of ± 2.0V. 
The third MOCCCII used for obtaining the square and triangular voltages was 
fed with a bias current of IB3 = 1|LIA. The designed component values were found as 
C3 = C4 = lOOpF and R3 = R4 = 2 KQ.. The output waveforms obtained through 
PSPICE simulation are given in Figure 3.19 through Figure 3.21. 
The CCCSO-V was then tuned by varying the bias current IB2 maintaining the 
same current ratio and the result obtained is shown in Figure 3.22, which illustrates 
the electronic tuning of the frequency over a sufficiently wide range. 
Thus it is obvious that the realized CCCSO-V circuit exhibits voltage outputs, 
load insensitive current outputs, possesses attractive sensitivity performance and 
electronic frequency control over a sufficiently wide range, and is compatible for 
monolithic implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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(a) Anti-phase current waveforms of CCCSO-V. 
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(b) Anti-phase voltage waveforms of CCCSO-V. 
Figure 3.19. (a) and (b): Output waveforms of CCCSO-V. 
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Figure 3.22. Frequency variation of CCCSO-V with IB. 
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3.4 Comparative Study 
A comparative assessment of the various CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators 
(CCCSOs) using four, three and two CCCIIs presented in this chapter is now 
presented. The various categories have been critically examined with respect to active 
and passive component counts, mode of operation and non-interactive electronic 
control of frequency of operation and sensitivity performances. The detailed 
information is given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: 
Oscillator 
circuit 
CCCSO-I 
CCCSO-II 
CCCSO-I II 
CCCSO-IV 
cccso-v 
The comparison of CCCII based oscillators 
Number of 
CCCIIs 
4 
-y 
J 
2 
2 
Number of 
Resistors 
-
-
-
-
2 
Number of 
capacitors 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Output 
Mode 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Current 
Current 
Mixed 
Independent 
E. Tuning 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Incremental 
Sensitivity 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
It is evident from the Table 3.1 that CCCSO-I employs four CCCIIs and only 
two grounded capacitors. The CCCSO-I was found to provide two quadrature voltage 
outputs and two quadrature current outputs simultaneously. The oscillator enjoys non-
interactive electronic control of frequency of oscillation over a wide range through the 
bias current. The oscillator exhibits mixed mode operation and is suitable for 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
The oscillators CCCSO-II and CCCSO-III each use three CCCIIs with two 
grounded capacitors. The circuits are suitable for micro miniaturization in 
contemporary IC technologies. 
The CCCSO-IV uses only two CCCIIs and two grounded capacitors, hence 
canonical with respect to component count. The sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V uses 
two CCCIIs, two capacitors (one floating) and two grounded resistors. The two 
grounded resistors can easily be replaced with CCCII based resistors to make the 
CCCSO-V resistor less. The cost of added devices can be justified with the number of 
sinusoidal functions available from the circuit. 
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Based on the studies conducted in this chapter, the oscillators have also been 
compared on the basis of their modes of operation. The CCCSO-1, CCCSO-Il and 
CCCSO-V operate in mixed mode i.e., these provide voltage outputs along with load 
insensitive current outputs at different nodes simultaneously. The CCCSO-V provides 
anti-phase currents and voltages at different output nodes simultaneously. All the 
CCCSOs except CCCSO-V provide quadrature voltage and quadrature current 
outputs simultaneously. The quadrature oscillators constitute an important unit in 
many communication and instrumentation systems. 
The oscillators CCCSO-III and CCCSO-IV operate in current mode and 
provide two quadrature current outputs each. The advantages of a current output 
signal in terms of bandwidth and noise immunity is also well established. 
The oscillators CCCSO-II and CCCSO-V also work as function generators just 
at the cost of an extra CCCII in each case. These provide various square currents, 
square voltages and triangular output voltages simultaneously in addition to their 
sinusoidal outputs. 
A comparative assessment based on the tunability aspects of all the oscillators 
is also given. \n general all the oscillators from CCCSO-1 to CCCSO-IV enjoy non-
interactive electronic tuning of their frequency of oscillation through bias current 
control over a wide range. However in case of CCCSO-V, the frequency of oscillation 
can be controlled by maintaining the bias current ratio, through the implementation of 
all the Cecils on the same chip. 
The final comparative assessment based on the sensitivity performance of the 
three categories of oscillators indicates that all the oscillators realized and studied in 
this chapter are characterized by attractive low active and passive sensitivity 
performance. 
3.5 Concluding Remarks 
Chapter-3 presents a collection of five sinusoidal oscillators. These oscillators 
have been classified, according to the number of second generation current controlled 
conveyors employed for their realizations. All the oscillators except one employ 
grounded capacitors. These oscillators enjoy numerous advantages such as non-
interactive electronic tuning, broad frequency range of operation without any external 
resistors and compatibility for monolithic implementafion. 
The circuits were studied for the effects of the non-idealities of the CCClIs 
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and it was found that the non-idealities some what affect the circuit condition of 
oscillation and the frequency of oscillation but the sensitivity studies carried out on 
these factors were found to have attractive active and passive sensitivities, which 
make it clear, that the circuit peribrmances are not degraded by the CCCII non-
idealities. 
The sinusoidal oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE 
simulation. The circuits provide, certain number of either quadrature current or 
voltage outputs, or in some cases both depending upon the circuit configuration. Thus 
the oscillators are either of current mode, or of mixed mode type. Moreover, two of 
the oscillators also operate as function generators thereby providing various 
sinusoidal, square and triangular currents and voltages. 
Finally, studies were carried out to check the frequency tuning capability, of 
these oscillators. All the circuits except CCCSO-V were found to possess independent 
electronic control of their frequency of oscillation over a wide range. 
The oscillators enjoy low sensitivity figures and are compatible for monolithic 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. The oscillators presented in this 
chapter were designed and verified using PSPICE. 
It is to be noted that in such oscillators COQ is temperature sensitive, hence 
temperature compensation of translinear current conveyors (CCCIIs) is essential 
under varying environmental conditions that can be accomplished using the technique 
available in technical literature [196]. 
The sinusoidal oscillators presented in this chapter shall be used in Chapter-6 
for the realization of CCCII based chaos generators. 
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REALIZATION AND STUDY OF NONLINEAR 
CIRCUIT COMPOSITES 
The nonlinear electronic circuits provide an excellent tool for the generation 
and study of chaotic behavior. Some of these circuits presented in literature employ 
sample-and-hold sub-circuits and analog multipliers in addition to the many 
operational amplifiers based nonlinear modules which result in large and complex 
circuits. Another drawback is that these circuits have only a constant-band width due 
to the finite gain-bandwidth product limitation of operational amplifiers used as the 
active device. The OTA-C technique of nonlinear circuit realization uses operational 
trans-conductance amplifiers and capacitors which although has tuning capability, but 
is subject to performance limitations due to the limited input voltage swing, frequency 
dependent trans-conductance etc [75]. It has been demonstrated that the major 
advantage of current conveyors (CCs) over conventional op amps and OTAs is that 
they are able to provide wider bandwidth and better accuracy. However, few 
implementations with current conveyors have been realized to synthesize analogue 
integrable nonlinear signal processing circuits. 
In this chapter integrable nonlinear circuit composites employing current 
conveyors are presented. The chapter is structured in two major sections. Secfion 4.1 
deals with the realization and study of integrable nonlinear circuit composites using 
the second generation current conveyor (CCIl). Section 4.2 presents the realization 
and study of integrable nonlinear circuit composites using the second generation 
current controlled conveyors (CCClls). The nonlinear circuit composites of this 
chapter presented in Section 4.1 and Secfion 4.2 will be employed in the realization of 
e c u based chaos generators in Chapter-5 and CCClls based chaos generators in 
Chapter-6 respectively. 
4.1 Nonlinear Circuit Composites using CClIs 
This section presents a number of novel CCIl based non-linear circuit 
composites (CCNCs). The CCNCs circuit descriptions and dc transfer characteristics 
studies are described in the following sections. 
A part of this chapter is based on Author's papers [P9], [PIO]. [Pi 1], [PI2]. and [P13]. 
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4.1.1 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-1 
The first novel CCIl based nonlinear circuit composite presented in the 
following sub-section will henceforth be referred to as CCNC-I. 
4.1.1.1 Circuit description 
The proposed nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-I is shown in Figure 4.1. 
This nonlinear composite comprises of a current-mode Schmitt trigger of reference 
[206] and the series combination of a Negative Resistance-Negafive Capacitance 
(NR-NC) trans-impedance circuit based on a CCII* with two z^  outputs as shown in 
Fig. 4.1. The composite works in a way similar to a threshold-based nonlinear device 
and provides a switching-type non-linearity [P9]. 
Routine analysis of the circuit gives the trans-impedance function as 
/ 2 
+ R (4.1) 
sC 
Thus, it is clear from equation (4.1) that the sub-circuit realizes a transimpedance of 
series NR-NC combination which acts as a load to the current mode Schmitt trigger. 
4.1.1.2 Characteristics study 
For the study of CCNC-I the CMOS current-mode Schmitt trigger of reference 
[206] was employed. The circuit and the transistor aspect ratios for the CMOS 
Schmitt trigger are given in FigurelA and Table-IA of Appendix. The device model 
parameters used for PSPICE simulation of the Schmitt trigger transistors are given in 
Table-2A of Appendix. The Schmitt Trigger supply voltages were taken as Vni)=l .5V 
and V.ss^ -1.63V along with the external current source Icntri "= 20}j,A. so as to get a 
symmetrical transfer characteristics. The component design values for the NR-NC 
trans-impedance composite were chosen as C = 4pF, and R =25.0KQ. For simulations 
of the NR-NC composite. PSPICE device model of the CCII, available in technical 
literature [173] was used. The observed transfer characteristics of CCNC-1 shown in 
Figure 4.2(a), yields the relationship between the applied input current IIN and output 
voltage Vo of the composite. 
It is evident from the transfer characteristics that the output voltage Vo of 
CCNC-I is a nonlinear function of IIN. Now, for expressing a nonlinear function, it is 
convenient to represent it with a piecewise linear function. Hence, the voltage Vo in 
Figure 4.2(a) can be expressed as a piecewise linear function of IIN as 
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Figure 4.2(a) can be expressed as a piecewise linear function of IIN as 
Fo =i?/,//A, +0.5(/?^ -7?/,)(|//^ +/5^ | - | / /^ / -Ij^p\) {Ala) 
wliere Ra and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer regions of the transfer 
characteristics respectively and ± IBP are the break points. From the observed 
characteristics the composite CCNC-I is found to yield Ra= 1.16MQ, Rb = 12.35KQ 
and ± IBP = ± 1.1 |iA at the chosen component values. The piecewise linear function 
represents the two slopes and one break point of the transfer curve. 
The composite CCNC-I was also studied for another value of circuit 
components R and C. At supply voltages VDD =1 .0V and Vss = - 1.16V along with the 
external current source Icniri =25p,A, so as to get a symmetrical transfer characteristics. 
The NR-NC trans-impedance parameters were taken as C = lOpF and R = 5.5KQ. The 
simulated I-V characteristics of the nonlinear circuit composite shown in Figure 4.2(b) 
now has five segments, which means the nonlinear relation between the applied input 
current and the output voltage is now different than the previous case. Thus according 
to this characteristics Vo cah be expressed as a piecewise linear function of IIN as 
^0 ^f(.hN) = ^h\hN +0-5(/?o -Rh2)(\hN -^hp\\~ViN -hp\\) 
+ 0.5(%-^;,i)j//^+/5;>2|-|//A/-/fi/>2|) (4.2/^ ) 
At these new component values, the transfer characteristic of the nonlinear circuit 
composite yields Ra= 93.2KQ, Rbi = 0.81 KQ, Rb2 = 3.12KQ, ± IRPI = ± 8.6 ^A and 
±IBP2 ^ i 26.1 fiA where Ra is the slope of the inner region, Rbi and Rb? are the slopes 
of the outer regions of the transfer characteristics respectively whereas ± IBPI and 
±IBI'2 are the break point current values as shown in Figure 4.2(b). The effect of these 
two types of nonlinearities will be evident in the circuit realization of chaos 
generators in Chapter-5. From the transfer characteristics and the equations in both 
cases it is evident that CCNC-I is capable of generating different types of nonlinear 
behavior depending upon the supply voltages and the chosen component design 
values. 
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4.1.2 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-II 
This section presents a CCII based frequency dependent negative resistance 
(FDNR) circuit, which has been used as non-linear circuit composite and referred to 
as CCNC-II [PI0]. 
4.1.2.1 Circuit description 
The proposed CCNC-II is shown in Figure 4.3. The FDNR is a well known 
analog building block whose input impedance is equal to 1/ Ds , where 'D' has the 
unit of Farad. Sec. and "s' is the complex radian frequency (jco) [53,54].The circuit 
has been derived from the gyrator circuit of reference [53]. Routine analysis of the 
circuit gives the impedance of the CCII based FDNR as 
D = R\C\C2 (4.3) 
where, Ri, Ci and C2 are the resistance and capacitances used for the realization of the 
FDNR. 
4.1.2.2 Characteristic study 
To verify the proposed theory PSPICE simulation was carried out. The design 
values of the components used were Ri =3.5KQ and C| = 4.33PF and C2 = 4.34pF. 
The CMOS CCII of Figure 1.11(b) given in Chapter-1 was used. The MOS transistor 
aspect ratios for CMOS CCII are given in Table 2.1 of Chapter-2. The device model 
parameters, used for the PSPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 0.5|im CMOS 
process [167] at power supplies VDD = -Vss =15V and VBB= -1.05V. 
The observed dc transfer characteristic of CCNC-II of Figure 4.3 is given in 
Figure 4.4. The characteristic exhibits 5-segments with the middle segment coinciding 
with the horizontal or x-axis thus has a zero slope. The characteristic of the composite 
CCNC-II can therefore be approximated by the following piecewise-Iinear function as 
follows 
^0 = ffylN) = '"O^'w - 0-5wi [ F / ^ + Egp^ I - |F/^ - EQP^ |] 
+ 0.5(^1 - Wo )\ViN + EBPI I - \VfN ~ EBPI IJ (4.4) 
where, mo and mi are the slopes in the outer and inner regions respectively, ± EBPO and 
± ERPI are the break points as shown in Figure 4.4. Equation (4.4) clearly depicts the 
nonlinear mechanism governing the circuit. At the chosen component values, the 
transfer characteristic of the CCNC-II yields mo= -0.047. mi = -4.66, ± EBPO = ± l.OV 
and±EBPi = ± 1.5V. 
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4.1.3 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-III 
The e c u based third nonhnear circuit composite referred to as CCNC-III is 
realized and studied in the following sub-sections. 
4.1.3.1 Circuit description 
The proposed nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-III consisting of a parallel 
combination of two general purpose diodes and the CCII based Frequency Dependent 
Negative Resistor (FDNR) [53] is shown in Figure 4.5. The diodes employed in the 
realization of this composite are simple switching diodes. Routine analysis of the 
circuit gives the impedance of the CCII based FDNR as 
D = /?|C,C2 (4.5) 
where Ri, Ci and C2 are the resistance and capacitances respectively, used for the 
realization of the FDNR. 
4.1.3.2 Characteristics study 
The CCNC-III of Figure 4.5 was simulated through PSPICE. The current 
conveyor used is the CMOS CCII of Figure 1.11 (b) of Chapter 1. The MOS transistor 
aspect ratios for CMOS CCII are given in Table-2.1 of Chapter 2. The device model 
parameters, used for the SPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 0.5|im CMOS 
process [167]. The diodes used are the general purpose type whose PSPICE model has 
been used for simulation. The supply voltages were taken as VOD = -Vss = 2.5V and 
VBB = -1.999V. The design values of the components used were chosen as Ri =4.1KQ 
and Ci == C2 = 5.0pF. The (l-V) transfer characteristic of composite CCNC-III of 
Figure 4.5 is given in Figure 4.6. This /-F characteristic can be approximated by the 
following 3-segment piecewise-linear function as follows 
Vd =f^M) = ^do^d^^-^ird\-rdo)\\^d^'^BP\-\^d-lBp\\ (4-6) 
where rdo is the diode resistance when it is off, Vdi when on, Vd is the voltage 
developed across the diode and ±IBP are the break point currents of the composite 
characteristics. Thus, in this case the nonlinearity is introduced by the diodes coupled 
to the FDNR. For the chosen component values, the transfer characteristic of the 
nonlinear circuit composite gives r^n = 1.32KQ, r^ / = 36.2 KQ, and ± IBP = ± 5.0|xA. 
The dynamics of a circuit generating chaos by using the CCNC-III can thus be 
described in terms of the piecewise linear equation (4.6). 
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4.1.4 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-IV 
In this section another novel nonlinear circuit composite henceforth referred to 
as CCNC-IV is realized and studied in detail. 
4.1.4.1 Circuit description 
The fourth CCII based nonlinear circuit composite viz.; CCNC-IV consists of 
an active Integrator [174] and Simulated Inductor [53] combination as shown in 
Figure 4.7. The routine analysis of the circuit gives the voltage transfer function of the 
nonlinear circuit composite as 
^/A' (s^R^CiL^^ +y?, 
where, Leq is the value of the inductance offered by the simulated inductor circuit as 
Leg=C2R2R3 (4-8) 
Accordingly, the active integrator coupled with the simulated inductor produces the 
non-linearity. The CCNC-IV has the advantage of having a simulated inductor, as the 
use of simulated inductor is a desirable aspect for VLSI implementation of the 
realized nonlinear circuit composite. 
4.1.4.2 Characteristic study 
To verify and study the characteristics of CCNC-IV, it was simulated using 
PSPICE. The CMOS current conveyor implementation of Figure 1.11(b), along with 
the aspect ratios of Table 2.1 of Chapter-2 has been used. The device model 
parameters, used for the SPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 0.5^m CMOS 
process [167]. At supply voltages of VDD = 2.5V. Vss = -2.5V and VBB = -1.795V, the 
design values of the components used were R] =39KQ, R2 = R3 = l.OKQ, C| = 35pF 
and C2 =5.0pF. Figure 4.8 depicts the simulated transfer characteristic of CCNC-IV 
of Figure 4.7. This characteristic can be expressed by the following 3-segment 
piecewise-linear function as 
Vo=f{V/N)= moV,;,+0.5{m^ - ' " o ) ! ^ / ^ + EBPH^IN ' EBP\] (4-9) 
where, mo and mi are the slopes in the outer and inner regions of the transfer 
characteristics respectively and ± EBP are the break points as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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From the transfer characteristics of CCNC-IV the slope and break point values 
were found to be mo = -0.25, mi = -7.8 and ± EBP = 0.16V. The nonlinear behavior of 
CCNC-IV is thus evident from equation (4.9) and the transfer characteristics of Figure 
4.8. 
4.1.5. Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-V 
This section presents the fifth novel CCII based nonlinear circuit composite. 
This composite henceforth will be referred to as CCNC-V. 
4.1.5.1 Circuit description 
The proposed nonlinear circuit composite comprises of a combination of a 
CCII based differentiator [174] and the CCII based FDNR [53]. The nonlinear circuit 
composite CCNC-V is shown in Figure 4.9 [PI3]. The CCII based differentiator 
operates in the inverting mode. The FDNR is as discussed in the previous sections. 
Routine analysis of the circuit gives the impedance of the CCII based FDNR as 
D^RjCjCi, (4.10) 
where, R2, C2 and C3 are the resistance and capacitances used for the realization of 
the FDNR. 
Also, the voltage transfer function of the nonlinear circuit composite is as 
follows 
(4.11) 
Putting the value of Z) from equation (4.10) into equation (4.11) yields 
A _ - _ ^ ^ J ^ (4.12, 
It is to be noted that the use of the FDNR is a desirable aspect for VLSI 
implementation of the realized nonlinear circuit composite as it leads to the 
realization of an inductorless circuit composite. 
4.1.5.2 Characteristics study 
To study the behavior of CCNC-V of Figure 4.9 the parameter design values 
used were R, = 5 K a R2 = l.OKa C, = 17.5pF. C2 =3.0pF and C3 -4.0pF. The supply 
voltages were taken as VOD = 2.5V, Vss = -2.1V and VBB = -1.253V. The dc voltage 
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transfer characteristics obtained by PSPICE simulations is given in Figure 4.10. The 
CMOS e c u of Figure l.il(b) given in Chapter-1 was used. The MOS transistor 
aspect ratios for CMOS CCII are given in Table 2.1 of Chapter-2. The device model 
parameters, used for the SPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 0.5|am CMOS 
process [167]. 
It can be observed from Figure 4.10 that the transfer characteristic, consists of 
six segments (on each side of the zero line), with the inner most segment having a 
zero slope since it coincides with the horizontal axis. The slopes are indicated as mo, 
mi, m2, m3 and m4 where mo is the slope of the outer most segment and m4 is the 
slope of the inner most segment. The voltage break points are designated as ± EBPO, ± 
EBPI, ± EBP2, ± EBP3 and ± EBP4. These slopes and break points are illustrated in Figure 
4.10. Thus, the transfer characteristic of the nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-V can 
be expressed by the following piecewise-linear function given as 
+ 0.5(/W4 -W3)[|I^/^ +^SPl|-|^W -^BPll] 
+ 0.5(^3-/772)[|f^W+^B/^2|-|^W-^S/'2|] (4-13) 
+ 0.5(W2 -Wl)[|f'/^ "^^EP^V^IN-^BP-^ 
+ 0.5(w, -/Wo)[|^ /W '^^BP^\-ylN -^BPA^ 
The values of the slopes from the transfer curve obtained from the simulation 
are calculated to yield mo = -0.225, mi = -0.125, m2 = -1.0, m3 = -1.5 and m4 = -0.75. 
The break points were found to be ± EBPO = ± 1 -OV. ± EBPI = ± 1.4V, ± EBP2 = ± 1 -SV, 
± EBP3 = ± 2.2V and ± EBP4 = ± 2.6V. 
It is evident from the transfer characteristics of Figure 4.10 and the nonlinear 
function of equation (4.13) that CCNC-V possesses five break points in its 
characteristics, which indicates a high non-linearity of the composite. Its effect on the 
chaotic behavior of CCII based chaos generator is given in chapter 5. 
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4.2 Nonlinear Circuit Composites using CCCIIs 
This section presents a number of novel CCCII based non-linear circuit 
composites (CCCNCs). The use of CCCII avoids the use of external resistances in all 
but one circuit. Moreover, the use of CCCII provides electronic control of the circuit 
parameters in all the composites. The CCCNCs' circuit descriptions and dc transfer 
characteristic studies are described in the following sections. 
4.2.1 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCCNC-I 
This section presents the first CCCII based nonlinear circuit composite 
referred to as CCCNC-I. 
4.2.1.1 Circuit description 
The CCCNC-I consisting of two diodes and the CCCII based Simulated 
Inductance (SI) composite is shown in Figure 4.11. The diodes employed in the 
realization of this composite are simple switching diodes and the simulated 
inductance is a well known analog building block [53,199]. 
Routine analysis of the circuit gives the impedance of the CCCII based SI as, 
ZLeq=^L,q (4.14) 
where, 's ' is the complex radian frequency (jco) and Leq is the value of the equivalent 
inductance which is expressed as 
L,,i=C^R,^R,2 (4.15) 
where, Rxi [= Vp / (2 IBI. i =1, 2)] is the parasitic resistance at the x-input terminal of 
the i^ *' CCCII. VT is the thermal voltage [Vj =26mV at room temperature of 27"C], 
and IBJ is the bias current of the i"^  CCCII, which is tunable over several decades 
[192]. 
4.2.1.2 Characteristics study 
The nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-1 of Figure 4.11 was studied by 
plotting the /-Ftransfer characteristics obtained through PSPICE simulation, choosing 
Ci = 5.0pF. at room temperature of 27*'C, lei =16.5|aA and IB2 = 16.0nA. The CCCII 
circuit and the model used, is obtained from the circuit available in technical literature 
[202] at dc supply voltages of ± 2.5volts. The CCCII circuit is shown in Figure 1.15 
of Chapter 1. The plot of the /-F characteristics is given in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. dc transfer characteristic of CCCNC-I. 
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Thus the /-F characteristic of the non-linear circuit composite CCCNC-I can 
be expressed by the following 3-segment piecewise-linear function as 
Vo=f{id)-Rhid+^-^iRa-Rb)[\id+hp\-\id-hp\\ (4-16) 
where, Ra and Rh represent the slopes in the inner and outer regions of the transfer 
characteristics respectively and ±IBP are the break point currents as shown in the 
composite characteristics. In this case the nonlinearity is introduced by the diodes 
coupled to the simulated inductance. The various slope values and break point 
currents obtained from the transfer characteristics were Ra =-0.857 Kf2. Rb =-0.578 
and ±IBP = ±25)j.A. 
4.2.2 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCCNC-II 
This section presents the second novel CCCII based nonlinear circuit 
composite referred to as CCCNC-II. 
4.2.2.1 Circuit description 
The CCCNC-II consists of an active Integrator and Simulated Inductor 
composite [PH. PI2] as shown in Figure 4.13. The integrator uses a CCCII, and a 
grounded capacitor [199]. The simulated inductor realization employs two CCCIIs 
and one grounded capacitor [199]. The routine analysis of the circuit gave the voltage 
transfer function of the CCCNC-II as 
Jo_^fE^5L_^ (4.17) 
hN YR,^C\L,q+R,\] 
where, Zyi is the input impedance of the CCCIIi, Leq is the inductance offered by the 
simulated inductor, given as 
i ,^=C2i?,2^. .3 (4-18) 
and Rx, [i =1, 2, 3] are same as defined in the previous section. The CCCNC-II has the 
advantage of having a simulated inductor and grounded capacitors only. The use of 
simulated inductor is a desirable aspect for VLSI implementation of the realized 
nonlinear circuit composite as it avoids the use of bulky physical inductor. 
4.2.2.2 Characteristics study 
The composite CCCNC-II of Figure 4.13 was studied by plotting the I-V 
transfer characteristics obtained through PSPICE simulation. The CCCII circuit used 
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is shown in Figure 1.15 of Chapter-1.The PSPICE device model available in technical 
literature [202] has been used for the simulation. The dc supply voltages of ± 2.5volts 
were used. The nonlinear composite was designed by choosing the circuit parameters 
C| =7pF, C2 = 5pF. at room temperature of 27 C. IBI = 4.53)aA and 1B2 = IB3 = 17|iA. 
The I-V transfer characteristics of CCCNC-11 given in Figure 4.14 shows that it 
consists of 3-segments. two slopes and one break point. Thus the current - voltage 
relation of CCCNC-II can be expressed by the following 3-segment piecewise-linear 
function as 
VQ=f{llN)= RbIlN + ^4Ra-Rb)\llN + lBP\-\llN-lBP^ (4-19) 
where, Ra and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer regions of the transfer 
characteristics respectively and ± IBP are the break points as shown in Figure 4.14. 
The slope and break point values obtained from the characteristics are Ra= -0.536KQ, 
Rb = -0.1 KQ and ± Igp = ± A.5\xA. The transfer characteristics of Figure 4.14 and 
equation (4.19) clearly indicate the type of nonlinearity exhibited by CCCNC-II. 
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4.2.3 Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCCNC-III 
This section deals with the realization and study of the nonlinear circuit 
composite henceforth referred to as CCCNC-III. 
4,2.3.1 Circuit description 
The proposed CCCNC-III comprises of a CCCII based differentiator [199] and 
the CCCII based FDNR derived from the circuit of reference [199]. The CCCNC-III 
is shown in Figure 4.15. 
From routine analysis the voltage transfer function of the composite can be 
expressed as 
V^ sC,R,Z,Z^, ^^^^^ 
where, Zyi is the input impedance of the CCCIIi and Zp is the impedance offered by 
the FDNR circuit which is obtained from routine analysis as 
ZF=Re+-^ + ^ (4.21) 
where, 
R, = ^^^^X\ = ^^'-^^'^^ and D = C.C.R, (4.22) 
As previously mentioned the use of the FDNR is a desirable aspect for VLSI 
implementation of CCCNC-III. 
4.2.3.2 Characteristics study 
The nonlinear behavior of CCCNC-III of Figure 4.15 was studied by plotting 
its dc /-F characteristic using PSPICE simulation. The CCCII circuit and the device 
model used for the simulation are obtained from the circuit available in technical 
literature [202]. The circuit is shown in Figure 1.15 of Chapter-1. With dc supply 
voltages of ± 2.25volts, the differentiator parameter values were taken as Ci = 8.5pF, 
Ri = 8.8KQ and IBI =1.0|HA. The design values of the FDNR components were 
chosen as R2 = 8.JKQ, C2 = }.8pF, C3 = 2pF and Im ^ hi = lOOfjA. The dc transfer 
characteristic is shown in Figure 4.16. It can be observed that the transfer 
characteristics is symmetrical around the origin and consists of five segments with 
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their slopes indicated as Rg, Rbi and Rb2, where Rg is the inner most slope, Rbi, Rb2 are 
the outer slopes of the transfer characteristic as illustrated in Figure 4.16. As shown 
in the characteristics, ± IBPI and ± IBP2 indicate the break point values of the current. 
The CCCNC-III transfer characteristic can be expressed by the following piecewise-
linear function as 
VQ = /(//,v) = RbihN + 0.5{Ra - h\ )\lis + hp\ I - k/.v - IBP\ |] 
+ 0.5(/? ,^ -^/,2)l//,v +/5/>2|-|//,v -/fi/^2|] (4.23) 
The CCCNC-III dc transfer curve yields Ra = - 0.818KQ, Rbi = - 0.263KQ, 
Rb2 = 0.525 KQ . ± IBPI ^ ± 0.2|.iA and ± 1BP2 = ± 0.5|iA. The circuit nonlinearity is 
thus evident from equation (4.23) and Figure 4.16. In this case, the non-linearity is 
induced by the differentiator coupled to the FDNR. The dynamics of a circuit 
generating chaos by using CCCNC-III can thus be described in terms of the piecewise 
linear equation (4.23). 
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A.IA Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCCNC-IV 
The fourth CCCII based nonlinear circuit composite referred to as CCCNC-IV 
is realized and studied in this section. 
4.2.4.1 Circuit description 
The CCCNC-IV consists of a combination of an active CCCII based negative 
resistor (NR) and the Integrator and Simulated Inductor composite (ISI), which has 
already been discussed in Section 4.2.2. The NR employs a single CCCII where as the 
ISI composite employs three CCCIIs and two grounded capacitors. The CCCNC-IV is 
shown in Figure 4.17. 
The routine analysis of the circuit yields the trans-impedance function of the 
nonlinear circuit composite as 
° - ' (4.24) 
//A \s-RnC\leq^Kl 
where Leq is the value of inductance offered by the simulated inductor circuit as 
ie./ =^^^.v3^.v4 (4.25) 
and RN is the negative resistor formed by CCCII i such that it can be expressed as 
^N~ = -Rxl (4.26) 
The non-linearity producing capability of CCCNC-IV is governed by the 
negative resistor (NR) and the ISI composite. 
4.2.4.2 Characteristics study 
The composite CCCNC-IV of Figure 4.17 was simulated with PSPICE using 
the CCCII circuit shown in Figure 1.15 of Chapter 1 and device model available in 
literature [202]. With dc supply voltages of ± 2.5volts, for the realization of the 
nonlinear composite, the first CCCIIi was biased with lBi=2.0faA which results in an 
equivalent resistance of RN = -Rxi= 6.5KQ. The ISI was designed with the integrator 
components taken as C| = IS.OpF and IB2 = 90(iA whereas the component design 
values for the inductor were chosen as C2 = 4.8pF, IB3 = 79.0nA and IB4 = 75.67)iA. 
The CCCNC-IV was studied for its nonlinearity at two output nodes viz., node 
(Vol) of CCCIIi and node (V02) of CCCII3. The simulated /-t^transfer characteristics 
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are shown in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 respectively. Figure 4.18 illustrates the 
nonlinear relationship between the applied input current 1IN and output voltage VQI 
where as Figure 4.19 shows the nonlinear relationship between the applied input 
current IIN and output voltage VQ? of C C C N C - I V respectively. 
Comparing the transfer characteristics of Figure 4.18 with that of Figure 4.19 
makes it clear that an enhanced nonlinearity is exhibited by the combination of the 
negative resistor with the (ISI) composite at node (V02) of CCCII3. It can be observed 
from Figure 4.18 that the transfer characteristics is symmetrical around the origin and 
consists of segments with their slopes indicated as Rn, Rbo and Rbi, where Ra is the 
inner most slope where as Rho and Rbi are the outer slopes of the transfer 
characteristics. This characteristic of the composite CCCNC-IV can be expressed by 
the following piecewise-linear function as 
Foi =/( / / ;v)= /?M)//A +0.5(/?, -/?^l)|//V +//i/^l|-|//A -hiP\\ 
+ 0.5(/?^, -/?^o)^/A' +/BF2hk/,V -IBPI'\ (4-27) 
The dc current-voltage (/-^ O transfer characteristic of the nonlinear circuit composite 
CCCNC-IV shown in Figure. 4.19, illustrates the enhanced nonlinearity effectively 
present at the output node V02. This characteristic has more number of slopes 
indicating greater nonlinearity of CCCNC-IV at this point and can be expressed by the 
following piecewise-linear function as 
^02 - / V W ) - ^hohN + 0-5(/?Q - i?/,2 )\hN + Hp\ \ ~ l^ /A' ~ ^ BP\ \ 
+ 0.5(i?/,2 - Rh\ ) \hN + hpi I - \hN - hP2 ll 
+ Q.5{Rf,,-R,,Q)\l,^+lBP,\-\l,N-lBp4 (4-28) 
where, Rg is the inner most slope, Rbo. Rbi and Rb? are the outer slopes, ±IBPI. ± IBP2 
and ± IBP3 indicate the break point current values of the transfer characteristics as 
illustrated in Figure 4.19. It is evident from the transfer characteristics of Figure 4.19 
and the nonlinear function of equation (4.28) that CCCNC-IV is capable of generating 
enhanced nonlinearity. 
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From the observed transfer characteristics of Figure 4.19 it can be seen that for 
the chosen component values, the CCCNC-IV yields R,, =7.14KQ, Rbo =1.91 KQ. 
Rbi =1.4KQ. Rb2 =2.46KQ. where as ± IBPI = ± 7.45|iA, ± 1BP2 = ± 24.4|aA and ± 1BP3 
= ±58.2|.iA. 
It is to be noted that if the integrator used for the ISI composite is of inverting 
type in CCCNC-IV of Figure 4.17, then the resulting transfer characteristics with the 
output is as shown in Figure 4.20. This characteristics in Figure 4.20 indicates that the 
nonlinearity inducing mechanism is unaffected by the inverting or non-inverting type 
of the integrator used in the realization of CCCNC-IV. Only polarity of slope of the 
characteristic is reversed. 
4.3 Comparative Study 
The dynamical behavior, which decides the mechanism of chaos generation 
and the type of chaos generated depends upon the type of nonlinearity induced into 
the core sinusoidal oscillator engine by the nonlinear circuit composite. The main 
features that characterize the type of nonlinearity induced by a composite are the 
system parameters such as the number of segments, their slope values and the number 
of break points. These parameters are obtained from the transfer characteristics of the 
nonlinear circuit composite. 
The ce i l based nonlinear circuit composites have been critically examined 
with respect to active and passive component counts, number of segments and 
number of break points. A comparative assessment of the CCll based composites viz., 
CCNC-1 to CCNC-V is summarized in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Comparative study of CCII based nonlinear circuit composites 
Nonlinear 
Circuit 
Composite 
CCNC-I 
(at R = 25Kfi C 
= 4pF) 
CCNC-I 
(at R =5.5KQ 
C=10pF) 
CCNC-I 1 
CCNC-111 
CCNC-IV 
CCNC-V 
Number 
of ceils 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 J 
Number of 
Resistors 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
Number of 
Capacitors(AII 
grounded) 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Number of 
Segments 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
6 
Number of 
Breakpoints 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
5 
Other Device 
(if any) 
1 
(Schmitt 
Trigger) 
1 
(Schmitt 
Trigger) 
-
2 
(Swiicliing 
diodes) 
-
-
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It is evident from the table that CCNC-I besides the CCII employs a resistor 
and a grounded capacitor along with one CMOS-Schmitt Trigger making the total 
component count four. 
The CCNC-II gives a total component count of four with two CCIIs, one 
grounded resistor and two grounded capacitors. The CCNC-III displays an over all 
component count of seven. The CCNC-IV and CCNC-V each employ a total of eight 
components. 
The nonlinear circuit composites have also been compared on the basis of the 
number of segments in the transfer characteristics. The composites viz., CCNC-I. 
CCNC-III and CCNC-IV exhibit two segments each in their transfer characteristics. 
Moreover, it is to be noted that CCNC-I with the same circuit configuration 
but different design values of its components displays three segments in its dc transfer 
characteristics. This means that the same composite can provide a different nonlinear 
behavior with different component values indicating circuh versatility. 
The composites CCNC-II and CCNC-V provide three and six segments 
respectively indicating enhanced nonlinearity. Thus CCNC-V provides the highest 
number of segments in the CCII based category. 
The final comparative assessment was based on the number of break points 
produced by the composites. The CCNC-L CCNC-III and CCNC-IV each provide one 
break point in their characteristics. CCNC-I with the second set of design values as 
indicated in Table 4.1, displays two break points, indicates increased nonlinearity. 
The CCNC-II exhibits two break points where as the composite CCNC-V provides 
five break points in its dc transfer characteristics, which strengthens the observation 
that the CCNC-V portrays the highest nonlinearity. 
Based on the studies conducted in Section 4.2 of this chapter, a comparative 
assessment of the CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites viz., realizations 
CCCNC-I to CCCNC-IV is summarized in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Comparative study of CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites 
Nonlinear 
Circuit 
Composite 
CCCNC-I 
CCCNC-il 
CCCNC-lll 
CCCNC-IV 
Number of 
Cecils 
2 
3 
3 
4 
Number of 
Resistors 
-
-
2 
-
Number of 
Capacitors (All 
grounded) 
1 
2 
3 
2 
Number 
of 
Segments 
2 
2 
3 
4 
Number of 
Breakpoints 
1 
1 
2 
3 
Other 
Device (if 
any) 
2 
(diodes) 
-
-
-
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It is evident from Table 4.2 that CCCNC-I employs two CCClIs and one 
grounded capacitor along with two switching diodes making the total component 
count five. 
The composites CCCNC-II and CCCNC-III use three CCCIls each. CCCNC-
II uses two grounded capacitors, which makes the total component count five. The 
CCCNC-III uses two grounded resistors and three grounded capacitors besides the 
three CCCIls resulting in a total component count of eight but this increase in 
component count provides enhanced nonlinearity. 
The composite CCCNC-IV uses four CCCIls. and two grounded capacitors 
only which gives an over all component count of six. 
Also the CCCNC-I and CCCNC-II exhibit two segments each in their transfer 
characteristics, which imply that they are capable of providing similar type of 
nonlinearity. The composite CCCNC-III yields three segments that is one segment 
more than CCCNC-I and CCCNC-II. The composite CCCNC-IV provides a total of 
four segments in its characteristic, which is the highest number of segments provided 
by a composite of the CCCCII based category. 
The final comparative assessment based on the number of break points 
produced by the composites was also carried out. The assessment carried out show 
that the composite CCCNC-I and CCCNC-II each provide one break point in their 
characteristics. The CCCNC-III exhibits two break points where as the composite 
CCCNC-IV provides three break points in its dc transfer characteristic. The more 
number of break points in CCCNC-III indicates that its nonlinearity is higher than that 
of CCCNC-I and CCCNC-II. In case of CCCNC-IV the number of break points is 
highest that is a total of three break points, which means that the CCCNC-IV portrays 
the highest non-linearity. 
The realized nonlinear circuit composites viz.. CCNCs and CCCNCs enlisted 
in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 exhibit different types of nonlinear functions such as two 
segments with one break point, three segments with two break points, four segments 
with three break points and six segments with five break points which govern the 
chaotic patterns of the realized chaos generators described in Chapter-5 and Chapter-6 
respectively. Moreover the nonlinear circuit composites are compatible for monolithic 
imp\ementaUon m contemporary IC technologies. 
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4.4 Concluding Remarks: 
The proposed nonlinear circuit composites employing CCIIs and CCCIIs were 
realized and studied for their performance. It was observed that each of the nonlinear 
circuit exhibits a particular type of nonlinear function depending upon the circuit 
configuration and the component design values. 
The complexity of the nonlinear function is determined by the number of 
segments, their slopes and upon the number of break points generated by the 
nonlinear circuit composite. The break points are the values of the currents or voltages 
at which the change in the relationship of the applied input and output variables of the 
composite occurs. 
It is also to be noted that the dynamics of a chaos generator depends upon the 
nonlinear circuit composite inserted into the core oscillator engine. In other words, the 
type of chaotic signal generated depends upon the type of nonlinearity introduced into 
the core sinusoidal oscillator engine used for the realization of the chaos generators. 
The complexity of the chaotic signal transients, the phase plot generated and 
its frequency spectrum or power spectrum depends on the number of segments, their 
slopes and specifically on the number of break points generated by the nonlinear 
circuit composite. This will become clear in Chapter-5 and Chapter-6 when the 
composites will be employed for the realization of the chaos generators. 
It is also to be noted that the CCCIIs are temperature sensitive; hence 
temperature compensation of translinear current conveyors is essential under varying 
environmental conditions. This can be accomplished using the scheme available in 
technical literature [196]. 
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REALIZATION AND STUDY OF CCII BASED 
CHAOS GENERATORS 
This chapter presents the realization and study of some novel chaos 
generators employing the second generation current conveyors (CCIIs). The design 
methodology employed for the realization of the chaos generators is that a sinusoidal 
oscillator operating as a core engine is modified for chaos generation by inserting a 
non-linear circuit composite into it. 
The e c u based chaos generators presented here, have been realized using the 
e c u based sinusoidal oscillators of Chapter-2 and the CCII based non-linear circuit 
composites of Chapter-4. The CCII (i.e.. Double C) based Chaos Generators shall 
henceforth be referred to as DCCGs. 
In this chapter six DCCGs viz., DCCG-1 through DCCG-VI have been, 
respectively described in sections 5.1 through 5.6. The chaotic signal generating 
capability and dynamical performance of a chaos generator is determined by the 
random magnitude and aperiodicity of the transients, the phase plot and frequency 
spectrum of the chaotic signals generated. These performance features for the realized 
DCCGs have been studied in the respective sections. The comparative study on 
various DCCGs is given in Section 5.7 and overall concluding remarks on the chapter 
have been summarized in Section 5.8. 
5.1 Chaos Generator DCCG-I 
In this section, a CCII based chaos generator DCCG-I is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-I and the non-linear circuit composite 
CCNC-I. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCSO-I and the composite CCNC-I 
have been studied in detail in Chapter-2 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
5.1.1 Circuit description 
The CCII based chaos generator DCCG-1 is realized by inserting the non-
linear circuit composite CCNC-I into the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-I. The circuit of 
CCSO-I and CCNC-I is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity in Figure 5.1 and 
Figure 5.2 respectively. The resulting DCCG-I is shown in Figure 5.3. The realized 
DCCG-I is thus described by the following set of state space equations 
A part of this chapter is based on Author's papers [P9], [PiO] and [PI 3] 
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, • _ 1 
^ • _ 1 
A T 
^ 3 ^ 0 5 = — ^ 0 5 + — ^ ^ 0 2 - —f^Ol (5.1) 
, • _ 1 2 
^6 -^ 6^ 
where. 
0^5 =/ ( / /^)-^/ , / / /v + 0.5(7?^  -7?;,) 7;^ + /^ J _ /^^ _ / ^ J) (5.2) 
is the non-linear function induced into the DCCG-I, by the non-Hnear circuit 
composite CCNC-1 In equation (5.2) R;, and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer 
regions of the transfer characteristics respectively and ± IBP are the break point current 
values as shown in the transfer characteristics of CCNC-I given in Figure 4.2(a) of 
Chapter-4. 
5.1.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator DCCG-1 was designed using the core sinusoidal 
oscillator CCSO-1 of Chapter-2 for an oscillating frequency of 188 KHz with same 
parameters as Ci= 90pF, C2=80pF, €3= 90pF and R, = R2 = R3 = R4 = R5 = 10 Kil. 
The parameter design values of the non-linear circuit composite CCNC-I are also the 
same as used in Chapter-4. The component design values for the trans-impedance 
were chosen as C4 = 4pF, R6= 25.0KQ and R7 =1.0KQ. The CMOS-Schmitt Trigger 
supply voltages were taken as VDD=1 -SV and Vss= -1 •63V with Icniri =20|aA. 
The DCCG-k thus designed was simulated with PSPICE using the CCII model 
available in literature [173] and the CMOS Schmitt trigger of [206] reproduced in 
Figure 1A (Appendix, A-2). The transistor dimensions of the Schmitt trigger are given 
in Table-1A and the device model parameters are given in Table-2A (Appendix, A-2). 
The chaos generator DCCG-I is found to generate three chaotic voltages and two 
chaotic current outputs at different outputs simultaneously. The transient response of 
the chaotic output voltages V04, V05 and V()6 are shown in Figure 5.4(a), Figure 5.4(b) 
and Figure 5.4(c) respectively. The time plot of the chaotic current I(ci) through the 
capacitor Ci and I(C4) through the capacitor C4 are shown in Figure 5.5(a) and (b) 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.4 (c). Transient response of chaotic voltage V06. 
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Figure 5.5. Transient response of chaotic currents:(a) I(ci) and (b) I(C4). 
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It can be observed from Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 that tlie signals have random 
magnitude and are aperiodic in nature. Thus the chaotic signal generation of the 
DCCG-I in the voltage mode as well as in the current mode is quite evident. 
It is to be noted that chaotic signals are irregular in time, but highly structured 
in phase space. Phase space plot therefore provides a tool for visualizing the structure 
of chaotic signals. Thus the chaotic nature of the voltages V04, V05, V06, currents I(ci) 
and I(C4 ) is further strengthened by the double scroll like phase plots of Figure 5.6(a), 
Figure 5.6(b) and the butterfly's wings like chaos of Figure 5.7. It can be observed 
from these figures that the chaotic phase plots display a complex pattern. The plots 
suggest the aperiodicity of the data because the orbit does not repeat, and thereby fills 
in the space. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transient responses of the chaotic 
voltages Vo5, V06, and currents I(ci) and I(C4) was also carried out using PSPICE 
simulations. The resultant frequency spectrums are given in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 
respectively. The chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the 
broadband noise like frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos generation 
capability of the DCCG-I. 
It is well known that the sensitivity to initial parameter values of a chaos 
generator can be utilized for secure communication. By changing the initial conditions 
i.e., tuning a circuit parameter, different patterns or phase portraits also called 
attractors of chaotic signals can be produced by the generator. It is noted that the 
shape of chaotic signal phase plot with different initial condition is not fixed. This 
feature of the chaotic signal can be used as a carrier to transmit different information. 
During every symbol period, the symbol in the transmitted signal will have different 
shapes, even if the same symbol is transmitted. As a result, the transmitted signal is 
never periodic and it is difficult to know what informafion is being sent [70-72]. 
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To study the tunability of the DCCG-I, resistance Ri was chosen as the chaos 
tuning parameter. The resistor Ri was varied from 8.0KQ to 12.0KQ and the 
corresponding transient responses of one of the chaotic outputs viz., I(C4) are shown in 
Figure 5.10(a) and Figure 5.10(b) for R, =8.0KQ and Ri = 12.0KQ respectively. The 
variation of the traijsients due to changes in the value of Ri as seen in Figure 5.10(a) 
and Figure 5.10(b) indicates that the chaotic dynamics depends on the initial 
conditions i.e., on the initial parameter values of the chaos generator circuit thus 
confirming the chaotic signal generation capability of DCCG-I. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot or portraits of the 
generated chaotic voltages of DCCG-I, with the resistance Ri was also studied. The 
corresponding phase portraits or phase space plots of the chaotic output I(C4) with 
reference to I(ci) at Ri = 8.0 KQ and Ri = 12.0 KQ are shown in Figure 5.10 (c) and 
(d) respectively. It can be observed from these phase plots that with variation in the 
value of R| there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of the chaotic signals. 
This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the changes in the value of 
Ri enhances the functional versatility of the DCCG-I. 
It is therefore concluded that by changing the initial conditions through tuning 
the circuit parameter, different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by the 
chaos generator DCCG-I. It is noted that the shape of each chaotic signal with 
different values of the bias current R| is not fixed. This feature of the chaotic signal 
can be used as a carrier to transmit different information. 
It is thus observed that DCCG-I is capable of producing a number of chaotic 
voltage and current outputs. A single resistance tuning depending on the chosen value 
of the resistance Ri. is possible. Moreover, the realized chaos generator DCCG-I uses 
CCIIs, passive elements and a CMOS Schmitt trigger, which make it suitable for 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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5.2 Chaos Generator DCCG-II 
In this section, a CCIl based chaos generator DCCG-II is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-II and the non-linear circuit composite 
CCNC-I [P9]. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCSO-Il and the composite 
CCNC-I have been studied in detail in Chapter-2 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
5.2.1 Circuit description 
The e c u based chaos generator DCCG-II is realized by inserting the non-
linear circuit composite CCNC-I into the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-II. The circuit of 
CCSO-II and CCNC-I is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity in Figure 5.11 and 
Figure 5.12 respectively. The resulting DCCG-II is shown in Figure 5.13. 
The realized DCCG-II is thus described by the following set of state space 
equations 
C, K, 1 ''01 
A 
V ^ l ^ 4 ; 
' ^ 0 1 - — ^ 0 4 
C2K02 = - ^ ' ^ 0 1 + / / . V (5-3) 
K2 
where, 
VQ^^ f{I/jsj) = Rl,\Ill^ +0.5{R^ -RI^JW/N +hp\\-\^IN ~hp\\) 
+ 0.5{Ri,2-RhM^,N+lBP2\-\^lN-hP2\) (5.4) 
is the non-linear function induced into the DCCG-II by the nonlinear circuit 
composite CCNC-I. In equation (5.4) Ra is the slope of the inner region. Rbi and Rb? 
are the slopes of the outer regions of the transfer characteristics respectively whereas 
± IBPI and ± IBP2 are the break point current values as shown in the transfer 
characteristics of CCNC-1 shown in Figure 4.2(b) of Chapter-4. 
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5.2.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator DCCG-II was designed using the core 
sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-Il of Chapter-2 for an oscillating frequency of 177KHz 
with same parameters as R, = R, = R3 = R4 = lO.OKQ and C, = C2 = 90.0pF. The 
parameter design values of the CCNC-1 are the same as the second set of design 
values used in Chapter-4. For the CMOS-Schmitt trigger supply voltages were taken 
as VDO =1.0V and Vss = - 1.16V with Icmri = 25nA. The trans-impedance design 
parameters were taken as C3 = lOpF and R5 = 5.5KQ. 
The DCCG-II, thus designed was simulated with PSPICE using the CCII 
model available in literature [173] and the CMOS-Schmitt trigger of [206] with 
details given in Appendix (A-2). The DCCG-II is found to generate voltage and 
current chaotic outputs at different nodes simultaneously. The transient responses 
shown in Figure 5.14(a). (b) and (c) display the magnitude randomness and aperiodic 
nature of the chaotic output currents IQI, I02 and I03, which verifies the chaotic 
behavior of the DCCG-II of Figure 5.13 in current mode. 
The associated phase-space plot of the output current I03. with reference to the 
current loi shown in Figure 5.15 exhibits an area of dense trajectory. The phase space 
plot is similar to a double scroll attracter with smaller lobes embedded in it which 
indicates the complex non-linear dynamics produced by the composite CCNC-I 
employed in the DCCG-II. The phase plot further strengthens the observations made 
in case of the time-domain analysis that the circuit proposed is chaotic in nature. 
Finally, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transient responses of the 
chaotic currents was also carried out using the PSPICE simulations. The resultant 
frequency spectrums are given in Figure 5.16. The aperiodic behavior i.e., the chaotic 
nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the broadband noise like 
frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos generation capability of the CCNC-I 
based chaos generator DCCG-II. 
The voltage mode behavior of DCCG-II was also verified by plotting the 
transient responses, phase space plots and FFT of the output voltages Voi and V04 in 
Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, respectively, which clearly 
demonstrate the chaotic behavior of the chaos generator DCCG-II of Figure 5.13, in 
the voltage mode as well. 
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Figure 5.14(c). Transient response of chaotic current I03. 
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Figure 5.17. Transient response of output voltageVoi. 
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Figure 5.18. Transient response of output voltage V04. 
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To study the single resistance tuning capability of the designed chaos 
generator DCCG-II, the core oscillator resistance R2 was taken as the adjustable 
parameter. For this purpose, tuning was carried out at R2 =10.0KQ, R2=9.5KQ and R2 
=8.2KQ. The effect on the chaotic behavior of DCCG-II was observed using PSPICE 
simulations for each value of R2 as it is varied from 10.0Kf2 to 8.2Kr2.The result of 
the simulations is shown by the transients of I03 given in Figure 5.21(a) and Figure 
5.21(b) respectively. These time plots show the changes in the temporal 
characteristics or qualitative behavior of the transients as R2 is varied. It is to be noted 
that at different values of R2 the chaotic regions in the transients shift there by 
indicating the dependency of the chaotic signal on the initial conditions, which further 
confirms the theory. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase portrait of the generated 
chaotic outputs of DCCG-11, with the resistance R2 was also studied. The 
corresponding phase plots for the chaotic output I03 with reference to loi at 
R2 = 8.2 KD and R2 = 9.5 ¥Sl are shown in Figure 5.22 (a) and Figure 5.22 (b) 
respectively. It can be observed from Figure 5.22 (a) and Figure 5.22 (b) that with 
changes in the value of R2 there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of the 
chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the changes 
in the value of R2 enhances the functional versatility of the DCCG-II. 
Thus the realized mixed mode chaos generator DCCG-II produces the chaotic 
current and voltage outputs concurrently at different outputs. The DCCG-II can be 
tuned by a single resistor R2. The results thus obtained confirm the theory. The 
realized chaos generator is also suitable for implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. 
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Figure 5.21. Transient response of I03 witli R2 at: 
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5.3 Chaos Genera to r DCCG-I I I 
The e c u based chaos generator DCCG-III proposed in this section is derived 
from the coupHng of the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-III and the non-linear circuit 
composite CCNC-II [PIO]. The oscillator CCSO-III and the composite CCNC-II have 
been studied in detail in Chapter-2 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
5,3.1 Circuit description 
The e c u based chaos generator DCCG-III is realized by inserting the CCII 
based non-linear circuit composite CCNC-II in to the CCII based sinusoidal oscillator 
CCSO-III. The circuit of CCSO-III and the composite CCNC-II is reproduced here in 
Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 respectively, for the purpose of clarity. The chaos 
generator is realized by inserting the FDNR composite in the oscillator topology of 
Figure 5.24 in place of the resistor R5 of the CCII2. The chaos generator DCCG-III 
thus realized is shown in Figure 5.25. The chaos generator is described by the set of 
state space equation as follows 
1 1 1 
C2 0^2 = -^Vo\ (5-5) 
C4V05 - - ^ ^ 0 1 
where, 
^05 - / (^04)= f"0h4-^-^^\[h4+EBP0\-\y04~EBP0\] 
+ 0.5{m] -mQ)[\VQ4+EBp^\-\V,^ -ESP\\] (5.6) 
is the nonlinear function induced into the DCCG-III, by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCNC-II. In equation (5.6) mo and mi are the slopes in the outer and inner 
regions of the transfer characteristics respectively, ± EBPO and ± EBPI are the break 
points as shown in the transfer characteristics of CCNC-II shown in Figure 4.4 of 
Chapter-4. 
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Figure 5.23. CCII Based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-III. 
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Figure 5.24. CCII based Non-linear Circuit Composite CCNC-II. 
Figure 5.25. CCII based Chaos Generator DCCG-III. 
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5.3.2 Performance study 
The chaos generator DCCG-III was designed using the core sinusoidal 
oscillator CCSO-lII of Chapter-2 for an oscillating frequency, fp =1.8MHz with the 
resistances Ri = R2 - R3 = R4 = R? = R6 = 1.0 K Q and C| = C2 = 90pF. The 
parameter design values of the CCNC-II were taken as R7 =3.5KQ, C3 = 4.33PF and 
C4 = 4.34PF at power supplies VDD ^ -Vss =15V and VBB= -1.05V. In Figure 5.25 the 
resistance Rg =3.0Kr2 is an additional load used to obtain the chaotic output voltage at 
the z- terminal of CCII5. 
The designed chaos generator DCCG-III was simulated with PSPICE to verify 
the proposed theory. The CMOS CCII of Figure 1.11(b) given in Chapter-1 was used 
for simulations. The MOS transistor aspect ratios for CMOS CCII are given in Table 
2.1 of Chapter-2. The device model parameters, used for the SPICE simulation are 
taken from MIETEC 0.5^m CMOS process [167]. 
The chaos generator DCCG-III operates in the voltage mode as it provides 
two chaotic voltage outputs V05 and V06 at different output nodes simultaneously. The 
chaos generating nature of DCCG-III is evident by the magnitude randomness and 
aperiodic nature of the output voltage transients given in Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27. 
The phase space plot of the output voltage VQ^ with reference to VQS shown in 
Figure 5.28 illustrates an area of dense trajectory occupied by the butterfly's wings 
like chaos which further strengthens the observations about the chaotic nature of the 
signals generated by the DCCG-III. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transient responses of the voltages 
Vo5 and V06 was carried out using PSPICE. The resultant broadband noise like 
frequency spectrums given in Figure 5.29 reflect the chaotic nature of the time 
domain waveforms of the output signals thereby confirming the chaos generation 
capability of the DCCG-III. 
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Figure 5.26. Transient response of chaotic voltageVos. 
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Figure 5.27. Transient response of chaotic voltageVo6. 
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In order to study the tuning capability of the DCCG-III, the resistor R\ of the 
core oscillator engine was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. The transient 
responses for R| = 1.05Q and 0.995KQ for one of the chaotic outputs viz., Vo6 are 
shown in Figure 5.30 (a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed from these time plots 
that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different values of Ri, which 
confirms its tuning capability. Also, this variation of the transients due to the changes 
in the value of Ri also indicates that the chaotic dynamics depends on the initial 
parameter conditions further confirming the chaotic signal generation capability of 
DCCG-III. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase portrait of the generated 
chaotic outputs of DCCG-III, with the resistance Ri was also studied. The 
corresponding phase space plots for the chaotic voltage output Vo6 with reference to 
Vo5 at R| = 1.05KQ and Ri = 0.995 KQ are shown in Figure 5.30(c) and Figure 
5.30(d) respectively. It can be observed from Figure 5.30 (c) and Figure 5.30 (d) that 
with changes in the value of Ri there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of 
the chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the 
changes in the value of Ri enhances the functional versatility of the DCCG-III. 
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Figure 5.30. Phase plots of Vo6 with reference to Voswith Ri 
at: (c) Ri = l.OSKfl (d) Ri = 0.995Kn. 
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5.4 Chaos Generator DCCG-IV 
In this section, the CCII based chaos generator referred to as DCCG-IV is 
presented. The DCCG-IV is derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-IV and the 
non-linear circuit composite CCNC-III. The oscillator CCSO-IV and the composite 
CCNC-IIl have been studied in detail in Chapter-2 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
5.4.1 Circuit description 
The CCII based chaos generator DCCG-IV is realized by inserting the non-
linear circuit composite CCNC-III into the oscillator CCSO-IV. The circuit of 
oscillator CCSO-IV and the non-linear circuit composhe CCNC-III are reproduced 
here in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 respectively in terms of appropriate variable 
names for the purpose of clarity. The chaos generator DCCG-IV thus realized is 
shown in Figure 5.33. 
Routine analysis of the circuit yields the describing state space equation of the 
DCCG-IV as 
^^1^01 = - — ^ 0 1 + — ^ 0 2 + — ^ 0 2 
, • • . 1 
(^2 ^02 - ^01 <^2 - — ^ 0 2 
Q ^ 0 3 = - ^ ^ ^ 0 4 (5-7) 
1 1 1 
C4F04 = - — F Q I + — VQ2 + — VQ^ 
K2 K2 r^ 
where. 
^03 =/ ( '6 / ) = 'Vo''t/+0-5('Vl-'Vo)[|'^ + ^ B / ' | - | ' J -hp\] (5-8) 
is the nonlinear function induced into the DCCG-IV by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCNC-III. In equation (5.8), Vdo is the diode resistance when it is off. /v/ 
when on, VQS is the voltage developed across the diode and ±IBI' are the break point 
currents as shown in the transfer characteristics of CCNC-III as shown in the 
composite characteristics of Figure 4.6 of Chapter-4. 
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Figure 5.31. CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-IV. 
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Figure 5.32. CCII based Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCNC-III. 
Figure 5.33. CCII based Chaos Generator DCCG-IV. 
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5.4.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator DCCG-IV was designed using the core 
sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-IV of Chapter-2 for an oscillating frequency, fo = 1.6MHz 
with same parameter values as R| = R2 = l.OKQ and C| = C2 = lOOpF at supply 
voltages VDI) = -Vss = 2.5 V and VBB = -1.999V. The design values of the components 
used for CCNC-III were R3 = 4.1 KQ and C3 = C4 = 5.0pF at VDD = -Vss = 2.5V and 
VBB = -1.999V. The parameter design values of the non-linear circuit composite 
CCNC-III are also the same as used in Chapter-4. 
The designed chaos generator DCCG-IV was simulated with PSPICE using 
the CMOS e c u circuit implementation given in Figure 1.11(b) of Chapter-1. The 
MOS transistor aspect ratios for CMOS CCII are given in Table 2.1 of Chapter-2. The 
device model parameters, used for the PSPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 
0.5nm CMOS process [176]. From the PSPICE simulation, DCCG-IV is found to 
generate three chaotic voltage outputs and a load insensitive current output at different 
nodes simultaneously. 
The time-domain representations of the chaotic output voltages V03, V04 and 
Vo5 are illustrated in Figure 5.34(a), (b) and (c) respectively. The time plot of the 
chaotic current I02 is shown in Figure 5.35. The random magnitude and the aperiodic 
nature of the voltages V03, V04 and V05, and that of the chaotic current I02 can be 
observed from these transient responses. Thus the chaotic signal generation of the 
DCCG-IV in the voltage mode as well as in the current mode is quite evident. 
It is to be noted that the non-linearity provided by CCNC-III is such that the 
chaotic dynamics of DCCG-IV creates dense star like phase plots of its chaotic output 
voltage Vo4 and current I02 with reference to VQ? as shown in Figure 5.36 and Figure 
5.37(a) respectively. Moreover, a double headed scroll phase plot of the chaotic 
current I02 with reference to V03 is also obtained as shown in Figure 5.37(b). The 
chaotic nature of the output voltages and the current is further strengthened by the 
voltage and current phase plots of Figure 5.36, Figure 5.37(a) and (b) respectively. 
The Fast Fourier Transforms of the chaotic voltages and current of DCCG-IV 
obtained through PSPICE simulations are given in Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.39 
respectively. The chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the 
broadband noise like frequency spectrums. which confirm the chaos generation 
capability of the DCCG-IV. 
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Figure 5.34 (a). Transient response of voltage V03. 
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Figure 5.34 (b). Transient response of voltage V04. 
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The resistor R2 of the core sinusoidal oscillator was chosen as the tuning 
parameter to study the tunability of the DCCG-IV. The time plots for R2 = 0.96KQ 
and 1.1KQ for one of the chaotic outputs viz., current output I02 are shown in Figure 
5.40(a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed from these time responses that the 
temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different values of R2. which confirms 
its tuning capability. Thus the variation of the transients due to the changes in the 
value of R2 indicates that the chaotic dynamics of DCCG-IV depends on the initial 
conditions, which confirms that DCCG-IV is indeed capable of generating chaotic 
signals. 
The effect of the resistance tuning on the phase space plot of the generated 
chaotic outputs of DCCG-IV, with the resistance R2 was also studied. The 
corresponding phase space plots for the chaotic current output I02 with reference to 
Vo3 at R2 = 0.96KQ and R2 =1.1KQ are shown in Figure 5.40(c) and Figure 5.40(d) 
respectively. It can be observed from Figure 5.40 (c) and Figure 5.40 (d) that with 
small changes in the value of R2 there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of 
the chaotic signals in the sense that the chaotic path taken by the signals in these 
phase portraits are some what different from each other . This variation of the pattern 
of the chaotic signals due to the changes in the value of R2 enhances the functional 
versatility of the DCCG-IV. 
Thus the realized mixed mode chaos generator DCCG-IV produces the chaotic 
current and voltage outputs concurrently at different outputs. The DCCG-IV can be 
tuned by a single resistor R2. The results thus obtained confirm the theory. The 
realized chaos generator is also suitable for implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. 
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5.5 Chaos Generator DCCG-V 
In this section a CCII based chaos generator DCCG-V is proposed, which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-V and the non-linear circuit composite 
CCNC-IV. The oscillator CCSO-V and the composite CCNC-IV have been studied in 
detail in Chapter-2 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
5.5.1 Circuit description 
The CCII based chaos generator DCCG-V is realized by the inserting the non-
linear circuit composite CCNC-IV into the CCII based sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-V. 
The circuit of the CCSO-V and CCNC-IV is reproduced here in Figure 5.41 and 
Figure 5.42 respectively in terms of appropriate variable names for the purpose of 
clarity. 
It is to be noted that CCNC-IV can be inserted in the CCSO-V at the current 
output node of either CCIIi or CCIb. In this case, for the realization of the chaos 
generator, the CCNC-IV has been inserted at the output node (z^) of the CCIT of 
CCSO-V such that the current I02 from the oscillator is fed to the input of the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-IV. The chaos generator DCCG-V thus realized is 
shown in Figure 5.43. 
Routine analysis of the circuit yields the state space equation describing the 
chaos generator as 
, • _ 1 1 1 
Q 0^1 - "^^01 "^^^02 ~ ' i r^02 
• 
^ 2 ^02 " 
C 3 Vo4 -
• 
1 
~^3 
1 
-Fo3 
^^ 04 
i^^ 
^i^03 (5.9) 
where, 
^04=/(^03)= «^ 0^ 03 + M ' " l - "^o ) 1^03+ ^B/ 'h 1^03-^fi/'l] (5-10) 
is the nonlinear function induced into the DCCG-V by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCNC-IV 
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Figure 5.41. CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-V. 
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In equation (5.10), mo and nii are the slopes in the outer and inner regions of 
the transfer characteristics respectively and ± EBP are the break points as shown in the 
transfer characteristics of CCNC-IV given in Figure 4.8 in Chapter-4. The realized 
chaos generator DCCG-V has the advantage of having a simulated inductor, as the use 
of simulated inductor is a desirable aspect for VLSI implementation of the realized 
DCCG-V. 
5.5.2 Performance study 
The chaos generator DCCG-V of Figure 5.43 was designed using the design 
parameter values of the core sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-V of Chapter-2 for an 
oscillating frequency, fo = 1.8MHz at VDD = 2.5V. Vss = -2.5V and VBB = -1.795V 
with the same parameter values as R| = R2 = l.OKQ and Ci = C? = 90pF. The 
composite CCNC-IV component design values for the simulation were chosen to be 
R3 =39KQ, R4 = R5 = 1 .OKQ. C3 = 35pF. C4 =5.0PF. same as used in Chapter-4. 
To study the performance of the designed DCCG-V, PSPICE simulations were 
carried out. The CMOS CCII of Figure 1.12 given in Chapter-1 was used. The MOS 
transistor aspect ratios for CMOS MOCCII are given in Table 2.3 of Chapter-2. The 
device model parameters, used for the PSPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 
0.5^m CMOS process [167]. 
The DCCG-V is a voltage mode chaos generator as it generates two chaotic 
voltage outputs viz.. V04 and V05. The transient responses of the chaotic output 
voltages Vo4 and VQS are illustrated in Figure 5.44 and Figure 5.45 respectively. It is 
evident from these time plots that the voltages V04 and V05 have random magnitude 
and are aperiodic which displays their chaotic nature. Further, evidence of the chaotic 
nature of the output voltages is given by the phase plot of Figure 5.46. In this case the 
non-linearity provided by CCNC-IV to the core oscillator is such that a dense double 
scroll like phase plot is generated by DCCG-V chaotic voltage outputs. 
To further confirm the chaotic nature of DCCG-V, the Fast Fourier 
Transforms (FFTs) of the chaotic voltages were carried out using PSPICE simulations 
and are given in Figure 5.47. The broadband noise like frequency spectrums given in 
Figure 5.47, reflect the chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms, which further 
confirms the chaos generation capability of the DCCG-V. 
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Figure 5.45. Transient response of chaotic voltage V05. 
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The tuning ability of DCCG-V was also studied by choosing the resistor R2 of 
the core sinusoidal oscillator as the chaos tuning parameter. The time domain 
responses of the chaotic voltage output viz.,Vo5 for R2 = I.IKQ and 1.35KQ are 
shown in Figure 5.48(a) and Figure 5.48(b) respectively. It can be observed from 
these time responses that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different 
values of R2. which confirms its tuning capability. 
Moreover, from Figure 5.48(a) and (b) the difference in the transients due to 
these changes in the value of R2 indicates that the chaotic dynamics of DCCG-V 
depends upon the initial parameter values, which confirms the chaotic signal 
generating capability of DCCG-V. 
The effect of the tuning on the phase space plot of the generated chaotic 
outputs of DCCG-V, with the resistance R2 was also studied. The corresponding 
phase plots for the chaotic output V05 with reference to V04 at R2 = 1.1 KQ and 
R2 = 1.35Kn are shown in Figure 5.48(c) and Figure 5.48(d) respectively. It can be 
observed from Figure 5.48 (c) and Figure 5.48 (d) that with changes in the value of R2 
there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of the chaotic signals in phase space. 
This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the changes in the value of 
R2 enhances the functional versatility of the DCCG-V. 
Thus the realized voltage mode chaos generator DCCG-V produces the 
chaotic voltage outputs concurrently at different outputs. The DCCG-V can be tuned 
by a single resistor R2. The results thus obtained confirm the theory. The realized 
chaos generator is also suitable for implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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5.6 Chaos Generator DCCG-VI 
The e c u based chaos generator DCCG-VI derived from sinusoidal oscillator 
CCSO-VI and the nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-V is designed and studied in 
this section. The CCSO-VI and CCNC-V have been studied in detail in Chapter-2 and 
Chapter- 4 respectively. 
5.6.1 Circuit description 
The e c u based chaos generator DCCG-VI is realized by inserting the 
composite CCNC-V into the CCII based sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-VI. For the 
purpose of clarity the circuits of the sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-VI and the non-linear 
circuit composite CCNC-V are reproduced here in Figure 5.49 and Figure 5.50 
respectively in terms of appropriate variable names. The chaos generator DCCG-VI 
thus realized is shown in Figure 5.51 [PI3]. 
Routine analysis of the circuit yields the state space equation of the chaos 
generator as 
1 1 1 
Q VQ\ = — ^ 0 1 - — ^02 + — ^02 
Ki K- K2 
1 
C2VQ2 =-—^o\ 
C3Fj3=-J- ro5+C5Fo5 (5.11) 
1 
(-AVQA - - — ^05 
^6 
^ 5 ^ 0 5 = ^ ^ 0 3 + — ^ 0 4 
R 5 
where. 
+ 0.5(^4-W3)[|ro3+£g/>i I -1^03-£gp,|] 
+ 0.5{ni^-ni2)[\Vo^,+EsP2\-K-EBP2\] (5-12) 
+ 0.5(^2 - W| )[|ro3 + £B/,3| -1^03 - £5/>3|] 
+ 0.5(w, -Wo)[|Ko3+£s/,4|-|Fo3-£B/>4|] 
is the nonlinear function induced into the DCCG-VI. by the nonlinear circuit 
composite. 
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Figure 5.49. CCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCSO-VI. 
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In equation (5.12) mo, mi, mj, m^ and m4 indicate the slopes of the transfer 
characteristics where mo represents the slope of the outer most segment and m4 is the 
slope of the inner most segment respectively and ± EBPO, ± ERPI, ± EBP2. ± EBP3 and ± 
EBP4 are the voltage break points as shown in the transfer characteristics shown in 
Figure4.10 in Chapter-4 Thus the type of non-linearity introduced by the composite 
CCNC-V realizes a chaos generator with chaotic dynamics which enables it to 
produce a five scroll phase plot. 
5.6.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator DCCG-Vl was designed using the core 
sinusoidal oscillator CCSO-VI of Chapter-2 for an oscillating frequency, fo = 1.6MHz 
with designed values as Ri = R2 = R3 = l.OKQ and Ci = C2 = lOOpF at supply 
voltages VDD = 2.5V, Vss = -2.1 V and VBB = -1.253V. The parameter design values of 
the nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-V are also the same as used in Chapter-4. The 
nonlinear circuit composite CCNC-V component design values used were Rj =5KQ, 
R6 = l.OKQ, C3 = 17.5pF, C4 =3.0PF and C, =4.0PF. The supply voltages were taken 
as VDD = 2.5V, Vss = -2.1 V and VBB = -1.253V. 
The DCCG-VI thus designed was simulated using PSPICE. The CMOS CCII 
of Figure 1.11(b) given in Chapter-1 was used. The MOS transistor aspect ratios for 
e c u are given in Table 2.1 of Chapter 2. The device model parameters, used for the 
SPICE simulation are taken from MIETEC 0.5)jm CMOS process [167]. 
The chaos generator DCCG-VI is found to provide two chaotic voltage 
outputs and a chaotic current I(C4) obtained through PSPICE simulations. The time 
plots of the chaotic output voltages V04, V05 and 1(C4) are illustrated in Figure 5.52(a), 
Figure 5.52(b) and Figure 5.53 respectively. From these time domain representations 
the random magnitude and also the aperiodicity of V04. V05 and I(C4) are clearly 
evident which indicate their chaotic nature. The circuit of DCCG-VI is a mixed mode 
chaos generator. 
Further evidence of the chaotic nature of the output voltages, is given by the 
chaotic phase plot of Figure 5.54(a). It was also observed that the current flowing 
through the capacitor C4 viz., I(C4) is chaotic in nature which is confirmed by the phase 
plot given in Figure 5.54(b). In this case the non-linearity provided by CCNC-V to 
the core oscillator CCSO-Vl is such that a multi scroll or more precisely, a five scroll 
phase plot is generated by the DCCG-VI chaotic outputs. 
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Figure 5.52(b). Transient response of chaotic voltage V05. 
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Figure 5.53. Transient response of chaotic current I(c4). 
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Figure 5.54(a). Phase-space plot of V05 with reference to V04. 
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For further confirmation of the chaotic nature of DCCG-VL the Fast Fourier 
Transforms (FFTs) of the chaotic outputs were carried out using PSPICE simulations. 
The result of the FFTs given in Figure 5.55 illustrate the broadband noise like 
frequency spectrums, which reflect the chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms, 
further confirming the chaos generation capability of the chaos generator DCCG-VI. 
To study the tuning capability of DCCG-VI the resistor R3 of the core 
sinusoidal oscillator was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. The time domain 
responses for R3 = 0.99KQ, 1.1 KQ and 1.2 KQ for the chaotic voltage output V05 are 
shown in Figure 5.56(a), Figure 5.56(b) and Figure 5.56(c) respectively. It can be 
observed from these time responses that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is 
different for different values of R3 which confirms its tuning capability. 
Moreover, from Figure 5.56 (a), (b) and (c) the difference in the transients due 
to the changes in the value of R3 indicates that the chaotic dynamics of DCCG-VI 
depends upon the initial conditions, which confirms the chaotic signal generating 
capability of DCCG-VI even further. 
The effect of the tuning on the phase space plot of the generated chaotic 
outputs of DCCG-VI, with the resistance R3 was also studied. The phase plots for the 
chaotic output V05 with reference to V04 at R3 = 0.99KQ, R3 =1.1KD and R3 =1.2KQ 
are shown in Figure 5.56(d), Figure 5.56(e) and Figure 5.56(f) respectively. It can be 
observed from Figure 5.56(d), Figure 5.56(e) and Figure 5.56 (f) that with changes in 
the value of R3 there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of the chaotic signals 
in phase space. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the changes 
in the value of R3 enhances the functional versatility of the DCCG-VI. Thus the 
realized mixed mode chaos generator DCCG-VI produces chaotic voltages 
concurrently at different outputs along with a chaotic current. The DCCG-VI can be 
tuned by a single resistor R3. The results thus obtained confirm the theory. The 
realized chaos generator is also suitable for implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. 
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5.7 Comparative Study 
The e c u based chaos generators have been critically examined with respect to 
active and passive component counts, mode of operation, load insensitive currents, 
non-interactive tuning and chaotic patterns. A comparative assessment of the CCII 
based chaos generators viz., DCCG-I to DCCG-VI is summarized in Table 5.1. 
It is evident from Table 5.1 that the first CCII based chaos generator DCCG-I 
has a total component count of seventeen. The DCCG-II and DCCG-III circuits use a 
total component count of twelve and seventeen respectively. The chaos generators 
DCCG-IV and DCCG-V each use a total component count of fourteen. The total 
component count used by DCCG-VI is sixteen. It is to be noted that the increment in 
the number of components in some of the circuits is justified by the fact that the chaos 
generators provide either more complex or more number of chaotic outputs. 
Table 5.1: The comparison of CCII based chaos generators 
D(CGs 
DCCG-I 
DCCG-II 
DCCG-III 
DCCG-IV 
DCCG-V 
DCCG-VI 
No. of 
ceils 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
No. of Rs 
7 
4 
8 
4 
5 
6 
No. ofCs 
4 
-> 
4 
4 
4 
5 
Other 
Devices 
Sclimitt 
Trigger 
Sclimitt 
Trigger 
Nil 
2 diodes 
Nil 
Nil 
Mode 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Voltage 
Mixed 
Voltage 
Mixed 
Load 
insensitive 
C'urrcnt 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Independent 
Inning 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Chaotic Pattern 
Double headed 
scroll-
Butlerlly like 
Double Scroll 
within double scroll 
Butterlly's wings 
like 
Star like shape 
Double Scroll 
Five Scrolls 
The chaos generators have also been compared on the basis of their modes of 
operation. The first CCII based chaos generator DCCG-I operates in mixed mode as it 
provides a number of chaotic voltage outputs at different nodes simultaneously as 
well as two chaotic current outputs. The second CCII based chaos generator DCCG-II 
also operates in mixed mode. It provides a load insensitive chaofic current and chaotic 
voltage outputs at different nodes simultaneously. The DCCG-III is a voltage mode 
generator and provides two chaotic voltage outputs simultaneously at different output 
nodes. 
The assessment shows that the circuit of DCCG-IV is a mixed mode chaos 
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generator, which provides a load insensitive current and three chaotic voltage outputs 
simultaneously. The fifth CCII based chaos generator DCCG-V is a voltage mode 
chaos generator which provides two chaotic voltages concurrently. The chaos 
generator DCCG-Vl is a mixed mode chaos generator, which simultaneously 
generates two chaotic voltages and a chaotic current output. 
Another comparative study was based on the availability of load insensitive 
chaotic current outputs. It was observed that the chaos generators DCCG-II and 
DCCG-IV provide load insensitive chaotic current outputs where as chaotic currents 
are load sensitive in case of DCCG-I and DCCG-Vl. 
A comparative assessment based on the tunability aspects of the six chaos 
generators is now presented. In general all the oscillators enjoy non-interactive tuning 
of their chaotic signal outputs through a single resistance of their core oscillator 
engine. 
The final comparative assessment based on the chaotic patterns generated by 
each of the chaos generators was carried out. The chaos generator DCCG-I exhibits a 
double-headed scroll phase space plots of its chaofic voltages. It also provides a 
butterfly's wings like chaotic current phase plot. The DCCG-II exhibits a smaller 
double scroll within a larger double scroll of its chaotic current outputs and a spiral 
shape, is exhibited by the chaotic voltage. The circuit of DCCG-III displays a 
butterfly's wings like chaos of its output voltages. The chaos generator DCCG-IV 
exhibits unique star shaped phase plots of its chaotic voltage and current. The fifth 
chaofic circuit DCCG-V provides chaotic voltages whose phase plot is a double 
scroll. The fmal and the sixth circuit DCCG-VI exhibit a five-scroll pattern of its 
chaofic voltage and chaotic current. 
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5.8 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, a collection of six chaos generators has been presented. The 
circuits have been designed and verified using PSPICE simulations. The circuits were 
found to generate, certain number of chaotic voltage outputs, and in some cases both 
chaotic currents and voltages depending upon the circuit configurations. 
In order to confirm the chaos generating capability of the proposed circuits, 
transient responses, phase plots and FFTs of the generated signals for each of the 
circuits were studied. The transient responses, phase plots and FFTs for each circuit 
clearly confirm the chaos generating capability of the realized circuits. 
Studies were also carried out to check the tuning capability of these chaos 
generators. All the circuits were found to possess single resistance independent 
control of their chaotic outputs. 
At the end of the chapter a comparative assessment of all the chaos generator 
circuits is described in terms of component count, mode of operation, availability of 
load insensitive chaotic current, tuning capability and the type of chaotic patterns 
generated. 
Thus, the realized chaos generators employing second generation current 
conveyors were found to provide a number of chaotic voltages and/or chaotic 
currents. They portray various dynamical behaviors as exhibited by the generated 
phase plots. These chaos generators possess single resistance tuning capability of their 
chaotic signals and are compatible for monolithic implementation in contemporary IC 
technologies. 
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REALIZATION AND STUDY OF CCCII BASED 
CHAOS GENERATORS 
This chapter presents the realization and study of some novel chaos 
generators employing the second generation current controlled conveyors (CCCIls). 
The design methodology employed for the realization of the chaos generators is that a 
sinusoidal oscillator operating as a core engine is modified for chaos generation by 
inserting a nonlinear circuit composite into h. 
The CCCII based chaos generators presented here, have been realized using 
the CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators of Chapter-3 and the CCCII based nonlinear 
circuit composites of Chapter-4. The CCCII (i.e., Triple C) based Chaos Generators 
shall henceforth be referred to as TCCGs. 
In this chapter six TCCGs viz., TCCG-I through TCCG-VI have been 
described in sections 6.1 through 6.6 respectively. The chaotic signal generating 
capability and dynamical performance of a chaos generator is determined by the 
random magnitude and aperiodicity of the transients, the phase space plot and 
frequency spectrum of the chaotic signals generated. These performance features for 
the realized TCCGs have been studied in the respective sections. The comparative 
study on various TCCGs is given in section 6.7 and overall concluding remarks on the 
chapter have been summarized in section 6.8. 
6.1 Chaos Generator TCCG-I 
In this section, a CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-I is proposed, which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-1 and the non-linear circuit composite 
CCCNC-I. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCCSO-1 and the composite 
CCCNC-1 have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and Chapter-4 respectively. 
6.1.1 Circuit description 
The CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-1 is realized by inserting the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-I into the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-I. The 
circuit of CCCSO-I and CCCNC-I is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity in 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 respectively. The resulting TCCG-1 is shown in Figure 6.3. 
The realized TCCG-I is thus described by the following set of state space equations 
A part of this chapter is based on Author's papers [PI 1] and [PI 2] 
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^ A - 4 ^A-1 ^ A - 3 
^2 4 = - ^ ^ 0 1 (6.1) 
^v2 
R,,Rs "- RxsR,e 
where, 
Vo4=f{id)-hid+0-5iRa-Rb)l\'d+hp\-h-hp\] (6.2) 
is the non-linear function induced into the TCCG-I, by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCCNC-1. In equation (6.1) r^ is the resistance offered by the diodes of the 
composite. In equation (6.2) /> is the diode current Ra and Rb are the slopes in the 
inner and outer regions of the transfer characteristics respectively and ± IBP are the 
break point current values as shown in the transfer characteristics of CCCNC-I given 
in Figure 4.12 of Chapter-4. 
Also, in equation (6.1) Rxi [= Vj / (2 JBJ) , i = 1,2,3,4,5,6.] is the parasitic 
resistance at the x-input terminal of the i'^  CCCII, Vr [=26mV at a room temperature 
of 27°C] is the thermal voltage and IBI is the bias current of the i'^  CCCII, which is 
tunable over several decades[192]. 
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6.1.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator TCCG-I was designed using the core sinusoidal 
oscillator CCCSO-1 of Chapter-3 for an oscillating frequency of 13.6MHz with the 
same chosen parameters as Ci=C2=90pF and IBI=IB2= IB3= lB4=100|aA. The parameter 
design values of the nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-I are also the same as the 
one used in Chapter-4. The design values of the components used for the CCCNC-I 
were C3=5.0pF, IB5= 16.5 [lA and IB6 = 16.0^A at dc supply voltages of ± 2.5V. The 
TCCG-1 thus designed was simulated with PSPICE. For the simulation, the CCCII 
implementation shown in Figure 1.15 of Chapter-1 and the device model used have 
been taken from the circuit available in technical literature [202] at dc supply voltages 
of ± 2.5V. The TCCG-I is found to generate two chaotic voltages and one chaotic 
current output at different output nodes simultaneously. The transient response of the 
chaotic output voltages V03 and V04 are shown in Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b) 
respectively. The time plot of the chaotic current I03 is shown in Figure 6.5. 
It can be observed from Figure 6.4(a), Figure 6.4(b) and Figure 6.5 that the 
signals have random magnitude and are aperiodic in nature. Thus the chaotic signal 
generation of the TCCG-I in the voltage mode as well as in the current mode is quite 
evident. 
It is to be noted that chaotic signals are irregular in time, but highly structured 
in phase space. Phase space plot therefore provides a tool for visualizing the structure 
of chaotic signals. Thus the chaotic nature of the output voltages V03, V04 and the 
current I03. is further strengthened by the double-headed scroll like chaotic phase 
space plot or phase portrait of Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 respectively. It can be 
observed from these figures that the chaotic phase space plots display a complex 
pattern. The plot suggests the aperiodicity of the data because the orbit does not 
repeat, and thereby fills in the space. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transient responses of the chaotic 
voltages Vo3, V04, and the chaotic current I03 was also carried out using PSPICE 
simulations. The resultant frequency spectrums are given in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 
respectively. The chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the 
broadband noise like frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos generation 
capability of the TCCG-I. 
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To study the electronic tunability of the TCCG-I, first the bias current IB3 of 
the core oscillator was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. IB3 was varied from 
100|^ A to 98 |iA to 95 |aA and the corresponding transient responses for one of the 
chaotic outputs viz.. V03 are shown in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b). 
The bias current IB2 of the core oscillator was also chosen as the chaos tuning 
parameter. IB2 was varied from 103)LIA to 97 |iA. The transient responses of the 
chaotic output V03 for lB2=103|iA and IB2=97^A are shown in Figure 6.10 (c) and (d). 
The corresponding transient responses for V04 at lB2=103)iA and lB2=97)aA are shown 
in Figure 6.10 (e) and (0 respectively. It can be observed from these time plots that 
with the variation in the value of 1B3 or IB2 there is quite a pronounced change in the 
chaotic transients. This variation of the transients due to the changes in the value of 
IB3 or 1B2 indicates that the chaotic dynamics depends on the initial circuit parameter 
values which confirms the chaotic signal generation capability of TCCG-I. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the chaotic voltages of 
TCCG-I, with the bias current IB2 was also studied. The corresponding phase plots for 
the chaotic outputs V03 with reference to V04 at IB2 = 103|iA and IB2 = 97|aA are shown 
in Figure 6.10 (g) and (h) respectively. It can be observed from these phase plots that 
with variation in the value of IB2 there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of 
the chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the 
changes in the value of 1B2 enhances the functional versatility of the TCCG-I. 
It is therefore concluded that by changing the initial conditions through tuning, 
different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by the chaos generator TCCG-I. 
It is noted that the shape of each chaotic signal with different values of the bias 
current IB2 is not fixed. This feature of the chaotic signal can be used as a carrier to 
transmit different information. During every symbol period, the symbol in the 
transmitted signal will have different shapes, even if the same symbol is transmitted. 
As a result, the transmitted signal is never periodic and it is difficult to know what 
information is being sent there by providing a more secure communication system. 
It is thus observed that TCCG-I is capable of producing a number of chaotic 
voltage and current outputs. Independent electronic tuning depending on the chosen 
value of bias current is possible. Moreover, the realized chaos generator TCCG-I uses 
Cecils, all grounded capacitors and diodes, which make it suitable for 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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6.2 Chaos Generator TCCG-II 
In this section, a CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-II is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-II and the non-linear circuit composite 
CCCNC-II [Pll]. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCCSO-II and the 
composite CCCNC-II have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and Chapter-4 
respectively. 
6.2.1 Circuit Description 
The CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-II is realized by inserting the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-II into the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-II. The 
circuit of CCCSO-II and CCCNC-II is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity in 
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 respectively. The resulting chaos generator TCCG-I is 
shown in Figure 6.13. The realized chaos generator TCCG-II is thus described by the 
following set of state space equations 
• f 
Ci^Ol=-
^05 (6.3) 
^x5 
where, 
^05 = / ( / 0 l ) = ^/,/oi+0.5(7?^-/?^)[/o, +lBp\-\h\ -hp\] (6.4) 
is the non-linear function induced into the TCCG-II, by the nonlinear circuit 
composite CCCNC-II. In equation (6.3) Ra and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer 
regions of the transfer characteristics respectively where as ± IBP are the current break 
points as shown in the transfer characteristic of Figure 4.14 of Chapter-4. 
6.2.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator TCCG-II was designed using the core 
sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-II of Chapter-3 for an oscillating frequency of 6.12MHz 
with chosen parameters as Ci=C2=20pF and IBI= IB2= IB3= lO^A at room temperature 
of 27V at dc supply voltages of ± 2.5volts. 
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Figure 6.13. CCCII based Chaos Generator TCCG-II. 
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The parameter design values of the nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-II are 
also the same as used in Chapter-4 viz., C3 =7pF, C4 = 5pF and at a room temperature 
of 27V, IB4 = 4.53nA with IBS = IB6 = 17|aA. The TCCG-II thus designed was 
simulated with PSPICE using the CCCII circuit and model available in technical 
literature [202] at ± 2.5volts. The chaos generator TCCG-Il is found to provide both 
chaotic voltages and load insensitive chaotic currents simultaneously which indicate 
its mixed mode operation. The transient response of the chaotic output voltages V04 
and Vo5 are shown in Figure 6.14(a) and Figure 6.14(b) respectively. These transient 
responses display the magnitude randomness and aperiodic nature of the output 
voltages, which clearly verify the chaotic behavior of the proposed circuit TCCG-II in 
the voltage mode. The associated phase space plot of the output voltage V05. with 
reference to the output voltage V04 and the phase space plot of V04 with reference to 
Io3 shown in Figure 6.15(a) and Figure 6.15(b) respectively exhibits an area of dense 
trajectory. It is evident from the phase space plots that the nonlinearity provided by 
the composite CCCNC-II is such that a double scroll phase space plot and a 
nonlinearity curve like phase plot as illustrated in Figure 6.15(a) and Figure 6.15(b) 
are created by the chaotic dynamics of the circuit, which further verify the chaos 
generating ability of TCCG-II. 
Finally, the FFT of the transient responses of the chaotic voltage signals was 
also carried out using the PSPICE simulations. The resultant frequency spectrums are 
given in Figure 6.16. The aperiodic behavior of the time-domain waveforms is 
reflected in the broadband noise like frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos 
generation capability of the CCCNC-II based chaos generator TCCG-II. 
The current mode behavior of TCCG-II was also verified using PSPICE 
simulations by plotting the transient responses, phase space trajectories and FFTs of 
the output currents I02 and I03. The time domain waveforms of the chaotic currents I02 
and Io3 shown in Figure 6.17(a) and Figure 6.17(b) respectively indicate the chaotic 
behavior of these signals as they are random in magnitude and have an aperiodic 
nature. The dense butterfly's wings like phase space plot of I02 with reference to I03 
and the nonlinearity curve like phase space plot of I03 with reference to V()4 are given 
in Figure 6.18(a) and Figure 6.18(b) respectively. The phase plots clearly demonstrate 
the chaotic behavior of TCCG-II in the current mode as well which is further 
confirmed by the broad band noise like frequency spectrums of Figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.14(a). Transient response of output voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.14(b). Transient response of output voltage V05. 
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Figure 6.15(a). Phase space plot of Vos with reference to V04. 
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Figure 6.16(a), Frequency spectrum of chaotic voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.16(b). Frequency spectrum of chaotic voltage V05. 
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Figure 6.17(a). Transient response of chaotic current I02. 
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Figure 6.17(b). Transient response of chaotic current l 03. 
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Figure 6.19(a). Frequency spectrum of chaotic current I02. 
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Figure 6.19(b). Frequency spectrum of chaotic current I03. 
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To study the independent electronic tunability of TCCG-IL the core oscillator 
bias current IB2 was taken as the adjustable parameter. The bias current IB2 was varied 
from IB2=10.0^A to 1B2 =9.88|aA and IB2 =9.4|iA. The resultant transient responses of 
chaotic voltage VQ? given in Figure 6.20(a) and Figure 6.20(b), show the changes in 
the temporal behavior of the transients as IB2 is varied. It can be observed from these 
time plots that with small variation in the value of IB2 there is quite a pronounced 
change in the chaotic dynamics thus indicating single parameter electronic tuning. 
This tuning aspect of the circuit also indicates the dependency of the chaotic signal 
transients on the initial conditions, which further confirms the chaos generation 
capability of the TCCG-II. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the generated chaotic 
output of TCCG-II, with the bias current IB2 was also studied. The phase plots for the 
chaotic outputs V05 with reference to V04 at IB2 ^ 9.88|iA and IB2 = 9.4|a,A are shown in 
Figure 6.21 (a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed from Figure 6.21(a) and (b) 
that with small variation in the value of IB2 there is quite a pronounced change in the 
pattern of the chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to 
the changes in the value of IB2 enhances the functional versatility of the TCCG-II. 
Another observation was made that with this tuning the chaotic spectrum is 
extended to higher frequencies as can be seen in Figure 6.21(c) and (d). 
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Figure 6.20(a). Transient response of chaotic voltage Vosat IB2 = 9.88 ^A. 
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Figure 6.20(b). Transient response of chaotic voltage Vos at IB2 = 9.4 fiA. 
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Figure 6.21(a). Phase space plot of V05 with reference to V04 at IB2 = 9.88 ^A. 
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Figure 6.21(b). Phase space plot of V05 with reference to Vo4at IB2 = 9.4n,A. 
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The chaos generator TCCG-II was also designed with CCCSO-II at a lower 
frequency of 122.5KHz choosing Ci=C2=100pF and lBi=lB2=lB3=l-0faA with the 
composite CCCNC-Il design values of C3=50pF, C4=1.79nF, lB4=1.0|aA and 
IB5=IB6=7.0 \xk. The PSPICE simulation with the new design values of the TCCG-II 
was carried out using the circuit shown in Figure 1.15 and the CCCII model available 
in technical literature [202]. It was observed that the TCCG-II exhibited the same 
chaotic dynamics as for the previous case. The transient responses, phase space plot 
and the FFT are given in Figure 6.22, Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 respectively. This 
aspect of the TCCG-II indicates that at lower oscillator frequency the same nonlinear 
circuit with corresponding readjusted values of parameters is able to provide the 
similar type of chaotic outputs, a double scroll and a butterfly's wings like phase 
space plot in this case. This means that the dynamical pattern of the chaotic signals 
generated remains almost the same with only a slight difference in the pattern shape. 
Similar behavior was also observed in the CCII based DCCGs of Chapter-5 and in 
other TCCGs of the present chapter but for brevity those are not included in the 
chapters. 
It is thus observed that TCCG-II is capable of producing a number of chaotic 
voltage and current outputs simultaneously. It provides two load insensitive chaotic 
current outputs and two chaotic voltage outputs, generates double-scroll, nonlinear 
curve like and butterfly wings like chaos and exhibits independent electronic tuning of 
its chaotic signals. It also enjoys the compatibility for monolithic implementation in 
contemporary IC technologies due to the absence of external resistors and presence of 
grounded capacitors. 
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Figure 6.22(a). Transient response of V04 at fo =122.5KHz. 
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Figure 6.22(b). Transient response of V05 fo =122.5KHz. 
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Figure 6.22(c). Transient response of I03 at oscillator frequency 122.5KHz. 
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Figure 6.23(a). Phase space plot of chaotic voltage Vos with reference 
to Vo5 at oscillator frequency 122.5KHz. 
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Figure 6.23(b). Butterfly's wings like phase space plot of chaotic voltage V05 
with reference to I03 at oscillator frequency 122.5KHz. 
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Figure 6.24. Frequency spectrums of I03 and Vos 
at oscillator frequency 122.5KHz. 
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6.3 Chaos Generator TCCG-III 
In this section, a CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-III is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V and the nonlinear circuit composite 
CCCNC-II [PI2]. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCCSO-V and the 
composite CCCNC-II have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and Chapter-4 
respectively. 
6.3,1 Circuit description 
The CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-III is realized by inserting the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-II into the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V. The 
circuit of CCCSO-V and CCCNC-II is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity in 
Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 respectively. The TCCG-III thus obtained is shown in 
Figure 6.27 [P12]. The realized TCCG-III is described by the following set of state 
space equations 
C2V0\=~y0\+-^iy0X-V02) 
Q 0^*5 = T ^ 4 - ^ , ' „ 0^5 (6.5) 
1 Q Fo4 - - - — ^ 0 5 
where, 
^05 =/(^0l)= Rl,Io\+0.5{Ra-hilQ\+lBp\-\fo\-fBp\] M 
is the non-linear function induced into the TCCG-III, by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCCNC-II. In equation (6.6) Ra and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer 
regions of the transfer characteristics respectively and ± IBP are the break points as 
shown in Figure 4.14 of Chapter-4. 
Also, in equation (6.5) R x i [= Vj / (2 IBJ) . i = 1,2,3,4,5.] is the parasitic 
resistance at the x-input terminal of the i"^  CCCIIs, Vi [=26mV at a room temperature 
of 27°C] is the thermal voltage and IBJ is the bias current of the i"^  CCCII. which is 
tunable over several decades[192]. 
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6.3.2 Performance study 
The proposed TCCG-III was designed using the CCCSO-V of Chapter-3 for 
an oscillating frequency, fo = 102.05KHz with same parameters as C| = C2 =12nF and 
IBI = IB2 = lOOi^ A at a room temperature of 27"C. The CCCII circmt and the device 
model used are obtained from the circmt available in technical literature [202]. The 
design values of the components used for CCCNC-II were C3 = 90pF, C4 = 2.858nF, 
IB3 = l|iA and IB4 = IB5 = 13|JA at a room temperature of 27°C. The power supplies 
used for the oscillator and the nonlinear circuit composite were the same at supply 
voltages of ± 2.0V. At the chosen component values, the slope and break point values 
obtained from the transfer characteristic of the nonlinear composite were found to be 
Ra= 0.404KQ, Rb = 0.186KQ and ± IBP = ± 2.5 |iA. The slope values Ra and Rb are 
positive in this case as the integrator is realized using a plus type of CCCII as shown 
in Figure 6.26. When the integrator is based on the negative type of CCCII, the slope 
values are Ra= -0.404KQ and Rb = -0.186KQ. It is important to note that whatever be 
the mode of the integrator viz., inverting or non-inverting, the dynamics of the chaos 
generator remain unaffected. This means that the dynamical pattern of the chaotic 
signals generated remains the same only the polarity of the signals alter. 
The TCCG-III thus designed was simulated with PSPICE using the CCCII 
circuit model available in technical literature [202]. The chaos generator TCCG-III 
operates in the mixed mode as it provides two chaotic voltage outputs and a chaotic 
current output simultaneously. The chaos generating nature of TCCG-III is evident in 
the magnitude randomness and aperiodic nature of the output voltage and current 
transients as shown in Figure 6.28(a), (b) and Figure 6.29 respectively. 
The phase space plot of the output voltage V05 with reference to V04 shown in 
Figure 6.30 and that of Vo? with reference to I03 shown in Figure 6.31 were plotted to 
verify the circuit behavior further. The area of dense trajectory occupied by the double 
scroll and the butterfly's wings like chaos shown in Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 
strengthen the observations that the signals generated by TCCG-III are chaotic in 
nature. 
The FFTs of the transient responses of the voltages V04, V05 and the current I03 
were carried out using PSPICE. The resultant broadband noise like frequency 
spectrums given in Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33 reflect the chaotic nature of the time 
domain waveforms, which confirm the chaos generation capability of the TCCG-III. 
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Figure 6.28(a). Transient response of chaotic voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.28(b). Transient response of chaotic voltage V05. 
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Figure 6.29. Transient response of chaotic current I03 
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Figure 6.30. Phase space plot of Vogwith reference to Vo4. 
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Figure 6.31. Phase space plot of Voswith reference to I03. 
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Figure 6.32(a). Frequency spectrum of chaotic voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.32(b). Frequency spectrum of chaotic voltage Vos. 
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Figure 6.33. Frequency spectrum of chaotic current I03. 
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To study the independent electronic tunability of TCCG-III, the bias current 
IBI of the chaos generator was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. The transient 
responses for IBI = 90|^ A and 109|LIA for one of the chaotic outputs viz.. V05 are 
shown in Figure 6.34 (a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed from these time plots 
that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different values of IBI which 
confirms its tuning capability. It is obvious from these transient responses that the 
chosen chaos control parameter IBI has quite a pronounced effect on the aperiodicity 
and magnitude randomness of the proposed chaos generator. This irregularity or 
aperiodicity becomes more pronounced as IBI is varied from 90|iA to 109|aA, thus 
indicating single parameter chaos control and the dependency on the initial parameter 
values, which is a requirement for chaos generation. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the generated chaotic 
outputs of TCCG-III, with the bias current IBI was also studied. The corresponding 
phase plots for the chaotic outputs VQS with reference to output V04 at IBI = 90|iA and 
IBI =109(iA are shown in Figure 6.34 (c) and (d) respectively. It can be observed from 
Figure 6.34 (c) and (d) that with the variation in the value of IBI there is quite a 
pronounced change in the pattern of the chaotic attractor. This variation of the pattern 
of the chaotic signals due to the changes in the value of IBI enhances the functional 
versatility of the TCCG-III. It is thus concluded that by changing the initial parameter 
values through tuning, different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by the 
chaos generator TCCG-III. It is noted that the shape of each chaotic attractor with 
different values of the bias current IBI is not fixed. This feature of the chaotic signal 
can be used as a carrier to transmit different information. 
It is to be noted that the composite CCCNC-II used in TCCG-III comprises of 
a non-inverting integrator and simulated inductor as shown in Figure 6.27. The effect 
of the inverting integrator use in CCCNC-II on the operation of the TCCG-III was 
also studied. TCCG-III was simulated using the nonlinear composite based on the 
inverting integrator and simulated inductor for the same chosen component values as 
for the non-inverting integrator. The transient and phase plot of Vosat IBI=109 fiA are 
given in Figure 6.34(e) and (f) respectively. Comparing the transients and the phase 
plots for the two cases it is obvious that the chaotic dynamics are similar in pattern but 
opposite in phase i.e., the chaotic signals follow a simiJar trajectory or path but are 
inverted in phase. The left lobe of the phase plot of Figure 6.35(f) is similar to the 
right lobe of the phase plot of Figure 6.35(d) which indicates the phase inversion. 
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Figure 6.34(a). Transient response of Vos at IBI = 90 MA. 
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Figure 6.34(c). Phase plots of chaotic voltage Vos with 
reference to V04 at IBI = 90 ^A. 
(using non-inverting integrator) 
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Figure 6.34(d). Phase plots of chaotic voltage V05 with 
reference to V04 at IBI = 109 fiA. 
(using non-inverting integrator) 
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Figure 6.34(e). Transient response of chaotic voltage V05 
with inverting integrator in composite. 
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Figure 6.34(f). Phase space plot of chaotic voltage V05 with reference 
to Vo4 with inverting integrator in composite. 
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6.4. Chaos Generator TCCG-IV 
In this section, tlie CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-IV is proposed which 
is derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-IIl and the nonlinear circuit 
composite CCCNC-III. It is to be noted here that oscillator CCCSO-III and the 
composite CCCNC-III have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and in Chapter-4 
respectively. 
6.4.1 Circuit description 
The TCCG-IV is realized by inserting the composite CCCNC-III into the 
oscillator CCCSO-III. The circuit of CCCSO-III and CCCNC-III is reproduced here 
for the purpose of clarity in Figure 6.35 and Figure 6.36 respectively. The realized 
TCCG-IV is shown in Figure 6.37. The TCCG-IV is thus described by the following 
set of state space equations 
1 
<^ 'l ^01 = ^ — ^ 0 2 
I 1 1 
Q ^02 = --—VQ\ + ^ ^ 0 2 --—VQ2 
Rx3 ^x\ Rx2 
C3 Vo2 = -C3C5R,s ^03-^-3^5^x4 ^ 0 4 - ^ 5 ^04 
, ^ ^ 3 C 5 . . - 4 ^ . - 6 , - , ( C 3 ^ . - 4 ^ C 3 . . , ^ ^ ; 1^^^ ^^  ^ ^ 
R\ Ri R\ 
• ^ IT) # 1 
Q ^ 0 5 = — V ^ ^ 0 4 - —^04 
R2 R2 
C5 ^04 - C3 Ko3 - C3C5^,-6 ^^ 03 + ^x4^'3C5 ^04 + ' ^ \ ^ ""^ VQS 
^3<^'5^A'4^x6 T^* ' 7A 
R\ R\ ^ 
where. 
0^5 = .fV02 ) = Rh2^02 + O.SiK - R/,\ )|A)2 + ^ BF\ \ " 1^ )2 " hp\ \] 
+ 0.5{Rh\-l^h2)lh2+^BP2\-\^l\-h3P2\] (6-8) 
is the non-linear function induced into the TCCG-IV. by the composite CCCNC-III 
In equation (6.8) Ra is the inner most slope where as Rbi and Rbi are the outer slopes 
of the transfer characteristics and ± IBFI and ± IBP2 indicate the break point values of 
the current as illustrated in the transfer characteristics Figure 4.16 of Chapter-4. 
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Figure 6.37. CCCII based Chaos Generator TCCG-IV. 
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Also. R X1 [= VT / (2 IBJ). i = L2,3,4,5 and 6.] is the parasitic resistance at tlie 
x-input terminal of the i"^  multi output CCCII, V r [=26mV at a room temperature of 
2TC] is the thermal voltage IBJ is the bias current of the i"^  multi output CCCII, which 
is tunable over several decades [192]. 
6.4.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator TCCG-IV was designed using the core 
oscillator CCCSO-III for an oscillating frequency of 14MHz with same parameters as 
C|=C2=90pF and IBI= IB2=IB3 =100faA at a room temperature of 27°C with dc supply 
voltages of ± 2.0V. The parameter design values for the nonlinear circuit composite 
CCCNC-III were chosen as Ri=1.0KQ, R2=10.5KQ. C3=]0pF. C4=2.0pF and 
C5=3.0pF with the bias current IB4= 8.9|.iA, lB5=lB6=100(iA at supply voltages ± 2.0V 
at a room temperature of 27"C. At these chosen component values the CCCNC-III 
yields the slopes and current break point values as Ra = - 0.18KQ, Rbi = - 0.05KQ. 
Rb2 = 0.12 KQ, ± IBPI = ± 2.0|iA and ± IBP2 = ± 4.5|aA respectively, obtained from the 
transfer characteristics through PSPICE simulation as given in Section 4.2 of 
Chapter-4. 
The TCCG-IV thus designed was simulated using the multi output CCCII 
shown in Figure 1.16 of Chapter-1. The multi output CCCII circuit and the device 
model have been obtained from the circuit and model available in literature [202]. 
The chaos generator TCCG-IV is found to generate two chaotic voltage 
outputs Vo4. Vo5 and an independent load insensitive current output I03 simultaneously 
at different nodes. The TCCG-IV is a mixed mode chaos generator as it provides 
voltage and current chaotic signals simultaneously. 
The time-domain representations of the chaotic output voltages V04 and V05 
are illustrated in Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 respectively. The transient response of 
the chaotic current I03 is shown in Figure 6.40. The random magnitude and the 
aperiodic nature of the voltages and current outputs can be observed from Figure 6.38. 
Figure 6.39 and Figure 6.40 respectively. Thus the chaotic signal generation of the 
TCCG-IV in the voltage mode as well as in the current mode is quite evident. 
The chaotic nature of the output voltages V04, V05 and the current I03 is further 
strengthened by the 3-scroll phase space plots of Figure 6.41 and Figure 6.42 
respectively. It is to be noted that the nonlinearity provided by CCCNC-III is such 
that the chaotic dynamics of TCCG-IV creates triple scroll or 3-scrolI phase space 
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plots of its chaotic voltage and current outputs. It can be observed from the phase 
plots that they display a complex pattern. The plots suggest the aperiodicity of the 
data because the orbit does not repeat, and thereby fills in the space. 
The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of the different chaotic voltages V04 V05 
and the current ]o3 were obtained through PSPICE simulations. The resultant 
frequency spectrums are given in Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44 respectively. The 
chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the broadband noise like 
frequency spectrums. which confirm the chaos generation capability of the TCCG-IV. 
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Figure 6.38. Transient response of chaotic voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.40. Transient response of chaotic current I03. 
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Figure 6.41. Phase space plot of Vo4with reference to V05. 
Figure 6.42. Phase space plot of loawith reference to V05. 
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Figure 6.43(a). Frequency spectrum of V04. 
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To study the tunability of the TCCG-IV the bias current IB2 of the core 
sinusoidal oscillator was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. The transient 
responses for IB2 =97|iA and IB2 =85fiA for one of the chaotic voltages viz.,Vo4 are 
shown in Figure 6.45 (a) and (b) respectively. Figure 6.45 (c) and (d) respectively 
illustrate the transient responses of chaotic voltages V04 and V05 at IB2 = 95 i^ A. 
It is observed from these time representations that the chosen chaos tuning 
parameter IB2 has quite a pronounced effect on the aperiodicity and magnitude 
randomness of the proposed chaos generator. This means that the temporal dynamics 
of the circuit is different for different values of IB2 which confirms its tuning 
capability. 
This irregularity or aperiodicity becomes more pronounced as IB2 is varied 
from 97|iA to 85|iA to 95|nA, thus indicating single parameter chaos tuning and the 
dependency on the initial conditions, which confirms that TCCG-IV is indeed capable 
of generating chaotic signals. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the generated chaotic 
outputs of TCCG-IV. with the bias current IB2 was also studied. The corresponding 
phase plots for the chaotic output V04 with reference to V05 at IB2 = 95|iA and IB2 
=85^A are shown in Figure 6.45 (e) and (f) respectively. It can be observed from 
Figure 6.45(e) and (f) that with the variation in the value of IB2 there is quite a 
pronounced change in the pattern of the chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern 
of the chaotic signals due to the changes in the value of IB2 enhances the functional 
versatility of the TCCG-IV. 
It is thus concluded that by changing the initial conditions through tuning, 
different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by chaos generator TCCG-IV. It 
is noted that the shape of each chaotic signal with different values of the bias current 
IB2 is not fixed. This feature of the chaotic signal can be used as a carrier to transmit 
different information. 
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Figure 6.45(a). Transient response of chaotic voltage Vo4with IB2 = 97fiA. 
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Figure 6.45(b). Transient response of chaotic voltage V04 with IB2 = 85 ^A. 
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Figure 6.45(c). Transient response of chaotic voltage V04 at IB2 == 95 ^ A. 
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Figure 6.45(d). Transient response of chaotic voltage V05 at IB2 = 95 ^ A. 
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6.5 Chaos Generator TCCG -V 
In this section, a CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-V is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-IV and the nonlinear circuit composite 
CCCNC-III. It is to be noted here that the oscillator CCCSO-IV and the composite 
CCCNC-III have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and Chapter-4 respectively. The 
chaos generator exhibits a mixed mode behavior as it provides chaotic current and 
voltage outputs simultaneously at different nodes. 
6.5.1 Circuit description 
The CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-V is realized by inserting the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-III into the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-IV. The 
circuit of the CCCSO-IV and CCCNC-III is reproduced here for the purpose of clarity 
in Figure 6.46 and Figure 6.47 respectively. The resulting TCCG-V is shown in 
Figure 6.48. The realized TCCG-V is thus described by the following set of state 
space equations 
• 
Q ^01 = - ^ ^ 0 1 - - ^ ^ 0 2 --—^02 
^xl ^xl ^x2 
1 1 
<^ '2 ^02 = -^- ^01 - -^- '^2 
^xl ^xl 
• • • • • • 
<^ '3 f^ 03 = -C^Cs^xA ^03 - < '^3C5^x2 ^04 " ^5 ^04 
C^C^R.-lR^^ •• iCi^R^i +CsRxA ,* 1 ,. 
+ - \ ' - ^^^05+ ^ -'-^ ^ ' '^)^05 + ^ ^ 0 5 (6.9) 
Rl R] R] 
C'S y04 - C3 Fo3 - C3C5^x4 ^^ 03 + ^x2^^3'^ ^5 ^04 + ^^  ^^^2 + C5i?x4) ^^^ 
^1 
R] "^ Rl 
where, 
+ 0.5(/? l^ - % ) | ^ 0 2 +^fiP2|-k/.V -^/iP2|] (6-10) 
is the non-linear function induced into the TCCG-V, by the non-linear circuit 
composite CCCNC-III. In equation (6.10) Rg is the inner most slope where as Rbi and 
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Figure 6.46. CCCII based Sinusoidal Oscillator CCCSO-IV. 
Figure 6.47. CCCII based Nonlinear Circuit Composite CCCNC-III. 
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Rb2 are the outer slopes of the transfer characteristics of CCCNC-III. Moreover. ± IBPI 
and ± 1BP2 are the break point values of the current as illustrated in transfer 
characteristics of Figure 4.16 of Chapter-4. 
Also, in equation (6.9), R x i [= V| / (2 IBJ). i = 1.2,3,4 and 5.] is the parasitic 
resistance at the x-input terminal of the i^ '^  multi output CCCII, Vj [=26mV at a room 
temperature of 27"C] is the thermal voltage IRI is the bias current of the i"^  CCCII. 
which is tunable over several decades [192]. 
6.5.2 Performance study 
The proposed chaos generator TCCG-V was designed using the core 
sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-IV of Chapter-3 for an oscillating frequency of 1.2MHz 
with same parameters as Ci=C2=I00pF and IBI= IB2= =10|iA at a room temperature 
of 27"C and supply voltages of ±2.25 V. The parameter design values of the nonlinear 
circuit composite CCCNC-III are also the same as the one used in Chapter-4. The 
parameter design values of the nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-III were chosen 
as R|=8.8KQ, R2=8.1KQ. C3=8.5pF. C4=1.80pF, C5=2.0pF with the bias current 
lB3=1.0|aA. lB4=lB5=100(iA at a room temperature of 27"C and supply voltages of 
±2.25V. At these chosen component values the transfer characteristics of CCCNC-III 
yields the slopes and the current break points as Ra= - 0.818KQ. Rbi = - 0.263KQ. 
Rb2 = 0.525KQ, ± IBPI = ± 0.2^A and ± IBP2 = ± 0.5)JA respectively obtained through 
PSPICE simulations. 
The TCCG-V thus designed was simulated using the multi output CCCII 
shown in Figure 1.16 of Chapter I. The multi output CCCII circuit and the model 
have been obtained from the circuit and model available in technical literature [202]. 
The chaos generator TCCG-V is found to generate two chaotic voltage outputs 
and two independent load insensitive current outputs simultaneously at different 
nodes and is therefore a mixed mode chaos generator. The transient responses of the 
chaotic output voltage Vo4 and VQS are illustrated in Figure 6.49 and Figure 6.50 
respectively. The time plots of the chaotic currents I03 and I04 are shown in Figure 
6.5land Figure 6.52 respectively. The random magnitude and the aperiodic nature of 
the voltages V04, V05, and that of the chaotic currents I03 and I04 can be observed from 
Figure 6.49 , Figure 6.50, Figure 6.51 and Figure 6.52 respectively. Hence the chaotic 
signal generation capability of the TCCG-V in the voltage mode as well as in the 
current mode is quite evident. 
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The phase space plots of Figure 6.53 and Figure 6.54 further strengthen the 
chaotic nature of the output voltages and the output currents respectively. It can be 
observed from these figures that the chaotic phase plots display a complex pattern. 
The plots suggest the aperiodicity of the data because the orbit does not repeat, and 
thereby fills in the space. It is to be noted that the nonlinearity provided by the 
nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-IIl is such that the chaotic dynamics of TCCG-V 
create 3-scroll phase space plots of its chaotic voltage V04 and current I03 with 
reference to V05 as shown in Figure 6.53 and Figure 6.54(a) respectively. The phase 
portrait of I04 with reference to I03 is a single scroll like pattern as shown in Figure 
6.54(b). These phase portraits indicate the functional versatility of the TCCG-V. 
The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of the transient responses of the chaotic 
voltages Vo4, V05 and chaotic currents 1()3 and I04 were also carried out using PSPICE 
simulations. The resultant frequency spectrums are given in Figure 6.55 and Figure 
6.56 respectively. The chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the 
broadband noise like frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos generation 
capability of TCCG-V. 
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Figure 6.49. Transient response of cliaotic voltage V04. 
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Figure 6.50. Transient response of chaotic voltage V05. 
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Figure 6.51. Transient response of chaotic current I03. 
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Figure 6.52. Transient response of chaotic current I04. 
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Figure 6.53. Phase space plot of V04 with reference to V05. 
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To study the non-interactive electronic tunability of the TCCG-V, the bias 
current IB2 of the core sinusoidal oscillator was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. 
The bias current 1B2 was varied from IO.O|iA to 7.5^A. The corresponding transient 
responses of one of the chaotic outputs viz., V04 for IB2 = 9.5|iA and 1B2 = 7 . 5 ^ A are 
shown in Figure 6.57(a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed from these time 
responses that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different values of 
IB2, which confirms its tuning capability. It can be observed from these transients that 
the tuning parameter IB2 has quite a pronounced effect on the aperiodicity and 
magnitude randomness of the TCCG-V. The variation of the transients due to changes 
in the value of IB2 indicates that the chaotic dynamics depends on the initial 
conditions, which confirms the chaotic signal generation capability of TCCG-V. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the generated chaotic 
voltages of TCCG-V, with the bias current IB2 was also studied. The effect of the 
tuning on the chaotic dynamics of TCCG-V is evident from the phase portraits given 
in Figure 6.58. The corresponding phase portraits or plots for the chaotic outputs V()4 
with reference to V05 at 1B2 = 9.8|nA, IB2 = 9.5^A and IB2 = 7.5|aA are shown in Figure 
6.58 (a), (b) and (c) respectively where as the phase portrait of I03 at IB2 = 7.5(iA is 
shown in Figure 6.58 (d). It can be observed from these phase portraits that with the 
variation in the value of IB2 there is quite a pronounced change in the pattern of the 
chaotic signals. This variation of the pattern of the chaotic signals due to the changes 
in the value of IB2 enhances the functional versatility of the TCCG-V. 
It is therefore concluded that by changing the initial conditions through tuning, 
different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by the chaos generator TCCG-V. 
It is thus observed that TCCG-V is capable of producing a number of chaotic 
voltage and current outputs. Independent electronic tuning depending on the chosen 
value of bias current is possible. Moreover, the realized chaos generator TCCG-V 
uses Cecils, all grounded capacitors and grounded resistors, which make it suitable 
for implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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6.6 Chaos Generator TCCG-VI 
In this section, a CCCII based chaos generator TCCG-VI is proposed which is 
derived from the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V and the nonlinear circuit composite 
CCCNC-IV. It is to be noted here that oscillator CCCSO-V and the composite 
CCCNC-IV have been studied in detail in Chapter-3 and in Chapter-4 respectively. 
6.6.1 Circuit description 
The CCCII based chaos generator is realized by inserting the nonlinear circuit 
composite CCCNC-IV into the sinusoidal oscillator CCCSO-V. The circuit of 
CCCSO-V and the circuit of CCCNC-IV are reproduced here for the purpose of 
clarity in Figure 6.59 and Figure 6.60 respectively. The resulting TCCG-VI is shown 
in Figure 6.61. The realized TCCG-VI is thus described by the following set of state 
space equations 
CWQ\-VQ2)——VQ\+—{VO\-V^2) 
^x\ ^x2 
^ 3 ^ 0 4 - ^ % + ^ ^ % (6.11) 
• • 1 I 
^x4%5<-3 ^x5^x6<-3 
where, 
^05 = /(^02 ) = ^hohl + 0-5(^a - Rb2 )|J'^ 02 + hp] \ - |^2 ~ hp\ \\ 
+ 0.5{Rf,2 - R/,] ) lj/02 + hP21 ~ |'^ 02 ~ ^BP2 \\ 
+ 0.5(i? |^ - /e^o) K 2 + hP31 - ko2 - hP3 \] (6-12) 
where Ra is the inner most slope where as Rbo. Rbi and Rb2 are the outer slopes while 
±IBPI ± IBP2 and ± IBP3 Indicate the break point current values as shown in the transfer 
characteristics of CCCNC-IV given in Figure 4.19 of Chapter-4. 
Also, R XI [= VT / (2 IBJ) , i = 1,2,3,4,5 and 6.] is the parasitic resistance at the 
x-input terminal of the i"^  CCCIIs, Vi [=26mV at a room temperature of 27°C] is the 
thermal voltage IBI is the bias current of the i* CCCII, which is tunable over several 
decades[192]. 
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6.6.2 Performance study 
The realized chaos generator TCCG-Vl was designed using the sinusoidal 
oscillator CCCSO-V of Chapter-3 for an oscillating frequency, fo = 13.6MHz. The 
designed values were found as Ci = C? = 90pF and \n\ = IB2 = 100|iA at a room 
temperature of 27"C and supply voltages of ±2.5V. The parameter design values of 
the nonlinear circuit composite CCCNC-IV are also the same as used in Chapter-4. 
For the design of the nonlinear composite, the parameter values were chosen as 
lB3=2.0|aA, C3=15.0pF and IB4 = 90|iA. C4=4.8pF, 1B5=79.0HA and 1B6=75.67^A, 
with the same dc supply voltages of ± 2.5volts. The TCCG-Vl thus designed was 
simulated with PSPICE using the CCCIl circuit implementation and model available 
in technical literature [202]. 
The chaos generator TCCG-VI operates in the mixed mode, as it generates 
two chaotic voltages and a chaotic current at different outputs simultaneously. The 
transient responses of the chaotic voltages V„4 and Vo-s are shown in Figure 6.62(a) 
and Figure 6.62(b) respectively. The transient response of the chaotic current I03 is 
shown in Figure 6.63. 
The chaos generating capability of TCCG-Vl is evident in the magnitude 
randomness and aperiodic nature of the output voltage and current transients given in 
Figure 6.62 and Figure 6.63 respectively 
The chaotic nature of the output voltages V04, V05 and that of chaotic current 
I03 is further strengthened by the multi scroll-double headed phase space plots of 
Figure 6.64 and Figure 6.65 respectively. It can be observed from these figures that 
the chaotic phase plots display a complex pattern. The plot suggests the aperiodicity 
of the data because the orbit does not repeat, and thereby fills in the phase space. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the transient responses of the voltages 
Vo4, Vo5 and current I03 was carried out using PSPICE simulations. The resultant 
frequency spectrums are given in Figure 6.66 and Figure 6.67 respectively. The 
chaotic nature of the time-domain waveforms is reflected in the broadband noise like 
frequency spectrums, which confirm the chaos generation capability of the TCCG-VI. 
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Figure 6.62. Transient responses of chaotic voltages: (a) V04 and (b) V05. 
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The effect of the variation of the grounded capacitor C2 of the core sinusoidal 
oscillator on the tunability of the TCCG-VI was studied. The capacitor C2 was varied 
from lOOpF to 91pF and the corresponding transient responses of the chaotic voltage 
output viz.. Vo4 for C2 = 91pF and 92pF are shown in Figure 6.68. It can be observed 
from these transient responses that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for 
different values of C? and that there is quite a pronounced change in the transient 
responses as C2 is varied thus indicating single parameter electronic tuning. 
Moreover, from Figure 6.68 the variation in the transients due to these changes 
in the value of C2 indicates that the chaotic dynamics depends upon the initial 
parameter values, which confirms the chaotic signal generating capability of the chaos 
generator TCCG-VI. Another observation was made that with this tuning the 
frequency spectrum is extended to higher frequencies as C2 is varied from 91pF to 
92pF as can be seen in Figure 6.69 and Figure 6.70 which indicates the functional 
versatility of TCCG-VI. 
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Figure 6.68. Transient responses of chaotic voltage Vo4with 
C2 at: (a) C2 = 91 pF (b) C2 = 92pF. 
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To study the non-interactive electronic tunability of the TCCG-VI, the bias 
current IB5 of the circuit was chosen as the chaos tuning parameter. The bias current 
IB5 was varied from 40|iA to 80|aA and the corresponding transient responses for one 
of the chaotic outputs viz.. V04 are shown in Figure 6.71(a), (b) and (c) for IB5 = 40|aA, 
IB5 = 55|aA and IBS = 80|aA respectively. It can be observed from these time responses 
that the temporal dynamics of the circuit is different for different values of 1B5, which 
confirms its non-interactive electronic tuning capability. It can also be observed that 
the tuning parameter IB? has quite a pronounced effect on the aperiodicity and 
magnitude randomness of the TCCG-VI. The variation of the transients due to 
changes in the value of IB5 confirms that the chaotic dynamics depend on the initial 
parameter values, which further confirms the chaotic signal generation capability of 
TCCG-VI. 
The effect of the electronic tuning on the phase plot of the generated chaotic 
voltages of TCCG-VI, with the bias current IB5 was also studied. The effect of the 
tuning on the chaotic dynamics of TCCG-VI is also evident from the phase portraits 
given in Figure 6.71. The corresponding phase portraits or plots for the chaotic output 
Vo4 with reference to V05 at IB5 = 40|iA , IRS = 55|aA and IB5 = 80^A are shown in 
Figure 6.71 (d), (e) and (f) respectively. It can be observed from these phase plots that 
the variations in the value of IB? produce a pronounced change in the pattern of the 
chaotic signals. These variations of the chaotic signal pattern due to the changes in the 
value of IB5 enhance the functional versatility of the TCCG-VI. 
It is thus observed that by changing the initial parameter values through 
tuning, different patterns of chaotic signals can be produced by the chaos generator 
TCCG-VI which further portrays the functional versatility of TCCG-VI. 
It is thus concluded that TCCG-VI is capable of producing a number of 
chaotic voltage and current outputs exhibiting complex chaotic patterns through 
capacitor tuning and also through electronic tuning. The fact that it can be tuned by a 
grounded capacitor and also enjoys non-interactive electronic tuning illustrates its 
functional versatility. Moreover, the realized chaos generator TCCG-VI is suitable for 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
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Figure 6.71(a). Transient response of chaotic voltage V04 with IBS = 40 ^A. 
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Figure 6.71(b). Transient response of chaotic voltage Vo4with IBS = 55 ^A. 
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Figure 6.71(c). Transient response of chaotic voltage Vo4witli IBS = 80 ^A. 
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Figure 6,71(d). Phase space plot of chaotic voltage V04 
with reference to V05 at IB5=40 /lA. 
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Figure 6.71(e). Phase space plot of chaotic voltage V04 
with reference to V05 at IBS=55 ^ A . 
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Figure 6.71(f). Phase space plot of chaotic voltage V04 
with reference to V05 at IB5=80 ^ A . 
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6.7 Comparative Study 
The CCCII based chaos generators have been critically examined with respect 
to active and passive component counts, mode of operation, load insensitive currents, 
non-interactive tuning and chaotic patterns. A comparative assessment of the CCCII 
based chaos generators viz.. TCCG-I to TCCG-Vl is summarized in Table 6.1. 
The TCCG-I uses six CCCIIs with three grounded capacitors and two diodes 
which makes the total component count eleven The chaos generators TCCG-II and 
TCCG-VI use six CCCIIs and four capacitors each resulting in a total component 
count often. 
Table 6.1: The comparison of CCCII based chaos generators 
TCCGs 
TCCG-1 
TCCG-II 
TCCG-lll 
TCCG-IV 
TCCG-V 
TCCG-VI 
No. of 
CCCIIs 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
6 
No. of 
Rs 
-
-
-
2 
2 
-
No. of 
Cs 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
Other 
Device 
2 diodes 
-
-
-
-
-
Mode 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Load insensitive 
Current 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Electronic 
Tuning 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Chaotic pattern 
Double headed 
scrolls 
Double scroll. 
Butterlly's wings 
like, nonlinear 
curve like scrolls 
Double scroll. 
Butterilx's wings 
like scrolls 
.3-scrolls 
3-scrolls. single 
scroll 
Five spiral-double 
headed scrolls 
The TCCG-lII besides five CCCIIs uses four capacitors making the total 
component count nine. In TCCG-IV six CCCIIs are used along with two resistors and 
five capacitors making the total component count thirteen. The total component count 
used by DCCG-V is twelve as it uses five CCCIIs. two resistors and five capacitors. It 
is to be noted that the increment in the number of components in some of the circuits 
is justified by the fact that the chaos generators provide either more complex or more 
number of chaotic outputs. 
The chaos generators have also been compared on the basis of their modes of 
operation. In general all the six chaos generators exhibit a mixed mode of operation 
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providing both chaotic voltage and chaotic current outputs simultaneously at different 
nodes. The chaos generators TCCG-I, TCCG-111, TCCG-IV and TCCG-Vl each 
generate two chaotic voltage outputs and one load insensitive chaotic current output at 
different nodes simultaneously. The TCCG-II and TCCG-III generate two chaotic 
voltage outputs and two load insensitive chaotic currents outputs each. Another 
comparative study was based on the availability of load insensitive chaotic current 
outputs. It was observed that in general all the chaos generators TCCG-I through 
TCCG-VI generate load in sensitive chaotic current outputs. 
A comparative assessment based on the tunability aspects of the six chaos 
generators is now presented. In general the chaos generators TCCG-I to TCCG-VI 
enjoy non-interactive tuning of their chaotic signal outputs through bias current 
control of their circuits. The TCCG-VI can also be tuned through capacitor control 
which enhances its functional versatility. 
The final comparative assessment is based on the type of chaotic pattern 
generated by each of the TCCGs. The chaos generator TCCG-I exhibits a double-
headed scroll like pattern of its chaotic voltages and that of its chaotic current. The 
TCCG-II generates double scroll phase space plot, butterfly's wings like chaos and 
the nonlinear curve like phase space plot of its various chaotic voltage and current 
outputs. 
The TCCG-III displays a double scroll and butterfly's wings like chaos of its 
chaotic output voltages and currents. The TCCG-IV and TCCG-V generate three 
scroll phase space plots of their chaotic voltages and currents. TCCG-V also generates 
a single scroll phase space plot of its chaotic currents. The three scroll pattern 
exhibited by TCCG-IV is different from that of TCCG-V. The TCCG-VI provides 
chaotic signals whose phase space plots are five spiral-double headed scroll pattern. 
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6.8 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter a collection of six chaos generators have been presented. The 
circuits have been designed and verified using PSPICE simulations. The circuits were 
found to generate, load insensitive chaotic currents and voltages simultaneously at 
different output nodes. 
In order to confirm the chaos generating capability of the proposed circuits, 
transient responses, phase space plots and FFTs of the generated signals for each of 
the circuits were studied. The transient responses, phase space plots and FFTs for 
each circuit clearly confirm the chaos generating capability of the realized chaos 
generators. 
Studies were also carried out to check the tuning capability of these chaos 
generators. All the chaos generators were found to possess independent tuning of their 
chaotic outputs through bias current control. 
At the end of the chapter a comparative assessment of all the chaos generator 
circuits was performed in terms of component count, mode of operation, availability 
of load insensitive chaotic current, tuning capability and the type of chaotic phase 
space plot or pattern generated by the chaotic signals. 
Thus, the realized chaos generators employing second generation current 
controlled conveyors were found to provide a number of chaotic voltages and chaotic 
currents. They portray various dynamical behaviors as exhibited by the generated 
phase space plots. These chaos generators possess electronic tuning of their chaotic 
signals through bias current control and are compatible for monolithic implementation 
in contemporary IC technologies. 
It is to be noted that temperature compensation of current controlled 
conveyors is essential under varying environmental conditions. This can easily be 
accomplished using the technique available in technical literature [196]. 
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CONCLUSION 
7,1 Main Results 
The design of chaos generators, the core engine of wliich is always an 
oscillator, is currently a very rich area of contemporary research in the field of 
engineering, computers, secure communications, medicine and biology, management 
and finance, music and consumer electronics. These are but only a few from the vast 
list of potential applications. Therefore, the realization of chaotic systems and chaos 
generators has been considered as one of the important break-throughs in science. 
Moreover, among the various generations of current conveyors the CCII and 
CCCII have been proven as the most important and versatile active elements due to 
their better high frequency performance, wide bandwidth, wide dynamic range, better 
linearity, high slew rates, along with their compatibility for realization of voltage 
mode as well as current mode analog systems. The CCCII enjoys the added feature of 
electronic adjustability. Also the implementation of these active devices in Bipolar. 
BiCMOS and CMOS technologies have led to their wide applications in 
implementation of high performance filters, oscillators, and chaos generators, 
operating either in voltage or current mode. 
The rich variety of the potential applications of chaos generators and 
numerous advantages of the current conveyors led to this research work of realizing 
chaos generators by using the versatile current conveyors as the basic building block. 
The work carried out in the thesis has been summarized as follows. 
The first chapter deals with the relevant background materials for the work 
reported in this thesis. The design methodology of the chaos generators presented in 
this thesis was based on the idea that at the heart of the chaos generator, lays a core 
sinusoidal oscillator engine. Chapter-2 of the thesis dealt with a number of sinusoidal 
oscillator realizations employing the second generation current conveyors (CCIIs) as 
the active building block. A total of six novel sinusoidal oscillators were presented 
and classified according to the number of CCIIs employed for their realization. 
Studies were carried out to assess the effect of the non-idealities of the CCIIs on the 
performance of the oscillators. The sensitivity studies led to the observation that the 
CCII based sinusoidal oscillator circuits enjoy attractive passive and acfive sensitivity 
performance. The CCII based oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE 
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simulations. These oscillators were found to exhibit quadrature outputs with equal 
magnitudes. The oscillators also possessed single resistance independent frequency 
control over a sufficiently wide range and were found to be compatible for monolithic 
implementation in contemporary IC technologies. The CCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators were later employed as the core engine in the realization of the CCll based 
chaos generators in Chapter-5. 
As the CCCll has the added advantage of electronic adjustability, there is a 
growing interest in the design of analog signal processing circuits using CCClls. 
Moreover, circuits using CCClls have emerged as an important class of circuits, 
which provide electronic control to circuit parameters, broad frequency range of 
operation and are suitable for IC implementation in contemporary IC technologies. 
Thus to avail the advantages of the CCCII, in this thesis five novel sinusoidal 
oscillators, using current controlled conveyors (CCClls) and capacitors only were 
realized and studied in Chapter-3. The oscillators were classified according to the 
number of CCClls used for their realization. The studies, of the effect of the non-
idealities, of the CCCII on the frequency performance of these oscillators were carried 
out. It was also found through these studies that the CCCII based sinusoidal 
oscillators enjoyed attractive active and passive sensitivity figures. The realized 
CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators were designed and verified using PSPICE 
simulations. The sinusoidal oscillators were found to exhibit quadrature outputs of 
equal magnitudes, independent electronic frequency control, and are compatible for 
micro-miniaturization in contemporary IC technologies. These oscillators were later 
utilized in the realization of CCCII based chaos generators in Chapter-6. 
The chaos generator realization methodology requires that some sort of 
nonlinearity be introduced into the sinusoidal oscillator to modify it into a chaos 
generator hence, in the thesis, five CCII based nonlinear circuit composites and four 
CCCII based nonlinear circuit composites were presented in Chapter-4. The behaviors 
of these composites were studied in detail from their transfer characteristics obtained 
through PSPICE simulations. These CCII based and CCCII based composites 
provided a variety of nonlinear functions in terms of number of segments and break 
points. A comparative study of the realized nonlinear circuit composites using CCIIs 
and CCClls was also included depending on the total component count, number of 
segments and number of breakpoints. These CCII based chaos generators are suitable 
for microminiaturization in contemporary IC technologies. 
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In Chapter-5 a total of six CCIl based chaos generators were presented by 
modifying the CCII based sinusoidal oscillators through the insertion of CCll based 
nonlinear circuit composites. PSPICE simulations were carried out to study the 
chaotic behavior of the generators presented. These CCII based chaos generators were 
found to exhibit a variety of chaotic dynamics, single resistance tuning and wide band 
frequency spectrums. which makes them suitable for high frequency applications. A 
comparative study of the realized chaos generators using CCIIs was also included at 
the end in Chapter-5 depending on the component count, availability of load 
insensitive chaotic current, the tunability aspect and nature of the chaotic pattern 
generated. 
Chapter-6 provides the realization and study of six CCCII based chaos 
generators using the CCCII based sinusoidal oscillators and the CCCII based 
nonlinear circuit composites. These chaos generators used CCCIIs and passive 
components, which can be microminiaturized in contemporary IC technologies. The 
CCCII based chaos generators were designed and their chaotic behaviors were studied 
using PSPICE simulation. The studies included the transient responses, phase plot and 
FFTs for confirming the chaotic behavior of the realized chaos generators. These 
chaos generators were found to generate a number of chaotic voltage and chaotic 
current outputs with aperiodic transient responses, phase plots and broadband 
frequency spectrums. which confirmed the chaos generating capability of the 
proposed circuits. These chaos generators were found to possess characteristics, 
which generate a number of chaotic signals and provided broad band frequency 
spectrums in the MHz and GHz range illustrating their suitability for high frequency 
applications such as in secure communication. They were also found to enjoy 
electronic tuning. A comparative study of the realized chaos generators using CCCIIs 
was also included at the end in Chapter-6 depending on the active and passive 
component count, mode of operation, availability of load insensitive chaotic current, 
the tunability aspect and nature of the chaotic pattern generated. 
Thus, it can be concluded that in this thesis novel and versatile chaos 
generators using CCIIs and CCCIIs are realized. Studies reveal that the realized chaos 
generators exhibit a variety of chaotic dynamics depending on the type of nonlinearity 
employed, viz., double-headed scrolls, double-double scrolls, butterfly's wings like 
scrolls, star-like portrait, multi-scrolls which, could lead to novel applications in 
engineering. 
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The chaos generators also possess broad frequency spectrums. in some cases 
in the MHz and GHz range. A few of them operate in vohage mode, some in current 
mode and others provide mixed mode providing chaotic current and voltage outputs 
simultaneously. Almost all the chaos generators are capable of generating load 
insensitive chaotic current outputs. Another redeeming property is that all the realized 
chaos generators are suitable for microminiaturization in contemporary IC 
technologies. 
These features make the chaos generators suitable for applications in many 
fields, such as communication, cryptography, fluid mixing and may be for 
pacemakers for the heart. 
7.2 Scope for Future Work 
Nonlinear dynamical systems and chaos have still a great potential not only 
from the theoretical research point of view but also may bring new fascinating 
applications. At present, active search for possible chaos applications is a continuous 
process. However to apply dynamical chaos, it is necessary to have signal sources 
generating chaotic signals. As is known, chaos generators play the role of the sources. 
The thesis with the realization of the chaos generators contributes to the knowledge in 
the research field of electronics engineering and also provides a motivation to further 
research work related to various aspects of chaotic signals and chaos generators in 
future. Some of these future works can be as per suggestion below. 
• Monolithic implementation of the presented chaos generator circuits in 
contemporary IC technologies is the most important and obvious future need. 
Current conveyor availability makes this future problem more motivating. 
• In this thesis, nonlinear circuit composites exhibiting piecewise linear 
functions have been employed for chaos generation. Current conveyor based 
nonlinear circuit composites providing other nonlinear functions can be 
realized and employed for chaofic signal generation. Hence, the future work 
could be to enhance the nonlinear techniques and to investigate the outcome of 
the realization. 
• The realized chaos generators differ from each other in both the structure and 
chaotic dynamics having various characteristics. However, for some specific 
applications chaos generators with specific characteristics such as the concrete 
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shape of the power spectrum is needed. Another future problem is to propose 
an approach to design of oscillators with pre-assigned spectral characteristics 
and to demonstrate its practical application. 
Another future problem would be to realize the oscillators, nonlinear circuit 
composites and hence the chaos generators in totality with the newly 
introduced versions of the current conveyors viz.. the DVCC. FDCCIL 
CDBA. ICCII etc. These realizations would enhance the versatility of the 
chaos generators. Moreover, in this thesis, bipolar CCCII implementations 
have been used. The circuits can be realized by employing the CCCII in 
BiCMOS and CMOS technologies. 
One of the other future works could be the realization of the chaos generator 
circuits using active elements only. For this purpose all the resistors used may 
be replaced with simulated ones in the present thesis. Such realizations would 
be ideal for monolithic implementations in contemporary IC technologies. 
Evolution of digital processes, have shifted the boundary between digital and 
analog parts of systems. However, analog circuits still remain irreplaceable 
components of systems-on-a-chip as, analog signal scores in advantage over 
digital when very high frequency or very low power is required. But there are 
cases in which programmable characteristic of an analog circuit is a key 
feature that is used in many useful applications such as in wireless 
communication. Analog or digital tuning control can be employed to control 
the parameters of the analog circuit. The realized chaos generators enjoy 
analog control either through single resistance control as in the case of the 
e c u based circuits or through bias current control as in case of the CCCII 
based chaos generators. Thus as a precursor to this method, future work can 
involve the digital control of the various performance features of the realized 
chaos generator circuits so that they can be interfaced with digital parts of a 
communication system where chaos generators are widely used for data 
security. 
The generation of multiscroll chaotic attractors has been a topic of both 
theoretical and practical interest as they provide more complex dynamical 
behaviour and therefore are preferred in certain applications where complexity 
is more advantageous as in cryptography for random number generation and in 
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fluid mixing. The number of possible scrolls generated by a chaos generator is 
directly proportional to the number of breakpoints in the transfer 
characteristics of the nonlinear circuit composite. The key point is that each 
extra break-point of the folding nonlinearity sets an extra equilibrium point in 
the state-space around which chaotic trajectories may evolve. As a future 
problem the realized multiscroll chaos generators in this thesis and other new 
circuits can be utilized to generate multi scrolls through an ;7-bit digital 
counter, and the number of generated scrolls can be precisely controlled. Also, 
the location in space of the generated scrolls can be precisely controlled. 
Chaos is also a fundamental topic in other fields, such as neuroscience where 
interesting application of chaos theory is in the diagnosis of epilepsy. The 
social impact of such research is evident, since epilepsy is a relatively diffused 
disease, which may significantly reduce the quality of life. Since the 
epileptical crisis can be described as a variation of the chaotic dimension of 
the electroencephalographic signal obtained from the brain it would be great to 
identify such variation with a certain advance before the crisis becomes 
symptomatic, to give the patient the time to get a drug, or stop working, 
driving etc. For this purpose the chaos generators could be used to model the 
dynamics of brains which would help in the relevant studies leading to the 
diagnosis of epileptic seizers. 
Chaotic signals also play a key role in the cardiovascular field. Similar to the 
modelling of a brain, the heart beat dynamics can be studied through chaos 
generators modelled as a human heart. Although it is challenging, a chaotic 
wavelet obtained from these chaos generator circuits could be applied to 
develop electronic pacemakers for the heart in the future. 
Chaotic signals are complex waveforms that are attracfive for ufilizafion in 
applications such as communications, radars, lidars, random number 
generators, coherence tomography etc. The future research objectives can 
include the exploitation of the realized chaos generators for various 
applications. 
The realized chaos generators may be exploited as compact and robust 
adjustable coherence sources with chaofic properties for ufilization in 
metrology. 
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• Another future work can be the utilization of the circuits in communications, 
where chaos has a strong potential application, as information can be encoded 
into a chaotic carrier and transmitted via a fiber or free-space channel. 
Research objectives could include: security aspects, integration of the robust 
sources, compatibility with existing networks, utilization in bidirectional 
communications, etc. 
• Since the chaotic waves generated by the realized chaos generators are 
wideband, studies could be carried out to exploit them as radar or lidar signals 
without a modulation/pulse compression processing in the transmitter. 
Research objectives include a detailed exploration of these issues. 
• A key issue in encryption systems, spread spectrum, Radar/Lidar etc., is the 
generation of high quality pseudo random number generators (PRNG). Since 
true chaos is absolutely non-periodic it presents key advantages over 
conventional PRNGs. The research objectives for future work could include 
the applications of the chaos generators realized in the thesis for the generation 
of random numbers. 
• Future contribution of these chaos generators in communication could be on 
the applications of the generated chaotic waves to RF communications 
(Wireless and Radars) 
• The use of the realized circuits can be explored for sensor information security 
in robotics, in process control and so on. 
In short, there is vast scope for the study and implementation of various chaos 
generators and utilization of their chaotic dynamics for a wide variety of applications 
in all walks of life, thereby providing a rich range of further research in future. 
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APPENDIX 
A-l: Sensitivity: 
The incremental sensitivity of the active circuit is an important performance 
criterion. It is the measure of the degree of variation of its performance from nominal 
values, due to the changes in the elements comprising the circuit. Thus, the 
incremental sensitivity of the circuit parameter 'P" by the element of variation "X' can 
be expressed as 
dP 
^ ' \ ' dX 
X 
where, "X" denotes the type of component viz.. resistor, capacitor, current conveyor 
voltage / current transfer gain non-idealities "a" and "P' respectively. The term 'P' 
denotes the circuit parameter viz., the angular oscillator frequency "WQ". The 
sensitivity equation determines the per unit change in parameter 'P' due to the per unit 
change in "X' for small changes in element value. 
A-2: CMOS Schmitt Trigger: 
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Figure 1 A: Current -in current-out CMOS-Schmitt trigger circuit 
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Table-IA: Dimensions of transistors of the current controlled CMOS-Schmitt trigger. 
Transistor 
MN1-MN3 
ML3 
MN4 
MPl 
MP2 
MB, ML4 
Width (lam) 
16 
24 
75 
60 
30 
Length (|am) 
J 
5 
5 
5 
Table-2A: Device model parameters used for PSPICE simulation of the Schmitt 
trigger transistors. 
.MODEL NM NMOS LEVEL=2, VTO=0.9V, TOX=505.0E-10. 
NSUB=1.35634E16. KP=44.9E-6 GAMMA=0.981 PHI=0.6 UO=656 
UEXP=0.211012 UCRIT=107603, DELTA=3.53172, VMAX=]00000. 
XJ=0.4U. LAMBDA=0.0107351, NFS=1E11. NEFF=1.001, NSS=1E12, 
TPG=1, RSH=9.925 CGDO=2.83588E-10, CGSO=2.83588E-10. 
CGBO=7.968E-10 CJ=0.0003924, MJ=0.456300, CJSW=5.284E-10. 
MJSW=0.3199 PB=0.7. XQC=1 
.MODEL PM PMOS LEVEL=2, VTO=-0.75V. TOX=432.0E-10, 
NSUB=1E16. KP=18.5E-6, GAMMA=0.435. PH1=0.6, UO=271. 
UEXP=0.242315, UCRIT=20581.4, DELTA=4.32096E-5. 
VMAX=33274.4 XJ=0.4U LAMBDA=0.0620n8, NFS=1E1L 
NEFF=1.00L NSS=1E12, TPG=-L RSH=10.25, CGDO=4.831]7E-10, 
CGSO=4.83117E-10. CGBO=L293E-9. CJ=0.0001307, MJ=0.4247, 
CJSW=4.613E-10, MJSW=0.2815, PB=0.75 XQC=1 
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